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This is to me a new

seemed a

I lock my door and bar them out,

in Bengali and Oriya after my

for

I

I lock my door upon myself,

languages, from the fact that I knew semething of them in my boyhood. And there
are other reasons perhaps why I enjoy
preaching to Santals.
These rude aborigines are so intent upon catching all one
says to them, and so careful to get a
clear understanding of what they hear!"

If I could once lay down myself,
And start self-purged upon the race

Death runs apace.

If I could set aside myself,
And start with lightened heart upon

The road by all men overgone !

Frequently a man will break the silence after the preacher is done by ‘such a question
as this: “Who was he that came to save
us? And then upon hearing again the

God harden me against myself,
This coward, with pathetic voice,
Who craves for ease, and rest, and joys
Myself, arch-traitor to myself};
My hollowest friend, my deadliest foe,

name Jesus Christ, he will say it over and
over again, to fix it in his mind. Ihave

My clog, whatever road I go.

been ‘deeply moved,

Yet One there is can curb myself,
Can roll the strangling load from me,

too, at the full, hearty

answer which a company of Santals often
give after being told not to forget what
they have heard. *‘Ahkale hidinga,” (we
shall not forget) is the strong, sober reply
of many voices, sometimes the very women

Break off the yoke and set me free.
—=Rossettis

Missionary Correspondence.

and children joining init. Do

——

INDIA, Feb. 28, '70.

How quickly this happy month has gone!

And I have been trying to-night,

return to

this country. There is a newness about the
Santal that I could not have in the other

And bar them out; but who shall wall
Self from myself, most loathed of all!

its many

experience,

never felt so when commencing to preach

The turmoil, tedium, gad-about.

over

at Whitestown

cow-house seem most preciouson account
of the Redeemer’'s presence apd power.

PPP

looking back

that dear old ‘“‘Math-

sacred spot, full of heavenly blessing, so
now does every Santal threshing floor and

All others are outside myself,

Camp KAPPADA,

As

ematical Room”

4, 1870.

you won-

der that snch an answer sometimescstarts
the tear and melts the heart so that one
can not speak until the emotion is sup-

while f pressed?

scenes of in-

when

That

single,

the heart

is too

silent
full

moment,

for utterance,

terest, to select what may be both pleasing: how sweet it has been to put up the prayand

profitable

to your

many

readers.

What stands out most prominently in my
own mind is the very inviting field for missionary labor in’ this territory of Dhalbhui.
How many strong, earnest expressions like
these I have heard during the past four
weeks:

‘Saheb,

do come

country, and make

and live in our

schools for our chil-

dren ;” or, “We ignorant Santals of the
jungles have noone to teach us; wont you
be our friend, and make your home here?"
—or such words as these from young men
- anxious

Saheb,

to learn:

when

we

‘‘Do

tell us, our friend-

shall have

a school

in

this large village that we may learn to read

er: —*Grant

it, O

Father,

most mercifully

grant it, that these dear people never forget Thy message of love. Help them to
remember Thee, for Thou has remembered

even them, and sent them joy and hope in
the gospel of Thy Son.”
:
Oh, I wish several of the brethren I
knew in school,

who are

huddled together

as pastors of little churches of half a dozen
sects in the same village, where God
knows they are not greatly needed, would
come here and take up this new territory
for Christ. If the New York Protestant
Council of next autumn does nothing

more, it will earn a place in history if it deand write.” In several instances & com- vises a proper plan for so unifying Chrispany of villagers has come to the tent to tian interests in the unnumbered villages
ask for a school, and all the

ment I could give them

encourage-

was to say that I

hoped soon to be able to help them. - There
is a great and increasing desire for learn-

" ing among the Santals,

and there are no

and

country towns

land, that a host

of America

of good

and Eng-

men and

strong,

now, confined as pastors of small, struggling churches, may be spared for more extended usefulness, and sent as messengers

less than a dozen, perhaps twenty, excel- of mercy to the millions still sitting in
lent openings for schools in the large and pagan darkness. Let one single case be
central villages of Dhalbhui.
. cited to illustrate what I mean. It is said

But there is more to be said than this.
I firmly believe that the Santals are becoming very favorably disposed towards Christianity, and that by a series of kind and discreet measures, many of them may be persuaded to renounce all.their dark superstitions and believe in the Lord Jesus
Christ. Could you have heard, Christian

. friends, the deep heart-words that I have
heard more than once. of late from the lips
of a Santal,

without

I know

delay

and

you

would say: “Go

take

up

that

new

that, in New England, there is a pastor for

evdry four hundred souls. The papers may
be wrong in this, so- we'll say one for every thousand

souls.

Now look at China, a

land as dear to heaven, teeming with souls
as precious before God as those of favored
Massachusetts. But China has but one
pastor for every four million inhabitants!
Where now is the Christian logic to longer
justify so significant and so sad a contrast,

now that America is on such

excellent

terms with the Celestial Kingdom, now that

ground for Christ, and publish in the ears
of the weary, waiting Santals the precious
message of salvation.” But manager Libby will presently send over
a dispatch from
Headquarters av Dover that will be sure to
run like this: *‘Cash out and oredit lost;
no new move so long as the treasury is

science

dry,

of American clergymen, who long ago
gave up the pastorate for lyceum: lecturing,
hook-making, newspaper editing, magazine-

and

the

churches

deaf.

Hold

on to

what you have, and never mind the rest.”
There is not mach poetry ner classic beaua,|
ty in such words; still, they carry the
strong, blunt: sense of sheets of letters,
telling why we can not go ahead, and how

and commerce

iwo countries so closely

have

pieces

for the

brought

together,

and

the
the

favorable treaties of 1861 stand in full
force? When will the surfeited pulpit of
New. England make a bold, blessed move
toward supplying this remarkable

deficien-

oy in the East? When shall the hundreds

writing, school teaching and what not, feel

‘the call again, and answer
nian cry of the benighted
hard it is to raise the funds, andso on, and Africa? Must all this
ad gnfinitum, 1f there is a man in all rect ministry of the gospel
America whom I pity, it is Bro. Libby, A head of ** tent-making ?”

Secretary who has to write such

to the Macedoheathen of Asia
leaving the dicome under the
And must these

little] menof acknowledged ability, who had the

Siar and Freeman as he is

obliged to in order to *“‘make a raise” to

AND DOVER, N. H., MAY 4. 1870.

sits suffering and sinking to

endless

wo?

These are not hurried questions, put
down on the spur of the moment. They
are rather the serious, sad musings of some
of us who, occupying a far different standpoint from our brethren at home, feel more

in ‘terms so plain and painful in order to
‘shell out” the comparatively meager
sum required to carry on this little mission forcibly, it may be, the condition and the
in India. And then the sweetest of it is, to claims of that vast muititude of our fellow
be told that ‘‘the concern” isin debt, and beings, who up to this hour are deprived
all arrearages must be paid up sharp! of the light of the gospel.
Won't the good brother who said he wished
I will tell you how we feel about it
‘the Foreign Mission was on trucks that it Looking first at the power of the great archmight be wheeled down South,” be putting enemy of souls, who holds under his imin a positive protest against such lawless mediate command so immense a host of
work? On whose authority, may he not immortal beings, and then at the beauty,
ask, did the mission Treasurer act when he the discipline,the superior skill and strength
borrowed money to make out the regular of the great Christian army with the Capremittance to the missionaries? I don’t tain of our salvation eager to lead it on to
wonder the occupant of the Foreign Mis- sure and signal victory, we feel as we did
sion office in the new Siar building gets when that grand army of the Potomac was
the blues now and then. God help him, drumming and drilling itself away for long
that he may yet see glad days, when the months in those Virginia swamps, ingtead
people shall bring ‘all the tithes into the of making a resolute move, in the face* and
storehouse,” and that his ‘gray hairs” go fire of Lee's defying battalions, through the
not down ‘‘with sorrow to the grave.”
rebel lines, straight into Richmond. Tf we’
Thank God for letting me tell of His take the Lord's great commission forour rule
great love in a new tongue. Praise Him of action, how can we justify the éxireme
with me, my Christian friends, for the pre- reluctance and tardiness with which the
cious privilege now granted me of pub- church is to-day carrying on her missionary
lishing the glad tidings of salvation to the work? That the church owes a duty to
Santals in their own language.
I first science, and that she should promote the
tried to talk to the people about two interests of popular education, noone can
deny. But why expend all her energies at
months ago, and these few weeks have
been filled with more than convert-joy. home, and lay out just the proceeds of an
occasional excitement for the heathen
Indeed, the using gof new avords has
vividly brought back to my mind the inef- abroad? And certainly those plain-spaaking
fable joy of the first words I ever tried to figures which the Secretary published a

speak for Jesus.

Myself.

That all must run!

fairly makes our ears tingle to read
of those ‘‘urgent appeals” that we
had of late.\ Surely, it must be “a
case” when a body of three score

« gpecial call” to preach the gospel, be al.
lowedto vacate the pulpits

of

all

Chrie-

“run the mission,” quite earns twice his tendom, and the young men, fresh from
$1,000 per annum, Beljeve me, dear read - the seminaries of learning, summoned to

relinquish their barren hills, spurned the
yoke which the tyrant strove in vain to
place

upon

their

necks, and,

amidst

the

fulmination of Popish Bulls, the proclama-’

of the past infuse themselves into the life
and blood of the present. And although

the whole of Scotland has a population less

The

question is

just

com Canmore erected a castle in honor of
his baving cragged a deer upon that hill,
and where

he wedded his Queen Margaret

brethren: When shall we come to feel and
to act as if we believed it our chief duty to
obey Christ's

last command,

salvation to the world?
the

and

publish

Like’ the

man in

- The

old

Abbey

church

in

which

with a power that words

that ‘all flesh

can not express,

is as grass, and

all the’

many churches saying, ¢ Lord, suffer me
first togo and bury my father?” Mark

goodliness thereof as the flower of the
field.” How necessary to have a house of
God, a building not made with hands,

that

eternal in the heavens.

gospel,

are

word, first.

not

many” Christians and

Must all

our

seminaries

-of learning be richly endowed
move

Vt.

out to seek

heaven” by carrying the glad tidings of
great joy to those sitting in the regiog, and
shadow of death. Let us seek to more
worthily represent Him who left His home
in glory and lived such a life of sacred
sacrifice on earth for the good of man.
Let the abundant blessing of Almighty God
upon the devoted labors of the Moravian

of the Chris-

tian host, cheer us to more hearty

roic toil for perishing souls.
more be intimated that our
has no

reach

of

and

he-

Let it never
protestantism

philanthropic

effort,

no

depths of devout consecration, no hights
of sublime self-abnegation, no patient persistency in evangelical labors, and no unquenchable zeal for the triumphs of the cross,
to be compared with the temper and toil

of those

strangely and

sadly misguided

men who crouch at the feet of -that poor
foolish and fallible mortal, the greatest
Juonument extant of human superstition.
Let us have

more

hard

work,

diréct,

de-

cisive work for the spread of the gospel
among
men. ‘Would
that
we
could
hear some of the home pastors saying,—
‘“ Here am I, send me;” and some of the
home parishes answering,—‘‘ Yes, go to
the heathen who need you more than we

do; go, and we'll unite with that parish

M. E. Conference.

We have received from Rev. C. B. Peckham, a long report of the last session of
this body, to which he was Cor. Mess. from
the Vt. Y. M. He reports the Conference

as embracing four districts, and containing:
about 80 effective preachers.
The reports
of the Presiding Elders for the past year
showed
a large amount of work done for
Christ. The contributions to the various

benevolent

institutions have

been liberal,

Missions and Educational interests having
received generous aid.
The condition of
the Sabbath schools in the several districts
received considerable attention from the

unendowed schools and send then to help
you; go, and our hearts and hands shall
bless you, and we shall ever pray God to
prosper you.” Let us have a forward move-

ment along the whole line.

* The Lord

of hosts is with us,”

:
J. L.P.

Fp

“A

Tourist’s

Letters.

Conference, and the best means of

promot-

work.

The whole Conference

is reported

to be in a very creditable and encouraging

condition,

.

intend

tér on an

to give you

interesting

visit

a

which I en-

joyed at Dunfermline, the Westminister,
and Sterling,the ‘Thermopylae of Scotland ;
but these old associations may not-be to
thrillingly interesting to your American

readers as they have been, arestill and

ever must be to those whose blood is
descended from that horoic stock who
fought and fill, first for their country,
then for their liberty, and finally for their
religion. It is not simply that they fought
~that they were enabled ‘to defeat their
enemies, and in turn sustained a bloody
defeat themselves,
that challenges our
admiration ; but the fact that, whether they
conquerors

onthe

conquered, they

.

Legend.

—

A writer in Lippincott's
and reports this peculiar

legend.

Magazine finds
and suggestive

It suggests plenty of superstition,

but there is a deep undercurrent of meaning in it:
When Adam was far advanced in years
and at the point of death, he sent

the angel

Michael,

who kept the

his son to

gate of

that he could be healed.™ The angel answered that it could not be until fifty-five
hundred years, but he give Seth a branch
| of the tree of which Adam had eaten, bid|'ding him plant it on Mount Lebanon, and

whole let-

were the victors or the vanquished,

A Curious

Paradise, to pray for the. oil of mercy, so

We give this week the remainder of Bro.
Cameron's letter, which was cut short last
week, and by accident left without signature :
I did

good cause.

the

that when it bore fruit his father

should be

healed. Seth planted the branch on his
father’s grave; it took root and grew, and
from it were made Aaron's rod, and Moses's

staff with which he struck the rock and
sweetened the waters of Marah.
It also

formed the pole on which the brazen serpent was lifted up, and the ark of the testimony. At last, it came into the hands of
Solomon,
who used it in building bis palace;
but it continually.resisted the efforts of the
builders to adjust it.

Now it was too long,

and then again too short.

The builders,
be-

ing angry, then threw it into a marsh, so
that it might serve as a bridge. The queen
of Sheba would not walk upon it, but adored it, and told Solomon that upon

it should

the kingdom should be destroyed.

Solomon

be suspended

theman through whose death

then had it buried deep in the ground,
where afterward the pool of Bethesda was
dug, and from the virtues of this tree,heal-

dio] At properties were impartedto the waters,

maintained their independence, refused to

which

he

thing

to

It is no uncommon

gge in the cars and

on

Broadway,

women,

“Sotne of them quite young, and some very
fashionably dressed, so intoxicated as to at-

carouse.
Brandy, whiskey, wines, punch,
ad libitum, are furnished, and old directors

and stockholders and young clerks get gloriously fuddled ; nor is this custom singular
with the bank. Men come up from the excitement and tempest of Wall street and
cool off with astonishing draughts of liquor
before they eat. The great number of disabled young men in New York arrests attention. Paralysis in the feet and lower
limbs is a common complaint with fast New
Yorkers. There is more drinking and drunkenness in the higher circles of New York

than in the lower.

Events

of the Week.

Washington Correspondence.
nt

ACCIDENT IN RICHMOND.
There was a most tragic occurrenee: in
Richmond, Va., last Wednesday, by which
nearly two hundred persons were kill and
A decision of the late contested

mayoralty cases was about to be rendered
in the Supreme Court, several hundred having assembled to listen to it, when the floor
of the Court room suddenly gave way, pre-

cipitating
the audience to the floor below.
Several prominent citizens are among the
killed, including a brother of General
Schofield, several ex-Confederate civil and

officers,

distinguished

members of the press, &c.

lawyers,

i

MARTIAL LAW IN IRELAND.
In accordance with the bill recently enacted for the preservation of life and property in Ireland, several districts in the island have been proclaimed under martial
law. The freedom of the press is being
taken away, and’ if a journal publishes
aught against the policy of the Crown it is
speedily suspended. Under such ecircum-

4

WASHINGTON,

&

D. C., April 27, ’70.

THE WINNIPEG REBELLION,
Senator Chandler has the annexation

fever

badly, but he" turns to the cooler regions of the
north to allay his fever, instead of rushing to the
tropical regions of the Gulf. He proposes that
the President shall appoint commissioners to
treat with the people of Winnipeg for annexa-

tion to the United States. He thinks England
would have no right to complain of such a proceeding,

hasty

because of the preeedent she set in the

recognition

Or if that is not

of our rebels as belligerents.
a sufficient ground of action, he

proposes to seize the territory in part satisfac~
tion of the Alabama claims. Sometime sitice

Mr. Chandler declared those claims to bé =
mortgage upon the emtire British possessions on
this ‘continent, and

although

the. time

has not

yet arrived for foreclosure, he would take Winnipeg by way of keeping down the interest of the

mortgage debt. There is very little likelihood
that our government will deal with this matter

in the off-hand, and, ifI may say so, bragadocic

style proposed by Mr. Chandler, but the Winnipeg rebellion is quite likely to become a matter of serious

consequence,

After

it. had

been

buried

three

hundred

The Spaniards are becoming dissatisfied

with a provisional government, and wish it
to be discontinued. Prim tries to pacify
them with the promise of a speedy choice
of a king, but his promises have been too
frequent and their fulfillment too rare to
win much confidence, Latest reports indicite that Prince Frederick of Prussia is
now the favorita cadidate for the throne,
but Napoleon objects to this solution of the
difficulty, saying that the consequences of
such an election might

be

so grave as

to

arms,

If the report e true that the Dominion

proposes

to employ Indians

to make war upem

the rebels, this government could hardly look
on with indifference.
Aside from our abhorrence of the employment of savages to make war
upon civilized people, such a course would become a positive danger to us from its tendency
to precipitate an Indian war npon our frontier

settlements already

threatened with such a ca-

lamity.
As a precaution, our government has
forwarded to the vicinity of the disturbance all
the troops on duty here orin thestate of Va.,
two or three regiments
in all. If we are to
have annexation in any direction, this region is
more desirable than any other whose annexa-

Railroad, now ‘being constructed, will afford the:
means of easy communication with this region
*heretofore denied, and will turn the tide of emigration in that direction. This region hitherto
has not received the consideration: it deserves, but coming events are likely to turn
the atten-tion of the American people in this direction.

PROGRESS IN LEGISLATION.
The Senate has adopted a new rule for the
transaction of business,—to wit: ‘to go through
the calendar, taking up such bills as are not objected to and passing them without extended
debate.
If debate arises to any considerable extent, it is passed over and another bill taken up.
Under this rule, more bills have been passed in
three days than had been passed
for three
months preceding, and there is little doubt that it
will very materially shorten the session and greatly facilitate the transaction of the business before it. But while the Senate has thus improved
its pace the past week, the House has accom-

effect of securing a fuller attendance hereafter.
~The funding bill still lingers in committee,
and,if report be true, the efforts of the National
banks have been successful in prevailing upon
the committee to strike from the bill the provis-

ion compelling

the banks to refund their bonds.

If this be so, it eviscerates the bill and will render it comparatively worthless.—In connection

with this subject, and .of. like character,is the
pressure lo throw off the income tax. If there
be any one tax which as a wholeis paid by those
best able to pay, it is the income tax, A portion
of this tax is paid by salaried men upon whom,

a republic, even, if Prim will agree to it.

rich men.

If the exemption were carried up to

$2,000 per

annum,

who

now

pay

to pay an income tax.

May, the ratification of his poiicy and measures for the lust 10 years.
Those who op-

pour

poleon has not yet published what

im-

his

mediate course will be, in case an unfavorable vote is returned.
Meanwhile, people

are wondering how it isthat there can be
such afierce boiling and bubbling of passions throughout
the Empire,

with

so

few

BRIGANDAGE IN GREECE,
Desperadoes in Greece have long been a
terror to unprotected travelers. They rocently ‘captured several members of the
on

the

appearance of Government troops to. res.
cua them, cruelly butobered their captives
and fled. All Europe is indignant at the

outrage, and calls on

the

Greek

great

bulk of it,—the

reduce the tax less

than ten millions of dollars, and would leave not
more than one hundred and fifty thousand indi~viduals, and those the richest in thejand, liable

But these rich men pos-

sess and control the newspapers and other organs of public opinion, and through these they

a constant

stream

of denunciation. of the

income tax.—The Howard investigation is being pursued vigorously,
but
tie result has
not transpired futher than has been reported
by witnesses who have heen examined by the
It appears that Gen. Howard had
committee.

become possessed of the idea that the charges
against him had been concocted by members of
Dr. Boynton’s church,

at a meeting held for that

purpose. Members of his church, and Dr. Boynton himself, were examined to ascertain if this
were 80, but

all gave

to the charge.

the

most emphatic denial

The idea perhaps arose from the:

fact that Gen. H. V. Boynton,
son of Dr, Boynton and correspondent of the Cincinnati Gazette,

has made statements in his correspondence simi-

bitter threats and no serious blows.

English and Italian legations, and

the

it would

FRANCE.
Political differences are threatening serious results. The Emperor proposes to submit to a vote of the people on the 5th of

Na-

This ought

to be remedied by increasing the amount of the
exemption and leave the’ tax still resting upon
those

govern-

lar to Wood's charges, but, nevertheless, had
never had any communication with Wood prior
to his making his charges.
Ww.
He

is worthy

of honor who willeth the good

of every man, and he is much unworthy thereof
wlio seeketh his own profit and oppresseth others.— Cicero.

|

i

i!

Here is a fertile, well watered

region, large enough for a half dozenof states.
sure to be filled with a hardy, industrious and
intelligent ‘people.
The
bracing climate will
forbid the degeneracy which occurs in tropical
regions, and the territory is not encumbered
with a vieious and ignorant population, to become a perpetual source of danger and weakness.to the Republic.
The Northern Pacific

as at present levied, it bears hardly.

tive votes to give occasion for alarm.

:

demanding the care-

involve France and Prussia in war. Agitation in political circles is increasing, and
Serrano says that he is willing to accept of

pose his policy will, of course, not vote in
favor of it, and all such votes, the Emperor
says, mean war. Both parties are engaged in a busy campaign, and it remains to
be seen whether there will be enough nega-

IT

ful attention of our government. This will certainlybe so if the attempt be made to reduce
the Winnipeg settlers’ to obedience by force of

tion is proposed.

Hl

military

is charged with the most direct orders to
¢pare no effort to rid Greece of the curse of
brigandage.
re
;

He says:

nection with the religious press,

really held.

As a preliminary, the resignation of

ing their interests was earnestly discussplished very little. It has been occupied mainly
ed.
stances, serious outrages can but be freBesides the usual routine of business,sev- quent. The Irish, smarting under a sense on the Tariff bill, and made very little headway.
So much time has been already consumed on it,
eral young men were ordained to the min- -0f their supposed wrongs, murder the. of- that it is generally conceded that it has no
istry, and the ordination sermon by Bishop ficers sent to enforce the laws; while the chance to pass both Houses, and it is suppesed
Simpson was the most interesting feature of
it through the House
law, in a hurry to demonstrate its -autheri- that the attempt to carry
and a short and simple
the Conference.
His subject was God’s ty, is quite apt to punish the innocent as will soon be abandoned,
method and purpose in calling men to the well as the guilty. Fenianismis also ram- bill passed that will effect a reduction of duties.
MISCELLANEOUS.
ministry, and his treatment of it showed the pant in the island, and several editors are
highest type of Christian thought and expeThe progress of the House has been considera~
threatened by its members with death if
bly obstructed
"by the absence of members.
A
rience.
The other sermons, as well as
they continue the publication of hostile ar- call of the House was made last Friday evening
the speeches at the various anniversary exticles.
:
to remedy this. As is usual on such occasions,
ercises, were to the point, and evinceda
SPAIN,
the House did not make a very dignified exhibit
disposition to do earnest and
effectual
of itself, but it is believed that it will have the

yonderand travel a mile or two farther to
meeting that the: heathen may have the
gospel which we enjoy ; go, and we'll worship in a barn ten years longer that you
may have money for the mission;
go, and
we'll educate our sons and daughtets in

in the pres-

ent state of things appears in the newly
awakened interest among the friends of the

wounded.

and save the lost in other lands? Brethren,
let us rather ** seek first the kingdom of

brethren, the very vanguard

B.C.

first, must

ail our churches build fine meeting-houses
first, must everything else in short be done
first, and then shall we

The redeeming feature

government is

preparing to 1id the peninsular . of the outdemanded and received, and his successor

The regular New-York correspondent of
the Boston Journal gives this sorry account
of the prevalence of intemperance in that

city.

the brigands. “The

the present Greek Minister of War has been

who plays such aa important part in the
work of introducing Christianity among
the Scottish people. The cave in which- | tract attention. . The drinking customs of
ew York are fearful. One of our banks,
she worshiped and the nunnery which she
at
its annual election, provides a general
established are still pointed out to the visitor.

ment t> exterminate

request is heeded, and the
laws.

Sad Testimony.

than the city of London, England, less than
There never were so many public temseveral of the states of the American
perance
meetings held as now, and the reUnion, her influence extends to every land
ligious
community
are going into the work
and to every branch of human industry and
human science.
Considering the narrow with heartiness. There never was more
limits of their country, the barbarism from need of it. I met the other day in the
which they have arisen and the triumphant street quite a well known minister,who was
struggles through which they have passed,it so drunk that two friends could hardly
is a wonder tome that pilgrimages to this hold him up, and his language was neither
sacred soil, stained with the blood of so many chaste, reverent nor decent. Quite an exmartyrs, have not been one of the featares citement was produced in one of the Brookof this liberty loving age. I willonly say lyn Ferry boat cabins, when most crowded,
that I visited with delight the ‘ruined by a party too drunk to navigate, who inpile” which marks the spot where Mal- sisted in announcing repeatedly, his con-

performing. But the old ‘palace is in
ruins, Malcom’s Tower is a heap of rubbish, and the whole scene seems to speak

this, my

No-18

cross of our Saviour,

the unprincipled and bloodthirsty Claver-

house, retired to their mountain fastnesses
and to the sacred quiet of their native glens
and moors, and worshiped God as their
congciences dictated. Those characteristics

ree

years it rose to the surface of the water,
and the Jews took it gnd made of it the

tionof royal decrees and the pursuit of |

Scotland’s kings and princes and nobles
(J oshiped and benéath which they were
while ago, would seem to indicate that, up
uried, is still kept in repair and used
to this day, after we have had a third of a constantly by a church worshiping in it.
century’s experience in Foreign Missions, Here, a few years ago, while excavating
the majority of our churches have failed to some of the ground to make further repairs,
afford themselves even so much as an ex- the remains of King Robert the Bruce was
citement once a year on Missions, to say recognized from the fact of his sawn ribs,
nothing of the want of steady, hearty effort which was done after his death, so that his
on the part of many of those churches that heart might go to Jerusalem to fulfill the
have reported themselves at the F. M. vow which his death prevented him from

office.

——

N

Affected simplicity is refined imposture.
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THE

Spiritual Blindness.
z

—

Messrs. J. B Ford & Co., New York,publish Mr.
Beecher’s Sermons, weekly,
pamphlet form, on excellent paper and

in
in

clear type, so paged as to make them ready
for binding into a volume.
Mr. Beecher street,and he has failed on the street.
The man, when he has found this connoishas not only elements of wonderful popseur,
says to him, “Go with me and look at
ularity and power ‘as a speaker, but, in
spite of excesses and aberrations, he illus- some pictures, and give me your judgment
So they go to see the picttrates, applies and enforces the great truths about them.”
ures
that
the
speculator
gave such a glowof religion as few living men can. We reing account of ; and after glancing about
sermon
a
portionsof
principal
the
. produce
recently delivered,copying fromthe pam- ‘the room, the critic says, ‘Are you going
“Well, I.do not
phlet edition of the Messrs. Ford & Co. He to buy these pictures?”
The man recommends them very
chooses for His text the passage in 2 Cor. know.
highly. He says thatis a Rembrandt, and
4: 3, 4:
wants me to buy it.” “A what? A Rem«But if our Gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are
brandt!"'What does he say that other is?”
Jost; in whom the god of this world hath blinded the
“That he says is a Rubens.”
“A Rubens!
minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the
glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God,
Look here, my friend, just you come out of
should shine unto them.”
this place. Do not you get caught by beExperience shows that the intellect of ing persuaded to buy any of these pictures.
man ranges from a very quick sensibility to A man with half an eye can see that they
truths, moral and social, all the way down
are mere daubs.
They are only copies,
to stone-blindness.
If you take men as and miserable copies at that.
Iwould not
they rise in society, you shall find that give twenty shillings for the whole of
many—and I think the number increases— them.”
are competent to discern truths upon, their
One of these men is stone blind about
presentation. They are quick; they are
And
sensitive. . You can present to them no pictures; but the other sees them.
mengthe
moment
they
want
anything
done
truth of justice, none of honor, none of rectitude, none

of character,

that

comprehend instinctively.
so adjusted, their intellect
customed to play with their
their understanding is so

they do

not.

.in a

Their minds are
has been so acmoral feelings,
saturated with

them,

in their

more

but not

truths

You

things, and

favored

that are

little besides.

below

Then

you

will find other men that do not understand
these truths at all. 1t is like casting pearls
before swine to teil them about social truths
and moral truths. They not only do not
understard them, but they do not believe
in them. And they turn again and rend
you if you preach them.
This describes the condition of men in
human society as they actually are on the
presentation to-them of pure forms ofere-

ligious truth, and of the higher forms of social trath.

Not only do we see this to be so

upon the bare statement, but we act upon
it. Men see differently all the time, and

we act accordingly.

For instance, 2 man

blind

respect-

can not

see

others;

that some

deal of invention,

and

yet

not

know that

which shall fit them to be your counselors.
There are some things about which, if you
question them, you will find that they are all
blank. If it were a matter of any delicacy,
you would not think of going to them. If
it were a matter of courage and strength,
you would not think of going to some others. You sort men on the supposition that
they are differently developed, and that
some can see and

some can not;

that some

can see some things, and not others; that
some can see alittle way up, some farther
up, and some far up.

Men

recogaize

this

in their‘daily business; but they do not stop
to see that it is partof a great moral problem ; that it is a truth exemplified in secular
and social life which underlies the -whole
teaching of the Bible, and has in it the most

tremendous issues and consequences.
:
If we take this average experience of men,
or if we take this secular recognition of the
fact that men are or may be blind to truths,
we perceive how they grow in this direction. They are not so at the beginning, always. Itis one of the most melancholy
things in the world, that while,

usually, the

executive part of a man grows

sharper and

getting

rich,

and

has

meant

At last the time has come when he hasa
“little more money than he wants in his business, or knows what to do with; and his
wife says, “Now buy some pictures;” [and
his daughters say, “Why don’t you, Pa?”
and he concludes that he will. A specula" tor, finding out that he 1s going to buy
pictures, catches him by the elbow, and
draws him into a place where there are
pictures for sale, and says,

‘‘You

ought to

have these pictures. Look at this one.
It
is one of the most glorious pictures anywhere t) be found. Don’t you see?” The
man, after looking a moment,

not exactly
the picture,”
gee that?”
enough ; but

things.

sa

are

is solicited to buy

by-and-by
to live as other folks did;
and he has understood that folks that lived
well, lived with pictures in their honses ; and
he has expected that the time would come
when he should live with pictures in his
house.
He has learned that having pictures is a part of gentility, and has made up
his mind that he will have pictures.

TO

can see in

some pictures.
He has never thought
much of pictures himself. He has known
that he was

3
: |

not see,go

men know some things, and do not know
others. And when you speak of what a man
knows,you do not speak of ideas necessarily. Men may know a great deal of mathematics, a great deal of machinery, a great

these. You will find men who can discern
the strongest colors of moral and. social
truths, but very

can

who

ing that class of subjects? You yourself are
every single day sorting out men on the
principle that some men can see some

hours, when all their better affections have
been roused up, and their worst ones have
been put in subjection, but only under such
circumstances. Ina time of calamity, of
affliction, of one or another experience, you
will find that men are able to discern moral truths;

they

help to men

not true that many men

all other kinds. You will find other men
that are competent to judge of some kinds
of truth by an effort, when they strive to
to

in which

and

them when he hears others talking about
them, his mind is so perfectly filled with
secular affairs.
People often say of such a man; “He is
a good sort of a person. I'never heard that
he did any harm.”
Did you ever hear that
he did any good ? He is entirely absorbed
in one or two secular things.
His whole

that direction, though they may not be able
to seein other directions.
Would not that. be true to nite? Isit

will find some that are competent to judge
of certain kinds of truth, and insensitive to

come up

direction

for advice

moral sentimens, that the moment their attention is called to these truths, they are like

truisms to them. From that higher point men grade.

says,

“I do

like the frame.”
‘Well, but
says the speculator—‘‘do you
<The picture may be well
I do not know much about these

4, 1870.

®must get the advice of somebody

more effective-as
he advances in life, those
things which make his manhood, his noble

traits, average worse

as

he grows

older.

The effect of the sorrows of the world, of its

strifes, its disappointments, its rivalries and
collisions ; the growth of pride and avarice
—these-are such that, without the Gospel to
held them back, and sweeten their disposi-

tions, persons ripen poorly, badly, and are
seldom as generous,

seldom

as

honorable,

seldom as sensitive, seldomas fine in their
perceptions, as they were when they were
boys and girls. In their executive natu
their force-nature, men gain,

and

in

or

any

birds,

or

anything else. The trees flitted right before
him ; the birds sang from the
thicket which
he was skirting; the flowers exhaled the
He lo ‘ks, and does not see what he looks at. sweetest perfumes ; the farmers were in the
He do2s not know what to look for.
He fields plowing, and the crows and blackdoes not know whether
the colors are right birds were following for grubs; and the
or wrong. He doesnot know whether the opening scenes around about him were
forms are according to nature, or a viola- enough;to make a poet half crazy; but he
tion of nature. He knows nothing about’ went through the cirenit of a seven or eight
es’ ride ; and when he returns, and the
grouping, or about drapery.
He knows
nothing about “‘tone.” He looks upen the ‘invalid girl says to him, ¢ Father; is the
picture as a mere swab of color all about grass growing ?” he says, ‘What, my child fl
the canvas. Here isa case in which he is “Is the grass growing?” “Ido mot recolincapable of judging for himself, and he lect. * I did not think to Took. " “Well, did
you not sée any birds while you were out?”
knows it.

"Who does he get to judge for him? There
ig a spider-bellied men yonder, in a little
hole, whom he has employed whenever
he has been
‘‘shaving” notes or specu-

His judgment is good in

money matters. He is keen as he can be
in this direction.
His eye glitters like a

basilisk’s, He is sharp as a razor.
He
scarcely ever makes a mistake in giving his
opinion with regardto financial operations.
‘And the man says fo himself, “I think I
And
will go and ask him about pictures.”
then, after a moment's thought, he laughs,

Poor thing! there she has lain on the bed

for months ; her strength is gone,her hands
are thin, and whiteas alabaster ; she longs

for the country, and says, “Oh!

if I could

only see the flowers again, and hear the
birds sing once more!
Father, were the

birds.singing?” “Why, my child, if I had
thought you wanted to know,
would have listened.”

I certainly

She can ndt get any-

thing out of him. His mind was so fall of
something
else, “that, though he went
through a most beautiful region, where
there were countless

objects and

and says, “What does that old miser know

delight the eye and the ear, when

lr

things.

dency,the other will be in depression.

sounds to

he gets

A man can’take one or two inter-

ests in life, and give himself
by

been.

And

man thought can fathom.
In the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky, thers
are chasms into which one may throw

love him, and keep his commands.
has said— ‘If a man love me, he

stones, and listen, and listen, and listen,
and hear no answer. So deep are they

him,

knows

keep my words,
and

make

our

we

He
will

and my Father will love -

will

abode

come

with

unto

him,

him.”

and

Oh, what

that no sound returns.

blessedness, what joy, to feel that we have

Men stand on the verge of the eternal
world, and throw over their questions, and

guests will ever be ours!

that is the | listen,

No man

understand the deflections it makes.
Paul went out to preach this Christ; that
made him tingle from head to foot; and

80 it is inthe whole
mind.

realm

of

the

And

human

Now, no man can be saturated with pride,
and have any discernment of tliose spiritual

truths which turn on humility. No man can
be filled with sensuous passions from day to
day, and yet know anything about the
truths of disinterestedness,

and

pure,

true

spiritual friendship. No man can live from
day to day
in the spirit of self-indulgence,
and yet have any conception of what Christ
meant when

he said,

“Take

and follow me, daily.”

up my

cross,

back.

and listen, and no answer comes
Nor do we know anything about

that world, except that Jesus, who came
from it—Jesus
the pure, the serene, the

‘These shall go

“kept

his

words,”

and

that

the

sacred

MARILLA,

Money Creek, Minn.

An. Early Missionary- Sermon,
|

_

———

The first missionaries that went from our

away into everlasting life, and those into
everlasting punishment.” That is all we
know—just this simple separation of the

up to them

bolization of the other life, becomes a
curtain, and hangs before that life, and

shuts out
of society
teach us
that exist

men

falseness, te hide the truth from them,

veneration,

and faith,

and hope, and love,

hold purity. They are not so géod boys as ‘and sweet, divine sympathy, being almost
they were little children. They are not so in the bud, scarcely unrolled, and not at
good young men as they were boys.
They all developed. Men are living so as to’
are not so good in middle lifeas they were dwarf themselves in’ their higher nature;
when they were young men.
They are in and when they come to the hour of death
old age worse. than they were in middle they will not bé able to carry out with
life.. That is the history of hundreds and them that for which they have given their
thousands.
And mer grow away . from whole life. The thing that men work for,
moral feeling. It never, perhaps, was very and sacrifice “everything for, in this world,
strong ; but it grows less and less declared is that which they can not carry one step
What by pre- beyond the grave. And their better na—less and less effectual.

common sense.”

.

If you read Paul's letters, you will see

as

“Am I my Brother's Keeper?”

unhallowed

ambition;

we

know

that, un-

and to render them blind to those things less they accept ¢f Christ's love, they will

which above all others they ought to see.
Men thus go on exerting the awhole
conception of affluent benevolence. Where force of their life in producing moral demen live in the indulgence of the lower formities. Dwarfs are usually not simply
passions of their nature, it isimpossible tor smaller than other men, but deformed.
them to see any truths except those which The hands and the feet will perhaps be
are colored by those passions.
I had al- enormously large, and the body and legs
mogt said that they are a mechanical ob- and arms excessively small. No person
| struction. Certain it is that no mechanical takes pleasure in looking at a deformity of
obstruction could be more effectual than the body. Itis a painful sight for any one
this moral obstruction. Inthe very nature| to behold.
Men sometimes shrink with
of things, where lower passions fill the mind, irrepressible shudderings from each other's
men are blind to higher moral elements.
physical deformities. And yet you are so
By habit this may become a second na- familiar with deformity within, that yon
ture—and it actually does. Men grow away can without shrinking or experiencing any.
from the power of seeing things.
Men pain, see men destroy their whole moral
grow away from art.
Men’s eyes grow nature, or leave it almost ungrown, the
less sensitive and delica‘e. They come to hands and feet by which they work and
know less about proportion;less and less walk in this world being, like those of the
about those elements which are constituents dwarf, overgrown; but conscience, and

to common life and

.

destroyed

her

health

by any of the mis-

chievous methods so much in fashion.

be

have any

of art. And so, men grow away from house-

id

the light of it. All the processes
JoHN TILLINGHAST. ’
BA
and nature that were meant to
Providence, R. I.
of
How often when duty prompts us to
of God; all the economic forces point some friend to the Lamb of God, do
among men; all the sweet rela- we urge this as a reason for silence. We
tionships of social life, in father and moth- may not use just these words. In truth |
——
er, and brother and sister, and friend and we may hardly be conscious that we make
Better
suffer
for
truth than prosper for
neighbor, which were
meant to be so the plea at all.
Yet, were our hearts
many teachers of the various inflections of placed before us as an open book, how falsehood.
Repent. —The best time is now; the best
life, designed to give us some conception of plainly should we see the words—‘‘Am I |
place is here.
the nature and disposition of the great my brother's keeper P”
The beauty of holiness, like the sun, is
Father in Heaven—these things are perWe see our friends rushing thoughtlessly
verted to wrong uses and made to teach down the broad road of earthly pleasure, seen by its own light.

Noman can live in

a grasping selfishness, and yet

back home he can not tell a thing that he supposition, what. by elective affinity for
has
seen or heard, but says, ‘I have been, other things, and what by the antagonistic
to go to. 1 must find somebody else.”
influenceof the basaler passions, they come
And here is another instance in which a looking inside all the while.” . .
to
have less sensibility to moral ‘truth.
Men can be so pre-occupied that their
man
that is familiawith
r one kind of truth,
They
beginto call it an ism, an abstraction,
minds
become
quite
insusceptible
to
im«does not know much about another,
_ By-and-by the man thinks of another per- pressions. This may occur not simply in or metaphysics, and often deride if, and
son, snd he says to a friend, “Who is that physical things, but alsoin social and moral nay, ‘‘It is not practical ; it does not belong

Or three times—the

to have

that profound mystery of tho liure; into may sometimes press ‘heavily, but Jesus
that great void—no, into that land of joys ‘hath borne it before thee, and he hath pur- *
for all who
and of woes; into that, land which 5. hu- chased pardon, peace and rest

of love in the midst of logic ; who does not sweet, the gentle—said,

You

about pictures?
He is not the man for me

on of 4 zioh man, who fraveled in Europe,

him

how to read the Bible who does not understand the exploration of sudden emotions

cannot have destructiveness and benevolence dominant at the same time. One puts
the other down, or is put down byit.

ti

higher moral nature I fear they lose,as oa
advance in life. Let us look at the steps by
which they lose.
Men grow blind to moral truth simply by
pre-occupation ; by having their minds so
fall of other things, that there is nothing in
them that looks or sees. . A man goes down
through the streets so fall of thoughts of
buginess thathe does not know one man that
hemeets, A man goes through a long ride,
and he is so occupied with his companion or
‘with his own thoughts, that when he comes
‘back he could not tell you anything about
the scenery.
He could not tell you whether he has seen any trees,

show

peculiarity of the Bible.

\Y

country to preach to the heathen were the
Revs. Messrs. Judson, Newell, Nott, Hall
and Rice. Their ordination took placein
bad
from
the
good
forever,
in
the
world
[
Salem, Mass., Feb. 6, 1812. The sermon
life beats in those one or two things.
men listened; and some said, ‘What will
The process of blindness to spiritual this babbler say?” and cthers said, ‘‘He that is to come. And we take the mighty was by Dr. L.. Woods, late Prof. in Andover
things may grow in a man, too, by the seemeth ‘to be a setter forth of strange enginery of this world; we take all -its Theological Seminary, from Ps. 67: 1,2:
principle of elective affinity.
Men feed on Gods;” and philosophers listened with a forces, and all its incitements, and all its “God be merciful unto us and bless us; and
that which they hunger for, morally, and leaden and half-curious ear, and forgot treasures, the whole royalty of its wealth, cause his face to shine upon us. That they
socially, and intellectually. They seek the what he had said before they left the spot, to cripple and destroy that part of our- may be known upon earth, thy ‘saving
qualities in life which they desire. = When, To be sure, there was one widow out by selves which is to go out of this life; and health among all nations.” The sermon
therefore, one class of men go down the the river who heard it gladly; and here all the things that we have lived for we was afterwards printed, and we have lately
street for business, they see only the side of and there a poor servant or slave accepted shall leave behind. And so, having been seen it. The subject was, “The duty of
life which pertains to busingss.
When it; but after years and years of labor he blind all the “way through life, we go to Christians to send the gospel to the heathen; the reasons and methods for it.”
another class-go down the street for gayety, said, ‘“Ye see your calling, brethren, how be blind in the land of darkness beyond.
1. The worth of souls. IL. The plenMy
dear
friends,
is
not
this
true,
to
your
they see only the sides - of life: that reflect that not many wise men after the flesh,
gayety. One class of men,going the street, ‘not many mighty, not many noble are own personal knowledge? . All you that teousness of God's redeeming mercy. III.
think only of men ; for they are managers called; but God hath chosen the foolish have not been enlightened by the saving The command of Christ. IV. The conof men.
Another class think of customers;
things of this world to confound the wise; power of the Holy Ghost, all you that have duct of those who had this command from
their business is to gather and to keep cus- and God hath chosen the weak things of not felt the power of the truth as set home Christ. V. The gospel plan of salvation
5
tomers. Another class think of compan: the world to confound the things which by the Spirit of the living God, is it not universal.
One who was present wrote of it, that it
ions; they are seekers and lovers of pleas- are mighty; and base things of the world, true that you are blinded—blinded to the
ure more than anything else. That which and things which are despised, hath God love of Christ; blinded tothe sacrifice of was delivered in a very animated and feelis strong in men absorbs their attention. chosen, yea, and things which are not, to Christ; blinded to your obligations to ing manner, and in the closing part, while
The strongest passion or feeling in them bring to naught things that are.”" And Christ? Are you not blind to the great addressing the candidates, it affected many
controls. And by this principle of elective yet, there was living in his imagination, economy of truth that is going on silently, in the congregation to tears.
But a few days later, Feb. 17, the misaffinity they seek out that in life which they and glowing in his heart, a radiant and solemnly and surely, above your heads,
sionaries sailed.
They parted with their
most desire.
transcendent image of beauty—the most and around about you?
All the earth is moving. The Lord God, friends on the wharf with great calmness.
That is the principle on which men read glorious conception that could fire the
the Bible. If a man-is intensely conscien- heart of man, exalting it, elevating it, who sits regent, is not deterred by philoso- So one stated who was there. Amd this~
His cause goes forward,
in the one went down the harbor, spent the night
tious, he reads the Bible so as to gather out comforting it, and promising it joy in the phy.
all the conscience-element there is init. The life that now is and in-that which isto church, and out of the church; by minis- on board, and returned with the pilot the
‘love element will not touch him.
He will come.
And when he preached it in Ath- ters, and in spitdof ministers; with skep- next morning. He states that it was one
go over that and not see any of it. To him ens, he got nothing ; when he preached it in tical philosophies, and with faith running of the most interesting and happy nights
the Bible will seem to be one long series of Corinth,he gota handful ; when he preached to the other extreme. Under all circum- that he ever spent. They sang, and Mr.
conscience-propositions. ~~ Another
man, in Asia Minor, he gleaned a few here and stances, the great Kingdom of God—the Judson read and prayed.
Glorious things came of those first miswho has very little conscience, but who has a few there; but the great mass of men kingdom of reason, the kingdom of justice,
a great deal of veneration; aman in whom were clamoring on. - The god of this the kingdom of truth and sympathy, the sionaries. Mr. Newell didd after about
the worshiping instinct is strong, will go world had blinded them so that they could kingdom of love and gladness, the king- nine years, and Mr. Hall after fourteen,
through the Bible and glean out ad that not see the truth, and the beauty, and the dom of purity—is gaining ground. Itis but much fruit of their work appeared. Dr.
appeals to that predominant quality of his joy, and the glory, which there was in the growing stronger and stronger in all the Judson labored about forty years with disearth. Selfishness does not stop it; and all tinguished
success.
The wife of Mr.
nature. Another man, whose predominant Lord Jesus Christ:
Now, that which was the experience of man’s pride, foaming out against it, does Newell died, her biography was published,
feeling is love,as he goes through the Bible,
and this, with' the bivgraphy of the wife of
Paul, isthe experience of every man whose not stop it.
will see no conscience, and no veneration,
Since the sun has begun to come back, Dr. Judson, and finally of Dr. Judson himbut will be struck with the love principle, own soul has ever been made enthusiastic
Who self, have extended the missionary spirit.
and will glean that all out.
by the love of the Saviour. Whenhe at- who can stop the growing day?
now
can
make
the
hours
dark
that
the
sun By these and the influence of their work in
And men do just so by life. They glean ‘tempts to preach Christ to men, the conout of it the things to which they are at- viction which he looks for in them does is making light? It lingers. longer in the heathen lands, ‘being dead, they yet
F.
tracted by elective affinity. Those are the not exist. «The sentiments which he ex- west, and comes up earlier in the east, speak.”
And let the
things which they see; and to everything presses find no echo in their bosom. The and the day is growing.
else they are indifferent and blind.
rapture and zeal which he feels meet with north blow out its puffs of ice as much as
A Green Old Age.
Men become blind to the truth; also, by no response from them. They are preoc- it will; let the snow come as much as it
nourishing passions which are antagonistic cupied. And it is this fact that makes will, they can not keep the summer off.
Dorcas Pearce, of Providence, R. I., is
toit. Every one knows by his own expe- them blind to these things. They are en- It is coming. It is advancing through the” ninety-two years of age, and in excellent
rience that there are some states of mind grossed with other things which they like air. Ihear the birds singing. I smell the health.
She has lived a widow thirty
From far southern years. She is neatin her appearance, cuts
which preclude others. Ifa man is angry, better, and that makes them blind. They flowers blooming.
The sum- and makes her own dresses, has always
he cannot be mirthful, or if he is mirthful are under the dominion of those coarser latitudes the sun is advancing.
he cannot be angry, at the same time. The passions which are antagonistic to any mer will be here before long.
worked and now works every day. Her
And so, He that is the Sun of Righteous- eye-sight is good, so that she sees to knit,
mind is apparently made with antagonistic such feelings as these. And thus, from evpassions; and if one is in ascendency, its ery side, and for every reason, men are ness is bringing in the summer-day of re- sew and read. Her hearingis good. She
opposite is in depression, always.
And blind, so that - they hear
the Gospel demption; and all men’s belief and wick- stands and sits very erect, has always and
that is the secret of discipline, if people only preached, and are told what Christ is, and edness and foaming passions may set does now manifest a cheerful and amiable
knew it. When your childis furiously an- see men rejoicing in him, almost without themselves against it, but it comes through temper, eats her regular meals, weighs
the air. It comes through the ages. It 139 pounds, and seemsto retain her facgry, and you wish, without chastisement, to any sympathy whatever.
make him good-natured,if you can present
And so it comes to pass that the whole of comes by the mighty power of the omnipo- ulties wonderfully well. Above all she is
that which is ludicrous to him so as to make human life—its industry, its civic economy, tent God. And no man shall stop it. The an agreeable Christian. She says she is
him langh, you will see the point at which its social fabric, which was meant to be a day will yet come when it shall be tri- as happy as she desires and is as wellas
the anger strives and bubbles and foams, and grand means of grace, training men not umphant over all. And you shall see it— she could wish.
In the morning worship
the point at which, finally,the laugh gets the only tooutward thrift, but through this to some of you in sympathy and rejoicing; she knelt and offered a fervent, intelligent,
upper-hand,and the anger goes down. This a nobler reason and spirituality—it comes and some of you, I fear, on the other side, humble prayer. She lives with her daughis a trick of the nursery.
Children play it to pass that these things, instead of pro- on the left, with scowling sadness. Woe ter, Rebecca Williams, wife of Harrison,
on each other.
And this principle is im- moting the objects for which men were be to those that are not on the Lord's side the seventh in a direct line from Roger
portant—namely, that the feelings move at created, are making them carnal, secular. when he comes in the day of his power, to Williams.
:
opposite poles, and that if one is in ascen- This world which was meant to be a sym- execute final justice and judgment !
How is all this? This woman has never

that knows about pictures.”»
Hereis a class of truths that this man
confesses he does not know much about.

lating in paper.

STAR: MAY

ang spent a great deal of money on his ed- with such absorption, that all the greater that, although he was a man of an inuation,
and only succeeded in one thing— | truths of life are unheeded by him. Of the ‘tensely logical mind, never did the hame
making a popinjay of himself? I recollect spiritual influences that are permeating so- of Christ come up in the midst of an arguhearing it said that he had a great taste for ciety; of that which God is doing by his ment, that it did not shatter that argument
pictures.” The man hunts up this ‘‘fellow,” providence ; of that which he is ‘doing by to fragments. Never did it burst in upon
as he calls him, saying to himself, ‘He the ministry of angels; of what the Holy him, that he did not have to stop and unhas an eye to see what I can not, and what’ Ghost is doing in the hearts of men—of fold Christ's character, and express his adThey are these things that are going on from day to -oration for him, before he could get his
this old money-maker can not.”
blind in art, but have good sight in finance; day, around about him, he never has a sus- own leave to go on with his argument,
and he has good sight in art, but is°blind in picion. He does not see them; he does not And there never was a- more ragged arfinance.
They have succeeded on the: believe in them; he does not understand guer than bis New Testament. writings

*
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MORNING

True Sayings.

The only way to be permanently safe is

to be perpetually holy.
i
be lost, and yet we are silent! No tender
The smile of God and the peace of eonword of warning, no thoughtful appeal, .science will more than counterbalance a
made earnest by the love of Christ, es- ‘universe of frowns.
If we stand, Christ must be our foundacapes our lips. ; If, in moments “of thoughtfulness, the truth is pressed home upon us tion; if we would be safe, Christ must be
that

we

keeper,

are,

we

in some

sense, our brother's

shrink froth the cross, wi

feeling that it is too heavy for us; we ate
not able to bear it. Others are’ better
fitted for this particular duty. Others may,
in some way, lead souls to Christ, and they
may after all be saved.
So with this
shrinking from the cross, we remain silent,
apparently indifferent, while precious souls
are

lost,—shut out

forever

dise of God.
How

can

from the para-

%
we,

who

been born again,—born

trust

that

into. the

we have

blessed

love of our Lord and Saviour,—thus neg-

our sanctuary.

. There is no

coming

to the fair haven of

glory without sailing through the narrow
straits of repentance.
We often omit the good we might do in
consequence of thinking about that- which
it is out of our power to do.
What need achild fear, though the house
be fall of rods, seeing that not one of them
can move without the Father's hand.
When you send up your prayers, be sure

to direct them to the care of the Redeem-

er, and then they will never miscarry.

Christianity has given to truth a dignity
and still be guiltless before
Will not the brightness
. of independent of time and, numbers. It has
required that truth should be believed and
all our future be tarnished by the remem-

lect our duty,

our Maker?

respected for itself.
brance of this neglect? Will not the voice
We havé had a great many translations
of our brother's blood cry unto us, echoing the sounds of despair ‘through all the’ of thee Holy Scriptures; the best of all
chambers of the soul? If we shrink from would be their. translation into the Sally
/
the responsibilities which Jesus, in his practice of Christian people.
Every hour comes to us charged with
tender, loving wisdom, has laid upon ue,
how can _wé expect that the glorious cross duty, and the monvent it is past, it is regis-

of unfading light will be ours?

If we are

tered for or against us in the final account

fear of tho which all must give of their actions.
look for the | Learning, like money, may be of so base
ture, which they have cramped; and erip- rich blessings promised to him that over- apoin as to be utterly void of use; or, if
pled, and deformed, and destroyed, and cometh? How dare we claim Christ as sterling, may require good management
sacrificed, - is the only part which they can ours, when the sneer of the unbeliever is to make it serve the purpose of sense or.
take out of life with them. Having made of more weight with us than even the pre- bappiiess.
i
themselves morally hideous for the rake of cious inheritance of His sacred love P
i fl A white garment appears worse with
Awake, my heart! No longer rest in slight soiling than do colored garments
earthly things, they leave all those earthly
things behind them at death, and ake with idleness!
Shrink not from the work that when much soiled; so a little fault in a
them moral cripplings, moral hide ouaness, God has assigned thee! Christ knoweth good anan attracts more attention than
moral deformity, in'o t.e other life; into all thy weakness, ‘all thy fears, The cross greutolfenses in bad men.
silent and inactive, through
world’s scorn, how can we

]

} w

aa

oo

\

A man may be proud of his industry and
economy and skill; a nation may exult
over its enterprise and energy ; but are not
these, or the qualities that win bread, and
win it abundantly, themselves gifts of heavJen?
“Is itnot He that giveth thee power

¢| to: wealth?”

\

econopist,

No word came with our coming, to remind us
‘What wondrous world was near,

cernment.

Tnto the silent, starless lo:night before us,

Yet ever toward that midnight dark and hollow
Our footsteps fare:
I
;
The beckoning of a Father’s hand we follow—
‘|
His love alone is there,
No curse, no care.

Your Standing at Home.
We often hear the question asked of such
"and such a one—‘* What is his standing in
society ?” or * Whatis his standing in the
church, or among business men?” But
we never think of asking before we take
him into our confidence—‘‘ How does he
stand at home?” And yet the man who can

question with an un-

troubled heart and a clear conscience, is a
hero not so often met with, but that he is
worth looking after and closely cultivat** Home again, dearest! Safe at home,
once more! Oh, how I have missed you!”

So exclaims a glad wife, as she meets with
a caress the weary man for whose coming

she has watched and waited until the twilight has deepened into night. She draws
him into the cheerful family room, talking
all the while, and busying herself in the
meantime in sundry little contrivances to
make him comfortable. And here come
the children! You hear chirping voices
and pattering feetin the hall long before
the little rosy faces come in sight.
What a shouting and climbing, add what
playfal disputing to see which shall get to
papa first! So much to tell! So many
questions to ask!
So many kisses to be
ven and taken!
And then there is a
eadlong race and a promiscuous scramble,
ending in a general head-over-heels tumble
at a suggestion from mamma that papa
would like somebody to fetch his slippers,
maybe.
«
ow pleasantly she scolds over the distracting noise with a ‘Now, children, do
be quiet!” But it is plain to see that she
enjoys the aforesaid noise as much as any
while to the contented

man,

in the

who

most

com-

fortable chair in the room, this hour

of re-

laxation is a full repayment for all the toils
and weariness of the day. This is one of
the men who stand well at home. **
* How I have missed you!”
You must stand well at home, before any
body there wiil ever say these words to you
just as they ought to be said, ‘“ How I have
missed you!”
How much of grateful affection is expressed in that one sentence! It tells of
ours of tender, brooding thought, for an
absent loved one. Whata blessed thing it
is to be missed! How we treasure love's
remembrance!
How involuntarily the question arises in
the heart of the absent, ‘“

Do they miss

me

at home?” And how desolate and bitter
the heart,when we feel that there are none
to miss us! Not ore to send loving wishes and thoughts out after us! Not one kind
. voice to
et us when we come! How
very hard it must be to lead a loveless life!
I think there can be no other cross so hard
to bear.
.
God pity and soften” the man whose
standing at home is not good ; whose family shrink away in fearful silence as his foot
crosses the threshold ; whose children shun

the room that he darkens with his
whose wife meets him

with a

presence;

e,

Tess, crushed look, which tells
her hope of'caress, how scanty
the loving
words and looks
brightened her life. God help
love him! for it is a pretense to

spirit-

how small is
have been
that have
those who
love such

a man.
And God bless the generous,
cheerful, large-hearted man; who always

- brings the sunshine with him; who
hiscares

and

his business

‘down

leaves

town,”

and brings only his own cheerful and cheering self home to his family; for his face is
a never failing source of gladness to those
who love him; and his tenderness is their

highest

pride

and

surest

shield,

after

God's.
Ah! it your standing at home isn't a good
one, dear reader—irrespective of sex—be
in
hurry to make it so than you are

to

do any other thing in this world!

Don't

wait until the memory of the grieved look
upan some déar face—almost habitual to
it by reason of your habitual unkindness—
subdues you into gentleness, when that

face has gone forever from your gaze, and

you can never call
upon it again! -

who

overlooks

this palpable

All the

of

praise ofa man

his dis-

or of

a measure—ofa political

glid

No hand has mapped the constellation oer us,
No comrade at our side,
No chart, no guide.

of them,

The statesman or political

truth, has little reason to boast

No hope, no fear.

is so snugly ensconced

forth a smile to dwell
:
I

ret, that such a

well the

strange

petition should
owner

rich,—~the

to

us

suit

of honses

farms

and = bank-stock,—the

.

for myriads of mouths

man

malevolénce of the Council

of Trent, and

to have
countenanced every crime of
Charles V. or Philip II. In the nineteenth
century, his name is once more invoked by
the bishop of Rome in exciting a new assault upon human freedom.
Priests and
pope, in their final council, present once
more to mankind their traditional St. Pe-

at

as

Lord,

after his resurrection,

communicated

a divine knowledge, and Peter seems to
have paid a willing deference to the family
of his Master.
A
His true greatness, his inspired eminence
above mankind, lay in the humility with
which he subdued his own impetuous na-

ture, in the lessons of gentleness and purity

which he so freely inculcates upon his disciples.
To him the worship paid to a

and

giveth

grace

to -the

humble.”

To

|
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whose

whose groaning warehouses would victual
whole navies. We can-see how David
offer
might naturally and most urgenily
the day
such a prayeras is our text, on
when he and his soldiers were hungering,

them; but

how Solomon, his son, could use it, when
his Jriveton sent him, month by month,

profuse supplies for his table and pal-

And
suit
day
the

to

be

understood.

yet this very language would equally
both—the hunger-bitten fatherin the
of his want, and the luxurious son in
season of his imperial opulence. Job

in his palmy days, when he, was ‘the rich-

est of all the menof the East, and when his

sons were feasting each in his own house;

of
granaries
and Joseph, when opening the
Egypt, where he had laid up the food of
seven plenteous years, for an entire * nation
each needed the spirit, if not the terms,

of this prayer ; and we doubt not each was
wont
to sit down

to his own

well-stored

board in the temper, dependent and grate-.

ficulties that
efforts to

missionaries

teach

the

’ ad

has any margin left for his neighbor.

in their

yours is a church-soul, you must

Hiadyos, but suggests

your religious life to have

Sardy's Soluble Phospho-Peruvian,

Ammoniated

In certain

parts

Sunday, as to enjqy such days,

abominate them.

of India

the

called

brings

will

leaves

down

can not be

lodge in the

cocoa-nut

and

rather

Be sure that it is wholly

ab-

a

the same, while you have given yourself up

to successful money- getting.
If your pastoris frigid, good people, thaw
him out. Do not try to break the ice. Mel

Harshness and fault-finding will do the

Varieties.

on a pious man’s crown, to

rich with the golden sheaves where good
works and deeds have ripened on the field.

the

the

the water;

light.

Losing. Scholars.
Lg

Many

a single

restored

a child is lost, lost forever, out of
visit from the teacher wouldhave

him

bath home.

long

been

to the influence of that Sab-

A professed Christian who had

living

in neglect of his church

covenant vows, was led to return to his first
love, - and re-consecrate

himself to Christ's

service. In making
confession before the
church he stated sadly that little by little he

had gone back and down from the right
way, and this in full sight of his brother
members, not one of whom ever laid a hand

tenderly on him and asked him to do better.

Ah! there are many such step-by-step
wanderers from the Sunday school fold. Let
no teacher be so faithless that his scholar

can speak thus of his neglect. John B.
Gough was rescued through a tap on the
shoulder and a kind word from Joel

perhaps a score,

Religion

or a

hundred

of these for

not need us; men do not
that we could bear olives,

which turn

to ‘fruit,

so we, if we

two and

Stratton,

Confidential Sundays.
;

——

When God wishes especially to’bless ‘the
inner ring of the Christian cir¢le—the *“ Peter,

James and John” fraternity—then it is
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S. Woloo! , President Hanover Insurance Co., N. Y.;
1st Nati
Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Fervs Co.,
Albany, N. Y,; D. 8S, Heffron, Utica, N.Y
eystone
National Bank, Erie, Pa.; James Calder, Harrisburg,
Pa.; C. 0. Libby,
over, N. H.
tf16

FOOT

Agent,

Boston.

timely use of some proper and safe remedy might re.
lieve and cure, when allowed to continue, resultin ob-

13t13

Boston;

Street,

stinate disease of the lungs, which

acknowledge its power to soothe the tortured nerves
and restore the failing strength.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.

BLOCK,

Co.,

D

A SAFE AND SPEEDY REMEDY FOR

contains no materials in'the slightest degree injurious.
It has the unqualified approval of the best physicians.

PERMISSION.

Spaulding

FACES.

orders to

K. ROGERS,
Water

;

- CouGgHs, COLDS,
CroUP, WHOOPING - COUGH,
HOARSENESS, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE
THROAT AND LUNGS.
A neglected cold and Sopseqnens cough, which the

No form of Nervous
Disease fails to yield to its wonderful power.
Even in the severest cases of Chronic
Neuralgia, affecting the entire system, its use for a
few days affords the most astonishing reliefand rarel
fails to produce a. complete and ‘permanent cure.
It

C0,

Hon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National
Chicago;

TYPE,

Aa The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,

Chicago, Illinois.
BY

JOB

Grand-

Corner LaSalle and Madieon Streets,

REFER

AND

NEWSPAPER

ND OF

Magical,

We invest on joint account, that ie, in purchasing
property
for others, we take half the pecuniary responsibility for half the profits.
.

GRAHAM,

METAL,

And lately for its unrivalled

An UNFAILING REMEDY for NEURALGIA FACIALIS, otten effecting a perfect cure in a single day.—

rate

per
‘

TOUGH

its large varieties
of

Address

DISEASES.

three fold

will use

our few gifts, and the trivial opportunities which every day brings us, may be always either yielding our fruit, or making
ready to yield fruit which our neighbors
will find both nutritious and sweet.
y

and Dr. Cuyler beautifully Suggusts that in
the thunders of applause at
Gough's tri-

umph in Exeter
Hall, or the Academy of
Music, he hears the echoes of that tap and
those words of loving sympathy.y
The
teAcher who follows his Sabbath

The time and

on

Real Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent.
num, the interest payable semi-annually.

CRESYLIC

soyr olive or the tod luscious fig, a fruit as

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY

55

.

B2t8—pb

OOMMENOED IN 1817,

Ny

Rev, Hollis

in the above

.

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs

Its Effects aro

upon at the time of sale in each case.

We place Money uponloan

I

" Frst Letter Foundry in New England..

longer to be

WANTED for

York,

PIANOS, MELODEclass makers, at EX
CASH, DURING THIS
to $25 monthly until
money applied if pur.

Chickering pianos are included

offer,

QUARTERLY.

dead.
someeasily
powsun- |

1 1b, cans,50 ¢,; 8 1b, cans, $1; 5 1b. cans, $1.25,
or figs, or grapes’! As it is, we are good
for nothing but to be cut down and cast into the fire. Why should we wait for that?
This preparation is far superior to tobacco, not so
Let us catch fire and burn the forest down.” | disagreeable,
much lesatrouble, and more permanent ;
But need the brambles thus despair of them- cures SCAB, destroys Lice, Cads, Ticks, &c.
10 1b, cans, $2.25; 50 1b. kegs, $10;
selves? Ask the birds who
dine off the 5 1b, cans, $1.25: 200
1b. barrels, $35.
~
hips and haws of the thorns all the winter
One barrel will dip about 2,000 sheep.
through! Ask the boys who pluck blackberries off the briars! Even the bramble,
Granulated Carbolic Powder,
if, instead of catching
fire, it will give it-" For Poultry Houses, Stables, &c. In boxes of 0 1bs,,
$1; 101bs. $1.76;.20 1bs, $3.76; 50 1bs., $8.00.
self to its proper work, is capable of bearBOWMAN & BLEWETT, Sole Agents,
ing: af fruit which many prize above the

sweet, but not so perilous, as the grape.
And Just as the bramble may always either
yield
fruit, or store up the sweet Jnices

chased.

;

HARMON

OFFER !!

Broadway, New

will dfépose of ONE HUNDRED
ONS, and ORGANS of six first
TREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR
MONTH, or will take from $5
paid; the same to let, and rent

We import Bohemian and French Lampd and Shades.

REMEMBER

GREAT

Horace Waters, 481

‘We manufacture Bronze Lamps at greatly reduced rates;
are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding Lantern, and are
Ageats for Hartshorn’s Folding, and
Johnson’s Dome
Paper Shades.
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold oy dealers generally
but to introduce them where the merchants have not got
them, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
criptive Circular.
!
des
1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO,
95t12
87 Barclay & 42 Park Place, Nev Yok.

Spanish flies,

is the sun, the warmth of

property upon paying the money.
per cent. agreed

little we

every tree that throws lofty branches into
the air. And a few of these brambles might
get together, and say, “We are of no use; |

i

3m9

and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the pur
chaser then prefers that amount of money
to the
property he has purchased, we, of course, taking
the

conies so; yetthe same thing existed before, though you did not believe it. So itis
witlf the truths of God ;- because you have
no faith in them, your unbelief does not
make them untrue.”
“True! true! true!” was the’ general
reply. ‘Sahib, we will think of it.”

must be trees of many kinds: All can
not be olives, nor all figs, nor all vines.
But if every tree yield its fruit, and the
best fruit it ean, does not the orchard
prosper?
Under the larger trees there
must be many briars, many brambles—

A

Halls

Believing that a house in
the country should be as thoroughly provided with light as a house in the city, we are
prepared
to furnish every room complete with its appropriate lamp, safely
secured in its proper place, thus doing
away with movable lamps, which have proved so dangerous and objectionable.
REE

territory, apply immediately to
.
D. L. GUERNSEY, Bookseller,
New Works soon to be issued.
Concord, N. H.

which indeed swells, and stirs, and actuates
the life of nature, but who at the same time

now you have seen it and
know it is so,
though you do not understand how it be-

can do is not worthy the name of service.”
Isitnot?
In a forest, or an orchard, there

for Churches

Stores, and Piivate Dwellings.

By

SEWING

one day to seven years, from six to ten percent.
A
child could readily understand it. For terms and

moon—light without heat; but neither is its
warmth that of the stone—warmth without

and then water runs down, not up.
if you were to. cut down the tree
to see the inside, you would find no
there; and should you pour water

The

Brackets

IN HISTORY.”

Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON

est Subscription Book of Modern Times. Ministers
and Students will find this book well worthy of their
attention, as every family Suphs to have it. Also,
NEW CIRCULAR INTEREST TABLE, se _arranged as give the annual interest of any amount from

the desolating tempest:
Youth scatters its affections with a liberal
hand, like a young heir, ignorant as yet of
the value of his possessions.
The light of religion is not that of the

the outside of the tree, for we never see it,

would agcept.

GLOBE,SHA

and

shine, the dew, and the fertilizing rain;
but when unfitly, like the frost, the hail, and

besides, he obtains this in the dry season,
when there have been no showers for a
long time, It is not water that runs up

neighbors

|L/
NG

500 AGENTS

To speak truth and to do good is to resemble in some sort the Deity we worship.
The heart of a wise man should resemble
a mirror, which reflects every object without
being sullied by any.
Many calumnies are injurious even after
Like

REM

Also, Chandeliers

GOD

This life is like an inn, in which the soul
spends a few moments on.its journey.

refuted,

LIG

The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no
published,
[}

beautiful in the evening; or, like the summer, aglow with proutice, and the autumn,

are

BEST.

THE

make it more bright and massive.
Men's lives should be like the day, more

they sting when alive and blister when
Words are little things, but they
times strike hard. We wield them so
that we are apt to forget their hidden
er. Fitly spoken, they fall like the

11t8

MACHINES: ‘The best machine in the world. Stitch
- | alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY,
For farther s partioniars address THE WILSON SEWING MACHINE CO., No. 656 Washington gros,
| Boston Mass.
»

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the advantage of purchasers,
Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE
PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
$05; same rents for $5)
uarter,and rents pay for it.
Address REV, L. L.
MON, Portsmouth, N, H,
Residence, 14 School Street.
tfe

;
Sli
Sanctified afflictions are like so many arti-

they

THE
CAN BE
y,
{OUT

IL. L.

first. Sympathy and kindness will start any
stréam, no matter how long it has been
frost bound.— Christian at Work.

ficers, working

J.B.
SARDY,
88 Wall 8t., N. Y.

;

“Feed your land and it will feed you.”

| $2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES

You,
Deacon Jones; you put it there! At
least, you have done more to put it there
than any one else in the parish. Your
whole course for the last three years has
constantly tended to put out the fire in your
astor’s heart, and turg him into an iceberg. ,
ou have neglected or been slow to pay
your portion of his salary, and so fill his
mind with the cares of the world; you have
neglected the prefer meeting and have
come late to church; and left your pastor
to bear‘ the whole burden of souls, and by
your example have encouraged others to do

it.

|

To

put it there?

"

P. 0. Box, 5883.
p8

. A pastor asks and answers the question
—Whe

PHOSPHATE,

niated
animal matic r—making the most concentrated and
profitable fertilizers for all cereal, tobacco and fruit crops,
82 For particulars, send for pamphlet.
For sale in bags in quantities to suit Jurehasers by

than

Ice in the Pulpit.

rain, for no rain

branches, they

a

sent yourself, for the ‘¢ Lord has something
to say unto thee.”— Guardian.

addy, of which

are so formed as to shed

to: such

CAROLING

The, use of the above Soluble Phospho-Peruvian
Am=
' | moniated Soluble Pacific Guanos, is. pargicularly and
recom‘mended, being compounds of the richest Phosphati
nos, rendered ohibia: the former contalifii ng a is Sua
Sentags of Peruvian Guano, and the latter ghly ammoni-

felt

impossible for you to be there, ere you

tree grows in great abundance, and you
will frequently see large groves of it, which
have been cultivated not for the fruit, but
to obtain the drink

risen

dlso,

| FISHGUANO and Ground LAND PLASTER ,

If

have

Soluble Pacific

Gl uanos.

comfortable heatin God's house on a rainy

Sabbath school teachers :

.

[

meet

a method of reasoning that might be profitably used by our own clergymen and

the ‘forest does
care forus.
O

the Sabbath school class, when, seemingly,

ace, seoms not 8o easy

are

PATE

by all; the homily becomes so, pointed and

i

modern pope must have seemed a shocking

own, and this not for to-day only, but for
hence—the merchant, it may be,
years

such

IVES

Sundays. Pastor -and people come so near
together ; the services are participated in

Teaching by Parables.

Little Gifts.
idolatry. “I am but a man,” he cried to
the Roman
convert who would have
adored him. He could scarcely have preRev. Samuel Cox, inthe Sunday Magsided at an auto de fe, for his language
is
ever merciful and forbearing. For
him- azine, eloquently points opt how those
self he disclaimed all superiority, and would possessing only little gifts and few opbe only an elder among elders. Instead of portunities may serve God and men. He
the vicar of Christ, the lord of kings, and says:
To
keeper of the sword of persecution, he
But
_some
will
say,
‘How
willingly
would have all men humble themselves to
one another. ‘‘Lové‘as brethren,” he cried ; Jould we Seryesmch if we soula! Buk we
ave NO Spec
, NO
great 0
uni‘“be
pitiful, be courteous, not rendering
ties. We yey Thing Fri LS our
evil for evil.” “God resisteth the proud,

besides his

given

or three”

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

and

contain’ food that would supply

and the shew bread was

God on

Then
ter—ambitious, aruel, tyrannical—and deso as beholds all the growth of life with a master
clare his infallibility.
}
water eye, makes all objects glorious on which he
Very different was the true St. Peter of
on it, |: looks, and by that glory visible to all others.
the Gospels and the Acts. He was ever la- the stream would run off, not into,the wood.
Temptations, like noxious weeds, are best
menting his own fallibility. In a moment Now then, you see it is impossible for the
of terror, atthe thought of death, he had man to get the toddy up the tree, my rea- killed by putting the knife to their root.
denied his Saviour.
On him the eye of af- son tells me so; I can not understand it,
Our prayers and God's mercies are like
fection had been turned reproachfully; to he must carry it up in his can. My friends, two buckets in a well: while the one ashim had been spoken the words of indigna- will you explain“this to me?”
cends, the other descends ; so. while our praytion, ‘“Get thee behind me, Satan.”
lis
There was a general laugh, and a mur- ers ascend to Godin heaven, his blessings
fervent love had won forgiveness; he was mur of approbation at this argument.
and mercies descend to us upon the earth.
the rock on which the church was built.
*“ Now you see,” continued the preacher,
Some one has said of those that die young,
Again he had denied his Master when he ‘‘if we can not understand, with all our that they are like the lambs which Alpine
strove to enforce the Mosaic law on the fol- boasted reason, God's simplest work, how shepherds bear in “their arms to higher,
lowers of Christ; again he yielded, con- can we expect to understand the great Cre- greener pastures, that the mothers of the
science-smitten,
to
the intercession of ator himself.
When that man tells you flock may follow.
:
James and the fierce denunciation of St. that he gets the toddy up the tree, you bePaul. At the sacred supper it was not Pe- lieve it, even though it is against your reater that leaned on the bosom of the Lord, son. So when God tells us in his word, of any
and only his age and his rude eloquence truth, that it is so, we must believe it, though
gave him any dence
among the dis- we can not understand it. Some few years
ciples. Often
the first to act or speak, his ago, before you ever saw any ice, you did
‘We guarantee to purchasers of our property from
vice was
not always followed.
To not believe it possible that water could beper cent. per annum; that is,at the expiration
James the just, to John and Peter, the come hard enough for a on to walk on; of12 toone,15 two
or three years, we pay back the principal

An exchange has the following excellent
remarks on this subject :

arners

“two

| GUANO.

FET

|:

assembled in the name of Christ? They
are such confidential days !—those rainy

leader, or of a the natives are so fond.
This 1q liquor is at
party and its policy—that stops short of first perfectly harmless, but by being
kept,
God, is like the stolidity of the heathen and undergoing the process of fermentafishermen represented in Scripture as burn- tion, it becomes the strong, intoxicating
ing incense to his nel and drag. Is it not drink called Arrack. Itis obtained in this
He that bestowed all the material constit- way: The tree grows to the hight of
uents of wealth, the ores and gems hid in twenty or thirty feet, without any branchthe recesses of the earth, as well as the har- es, but it is surmounted by a beautiful canvest reaped from its field; and is it not His opy or crown of long, slender leaves,
Diovidencs that discovers to man, in the directly underneath which a large bunch of
t ting age and hour, the treasures of na- nuts is formed ; but when the tree is intendture, and suggests all the inventions of art? ed to produce toddy the nut is not allowed
If He be forgosien or defied, it is but. for to form, but the young shoot from which
Him to speak, and the blight on the wheat, it would be produced is cut; this destroys
or the blasting of the root on which a whole the fruit, as the sap which would go to its
people feeds, shall send famine, and per- formation oozes out through the opening;
aps pestilence through all its borders; or a native man climbs the tree each day,
leaving to a nation these stores, he may and removes the vessel which had been
curse them, and our abundance pampers tied there the previous day, and again
our sensuality and poisons our virtues.— paring away a small portion of the shoot,
Dr. Williams.
:
attaches another vessel to the same place:
A pint, or sometimes
a quart of sap is obtained every twenty-four hours.
The Two Saint Peters,
The Hindoos pride themselves on their
—eter—
intellect, and profess in religion not to
-" In history there are two St. Peters. One believe what they can not understand.
is the ambitious, the unscrupulous, the
A missionary who often followed our
cruel and iprannieal creation of the church Saviour’s example of taking
his text of
at Rome.
Every unhallowed and worldly illustrations from familiar Sings around
impulse was gradually numbered among | ih, was once preaching by the wayside,
the attributes of the great apostle. In the near one of these cocoa-nut groves. He
third century his Roman defamers began to was trying to teach these poor Hindoos
invest him with an ambitious design of the character of the Zriune Jehovah,
subjecting
all other bishops. In the fifth, Father, Son and Holy Ghost, as the one
Leo openly demanded for him a universal God of Love, when he was suddenly stopprim
of authority that was denied both ped by a man in the crowd calling out
at Chalcedon and Constantinople. At a most scornfully: ‘I will not believe that,
later period he was made a temporal for Ican not understand it, and I will
prince, ruling over the Roman states by never believe anything I can not underforce and fraud. In the eleventh century stand.”
:
the haughty Hildebrand, in the hallowed
A number of voices then joined: * That's
name of Peter, proclaimed himself the tem- 80; we will not believe against our reason.”
poral and spiritual master of the world.
The missionary being’
perfectly aware
n the thirteenth, Innocent IIL., to enforce that these men, with all their. boasted
the authority of Rome, filled Europe with reason, were perfectly ignorant of the
bloodshed, and exterminated the heretics simple laws of nature, even of the generof Provence. St. Peter was now made the ation of the sap, for the growth and support
author of the Inquisition, the champion of of the vegetable kingdom, cried out :
the Crusades, the oppressor of the humble,
“Stop! stop! look here! I see a man
a universal persecutor,
Still later, he was every day climb up to the top of that cocoarepresented by the horrible vices of a Bor- nut’ tree with an empty can in his hand,
gia. At the Reformation he was held up and he brings it down full of toddy; he
to mankind as the foe of 1ising knowledge,
tells me he gets it from the top of the tree,
the patron of a dull conservatism.
fo but I can’t understand how it gets there,
was supposed to have inspired the bitter so I will not beliéve it. That which he

such a nature the vain strife of contending
bishops, the pretensions of prieststo spiritual and temporal despotism, the unhalOur Daily Bread.
lowed splendors of the medieval church,
———
| the horrors of the Inquisition and the masWe easily forget, and yet how unreas- sacres of the religious wars, the pride of a
onably, our personal and constant depend- Hildebrand, the cruel rage of an Innocent
enceon God. We can see how the
r III., must have seemed the orgies of evil
widow, whose barrel of meal has failed,
and whose cruse of oil is spent, should and spirits clad in a sacred robe.— Harpers
can ask thus humbly and urgently the day's Magazine.
provenders but it seems

such days, when the

.

——

peculiar

atmosphere to pervade the house of

hg heard in the song of the

|

to inter-

BS

niless.

Naked from out that far abyss behind us

make reply to this

shall

which

a rdiny Sunday

What pastor has not felt a

A

|

No hoarded wealth remains,
No gilds, nor stains.

Naked we

of

redeemed eternally.

permits

vene.

gains of a life- We copy from The Interior the following direct ; every exercise has so much of the
time, afid writes them bankrupt and pen- incident, which not only illustrates the dif- *¢ thou-art-the-man” about it, that no one

‘What can we bear beyond the unknown portal?
* No gold, no gains
Of all our to
; in the life immortal

'

for that scholar’s soul, the echoes

besom of destruction, the

Admits no fruit of all our long endeavor,
No fame wreathed crown we wore,

entered here;

to Jesus

one rash speculation sweeps off, as with the

That marble door

that he

heedless and unstable, may speak a word

—

——
gy —

we take into the vast forever?

We

incensed

and forgotten God send but a horde. of his
insect ravagers into the garners of wealth
and
pride, and how soon, and how surely,
is all their accumulated abundance converted into rottenness. Let him allow their
tried sagacity to be at fault, and how easily

Future. :

No garnered lore.

an

pl

Do net the rich depend ? * Let

Re, 7 Ros] AAT

L

What-may

“fal, which is inculcated by this very prayer. scholar as he is led astray, or is becoming

&CG)

The
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BATCHELOR'S HAIR

£5

i

DYE.

Lf

The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit
rial poisonsto paralyze the system or profluce death.
It is perfectly “harmless—~reliable—instant

Avoid the vaunted and delusive preparations boast.
ing virtues they do not possess, if you would escape
the danger. The genuine.W. A. Batchelor’s Hair
Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold its integrity.

Sold by Druggists.

Applied

at 16 Bond St., N

.
=
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Ge Rlorning Star,

Fruits of Close Communion.
1. It GRiEVESTHE SAINTS. It isa very
great privilege and comfort for Christians.
to celebrate the Lord's supper together.
The more they love Jesus and each other,
the more they prize this hely communion,
and the more they are pained when it is

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4, 1870.
GEORGE

T. DAY,

;

{ Eogrors.

GEORGE H. BALL,

Money,

Money

« offend one of these little ones.” If Close
Baptists were like the Papists, we should

prefer that they practice secluded Song.
jon.

for Jesus.

whew

slumber,

unknown,

but

of

and the great importance of more earnestness in promoting the highest possible cul-

put yeur thoughts into

ture, observed in this; convention, are

short,

terse, direét

sentences, witheut introduction or perora-

tion.

It is not Jack of thought

her cries-of agony and

education

One lesson well learned, and a gracious
welcome awaits the writer. Learn this: to

that inca-

pacitates
writers, but attempts at fine
writing, the use of platitudes, flourishes and
ornate phrases. Whoever attempts this
has a terrible run of words and poverty
of ideas. How
many articles eome. to

hand, beginning after this fashion: *¢ It was

they

peliey of procefiure, relation

what we have heard
meetings, for years.

in our

child she had Jacked from her

over the world.

just

bents, cumberers of the ground.

not

It is a Christian duty to make money,
that we may

be rich, or voluptuoys, but to

was it broken ? Whom does ‘‘ You” denete?

honor Christ in saving souls. The ways
of using money for this purpose are innum-

erable.

opportunity;

We can never lack

the disposition and

the

« This do ye.” ‘Show the Lord's
till he come.” - There is no command
Bible more specific and positive. ¢
every place who call on the name

There isno danger of raising the standard

ed to de so, whether

means we

should

eagerly seek.

It is duty to * provide

our own,” but

notjfo terminate

for

Lord,”

our efforts

with them ; % charity begins at home,” but

is ‘to become

need a larger growth in grace, more of the
poor, that we might be rich.” This spirit
is increasing in the churches, yet very few
havecome up to the dignity of unselfish
efforts to make money, for the chief purpose of doing geod.
At all times we should give liberally of
ourincome to extend the gospel. The poor
should give, and by industry and economy,
strive for means to increase their contributions. It would bless them in ¢¢ basket and
soul,

Many persons are poor because

to

do

commanded

Communion

narrow,

proscriptive

so.

they lack

this high resolve ; if they once possessed it,
they. would receivea large increase of energy, wisdom, economy, and power to
make money, as well as to use it for the

against those views.
5.

and

v

IT DIVIDES THOSE

OUGHT TO

CHRISTIANS

WHO

WORK TOGETHER. There

are

tens of thousands of Baptists, in other
churches, who would feel more at home,

grow in grace faster, and do more good,
in Baptist churches than where they are,but
they are excluded by Close Communion.
They must sacrifice their home with the
Baptists, or be cut off from communion

with dear Christian friends ; and they prefer
to sacrifice the church of their
6. Ir FoRCEs BAPTISTS
THE LORD'S SUPPER. What
endeavoring to prove? That

reach a more honorable place and very use-

to

forbids

sectarian, and this prejudices good men

Spirit of Christ, ‘‘who, though rich, became

in

are

Close

4, Ir WEAKENS
THE TESTIMONY OF
BAPTISTS ¥OR THE TRUTH. They make the
impression that to embrace Baptist views,

seeking to save the lost. As the higher
types of Christian life prevail, this generous
use of money is better understood. But we

as

and

what Christ commands.’

it should never remain thére, but go abroad

in store,” as well

¢ all saints”

partake;

succeed. Our waste-basket is large, it will
do you good to help fill it, and you may

choice.
TO BELITTLE
are they now
the *‘ Supper

:
J

N

educated

or

heard

versities and academies, among Baptists,
is to educate ministers. They are glad to

All persons, of every con-

is not

a

Christian

church rite.”

ordinance, but

Why do

they

assert

and

ambigueus.

The

for

the

use

of the

and

ent law

great

the

Con-

that?

visit

of

jorenged

ness magnified,
their morality
proved, and their life jin

ef hso. resolve to meet it.

and ‘pie
nd

nity is from heaven, will become
4

il~~iA |

re-

-

a

-

:

ft)

?

fi

“pe

while

and then a little

in the garb of

Lamartine,-

beautifully

the

illustrates

a

mother’s love in the following words:
In some spring freshet a river widel

whereon a bird had built a cottage

for her

Ryn

~

Unheeding the roaring river, on she went,

Thé arguments, replies to objections,
"

where

few

.

-

to be-

as

he

is

I never could

tell how I came to believe. But 1 have a
joy in believing which I cannot describe.
I am happy every day. I cannot tell you
how precious is this place of prayer to me,
nor how endearing the remembrance of this
Fulton Street Prayer Meeting istome. I
forget the merciful Providence
cannot
which brought me here five years ago. I °
would never forget that God’s Holy Spirit

arrested me when I stood listening to the
prayers which were offered, and was thus
reminded of my mother’s prayers.
One thiag I did not find out till long after-

wards. It was this—that my mother, having ascertained that I was coming to New
:

would incline me to come to this meeting.
But so it was—as she told me, and had sent
to you t) pray for the
thisplace of prayer

same. No wonder
is precious to my

persons

Where

and the

usual

some

of five thousand

With twenty dollars ten new

books,

thoughts concefning lay preaching:
:
The subject
id\one of the most (important
f\jends of religion have towith which the

with the rest of the hundred dollars ome
new book a week as the year goes by.
Arrange the names of the members of the
printed list to be pasted on the
each book. Then you will start
At

subend of

to the person

or fifty dollars to add to the next yeais subought to be tried by three-fourths of the other half.

It has been developed in England

to such an extent, that central
scale;

merely

in

the

London

business

es-

of feeding

these ldcal clubs, and such individuals as
avail themselves of the same machinery.
No other system can so effectually supply

the want of a well conducted public libra- |

ry.”

ence, comingin contact, in their daily life
with men of all sorts, knowing their
strength and their weaknesses—this is the
material which at the present stage of

growth of the Christian church is to give it
that new life and strength which it is now
ready to receive. We look forward to a
time not far distant when all our large public halls will become,

on: Sunday,

houses

of religious worship, where will offiiate
of men from all professions and stations in

cover
with ten
the

the ranks

on a

magazines and ten books. ' Let’ each
one

among

We“have

to deal.
day

of our clergy very many men who have
the power to throw themselves so into the .
personality of other men as to know just
their troubles,to recognize just their needs,
4
to apply just the remedies. . . . .
The number of men in the churches outside of the ministry, able, and if properly
called upon, willing to do just this work,
is very large. Rich in Christian experi-

and

tablishments are carried on on a gigantic

Love.

believe

York, was praying at that very time that God

distinguished as Old School zealots,

——MornER'S

lusion.

|

:

geription. This system, which will seem
perfectly common-place to half our readers,

time, to have more years for labor, is a de- washed its shores and rent away a boug

idl
’

:

and feasible.

the week let him pass

discord and

all writings except their own; and
towards

/

and

scriber have one new one.

men on the other side ask for even greater
concessions than this. Some warm blood

fellows to enter the ministry unprepared to save

work.

:

help bury unwelcome memories.
But
some of his special friends complain of this
as involving a surrender, and as having
been prompted by the overbearing and uubrotherly policy of some who have been

now

how

I was persuaded

freely offered in the gospel.

fruits have been grateful.
But noth- next him on the list, and receive one from
ing is quite perfect in human life, and the person above. With every week a new
the grace of God does not root out all the ‘book is put in circulation, With every
frailties of human nature even in ecclesi- month ten new magazines are put in. Evastical circles. Mr. Barnes has generous- ery family of twenty is at its wit's end to
ly witdrawn ‘his theological works, that keep up with the supply.
were largely called out by the controver- When the year is ended, sell your books
sies springing from the canses that led to and magazines at auction, tothe members
separation, from the list of the Presbyterian of the club. That will give you some forty

of young men
such preparation. The haste

and properly used, they will bring out tal-

-

club in the order of their residences,

shal
™
od
s
Now, all Baptists seein to be on a level, summer hope. own the white and whirl;
Schools wishing the Myrtle
ing stream drifted the green branch, its
and
agreed in educational matters, and wicker cup of unfledged song, and flutteryear should send in their orders orsof publicity. - Such afflictions are *‘ not
the current
at ohieo, if they desire to commence with joyous, but grievous,” but if well endured agreed in the difficulties which hinder our ing besidéd it as it went, the mother bird.

the first issue of the volume.

It is the

stepped in to my help.

committee.
With thirty dollars a year
they can take ten of the best magazines.

was a grateful fact, and many of the earlier

wounded Pride appears

I must

I knew

and enabled to believe in Jesus

Let him and the President be a purchasing

he

the outset, by editorial ‘criticisms and re-

aspirants often have to knock long and
for hard before they are welcomed to the hon-

on Christ, but I did not know

* There is not atown

uniopof'the two Presbyterian Assemblies

shows itsell, and

ar

he

way tobe saved.

people in America, in which are not twenty persons who would gladly spend five
dollars a year for books. Let these twenty
form the reading club of the town ; admit all
applicants till the maximum, say of thirty
members, be reached. No matter if they
never heard each other's names. Suppose
there are twenty members. Let them pay
five dollars each to a common treasurer.

spect. We owe the old world not , a little
for such a gift as she has sent us in the person of the Princeton President.

that they will be woundedto the heart at. work, than they would have ‘been without French writer,

jections.

go to Jesus and give myself up to His serv-

lic, has thus expressed himself on the Eng-

amount of sccial fellowship prevails,

to pay him the homage of a profound re-

It is more than likely they, are much more useful, while they do

Editors are relentless

shall not be disappointed. Iought to be a
Christian. I will be a Christian. I will

such arrangement as the following would
be very timely. The writer says:

caustic speech, The question of the organ
of the united body is not quite satisfactorily
discipline
of
the
schools.
The
well-known
with ** two mites,” and the poor with one,
. Writing for the Papers.
earn
to
begin
will
facts were urged, that men of thorough cul- adjusted, and the old popsbinat dislikes and
—
Oe
mite, to energy, and they
distrusts are not quite buried. But tithe,
judgmore
with
work
more,
save
more,
Ministers and laymen onght to write ture, on an average, work more years in
men
and t
tact, and have more money to more for the papers. It would do them the ministry, last longer, don't break down and patience, and common interests, and
use and more to give. As the brotherfiood good to. write, and do the public good to as soon
; and though they do not begin so joint toil and trial can hardly fail to make
4 rise to this higher life, their whole natures read what they rie
young,
they
are effective later in life than them a real brotherhood in fact as in name,
Bat if they attempt
RAH
those
without
such preparation; and that
will be elevated, their capacity enlarged, the task, they
and
cost
should count the

their Worldly JU

my conversion with an unntterable longing.” Isaid to myself,—** My poor mother

have the-means of supplying themsslves
with a broad range of literature. The plan

addressed many of his most effective words,

of Pablication, to avoid

I

¢ But it was not so easy. I did not know the

are not to be had,

ances, drawn about him many of the best
men of Boston whom he met as strangers
but parted with as friends,
and compelled

Board

of the old room,

heard how you prayed

on holy ground.

A writer
in Old and New makes some
very fitting suggestions respecting the
methods of providing for the sapply of ample reading matter in those towns and
neighborhoods where large public libraries.

upon

The

I came also in

remembered all my mother’s years of anxiety that she ‘might see me a Christian. I
felt as solemnas death, I felt that I stpod

————

the theories of some of the leading skeptics
of the present century, was not less- courteous than caustic. He has done religion
a noble service by his visit and his utter-

FricTioN.

1 stood in the doorway

Reading to Advantage.

tions. The scientific assumptions and the
growing distrust of spiritual agencies that
are becoming prominent were dealt with in
a way that was” at once skillful and ef-

¥rRoM

born,

answer to your prayers.

ice.”

Saxon Bible.

lefs a decided mark upon the Paritan city.
He dealt with living and practical ques-

Fre

me ever since I was

representative of his best moments, and all
that bas been about him of soft, and gentle,
and pure, and penitent, and good,speaks to
bim out of his English Bible. It is his sacred thing, which doubt has never dimmed
and controversy never soiled. In the length
and breadth of the land there is not a Protestant with one spark of religiousness about
him, whose spiritual biography is not in the

downright Scotch frankness won him a fall
and repeated hearing, and his lectures have

——Nor

answering prayer, which had gone up for

——CATHOLIC VIEW OF THE BIBLE.
John
Henry Newman, a leading Roman Catho-

presented is simple

whom

swer to the prayers of a dear
It was to be God's way_of

for sinners. I-thought,— ** This is just as
my mother prays for me. She longs for

the taste for reading exists,

to

no doubt, ’\
pious mothe.

putting the national debt on the way to
extinction is’ a maffer of sy much .eonsequence that the stopping % f the process

man is hidden beneath its words.

honest, direct,

antagonists,

the

have
.

and there, ad by a flash, I was struck.

catholicity of heart, and his

the theological

not

receipts of the government as would follow
the entire abolition of the tax. Only about
a quarter of a million of people contribute
to these receipts, but the aggregate amount
is considetable, and the desirableness of

ical system coupled with his largeness and

employed

the

most things rather than mere words.
It is
part of the national mind, and the anchor of
national seriousness.
The memory of the
dead passes into it.
The potent traditions
of childhood are stereotyped in its verses.
The power of all tha griefs and trials of

logic, his thorough devotion to the evangel-

criticism

first

of

Now I 4m here to bring my thank-offering to God, that His Holy Spirit ever led
me to this place of prayer. I came, I have

gotten; like the sound of church bells
which the convert hardly knows how he can
forego. Its felicities. often seem to be al-

have produced a marked impression upon
the thinking portion of the people. His
mental vigor and freshness, his familiarity
with the metaphysics and theology of the
present day, his masterly analysis and iron

fective, and the

merest idle curiosity.
I could
told the reason why I came.

that

that

out

lieve. Who could tell me how ?
Who will not say that the uncommon
But in process of time I found myselt
baauty and marvelous English of the Prot- believing,and I never could tell how. When
estant Bible is not one of the great strong- I felt I could do no more—and I could do
holds of heresy in this country? It lives on nothing —just right then -and there, Jésus
the ear like a music that can never be for-

Rev.
Dr. McCosh to Boston, and his lectures before the Boston Theological School,

"desire their labors, and wherever they have

a mere

The

modification,

meeting

lish Bible:

and find a company of supporters who are
willing t) take the responsibility of paying
a preacher to discourse upon religion, when
they themselves have no faith in any religious teaching save a» that teaching is affirm-

Dr. McCosH IN BostoN.

nity to come in here until to-day. The
time, I came fo this

rr

nor is left to. provide for himself as he may,

a classical education; that men of sense,
piety and zeal, called of God, should be ordained to the work, wherever the churches

need

I felt that my sins were all

I live far from here—hundreds of miiles
away. ' have not had the second opportu-

urally feels that it" ought not to be compelled to carry this burden unless the necessity is absolute.
.

of any out side voice. The cohesive power
of skeptical opinions is not very great, and
the reasons for practicing self-denial and
generosity for the sake of religion, are not
apt to be controlling reasons with men who
wholly lack a real and positive faith, The
negative work of skepticism absorbs most
of the energy which its representatives possess ; they have very little force to spare for
the service that builds vital institutions into
permanence and power.

conceded by all, that the

may

became mine,

forgiven. I began a new life. These five
years have been the happiest years of my
life.
>

Boston

having

He

I baskedin the light of his

countenance.

seems a calamity. © And yet the nation nats

ed by the soul of the hearer without the aid

majority of Baptist ministers must be thrust
into their work without the advantages of

and I was His.

and perjury may bé fittingly removed.
But neither he nor Mr, /Boutwell is ready
to approve such a'decided reduction in the

but this is the in-

shadowing all others.
The arguments,
plans and appeals all hinge on this great
work,—to provide a competent ministry.
The stress laid upon educating leaders in
scientific investigation, was chiefly supported by the influence which such Christian
scholars would have upon the ministry.

whom my soul loveth.

sum exempted may be properly increased,
and that some of the temptations to fraud

the attempt to maintain the meeting.
The
meeting has therefore been given up, the
Mr.

The

I carried

of my soul every day was, Oh ! that I knew
where I might find Him of whom Moses
and tbe prophets did write.” I went mournAt length I met Him
ing many days.

subject in charge, in the lower branch of
Congress, is not yet ready to approve this
unqualified crusade. He thinks the pres-

income has
hall,

quarters.

at the head of the Committee

been falling off until the fentals hardly suffice
to pay

many

but the Great

it many days. Jt was very painful. I knew
The cry.
1 was a guilty, perishing sinner.

though

and satire. In this it echoes the opinions
of many of those who pay a tax on incomes,
and its points are reproduced on the floor of
the Capitol. But Mr. Schenck, who stands

spiring, potent motive underlying and over-

skill to bring sinners to Christ.
‘We were
surprised to hear this policy so heartily
dition and talent, would be benefited, made
To quiet their consciences under the offense and unanimously asserted and urged as in_mere competent to do business, make mon- of excluding Christians from the chief to- dispensable,by these enthusiastic advocates
‘ey, use money,-by the possession of this ken of Christian fellowship. If it is a of the very highest culture, whenever atgreat, inspiring motive, tomake money for Christian privilege to partake, then they tainable. In this they showed their strong
.- Christ. It enlarges the judgment, quickens have no excuse for excluding them. So common sense and
appfeciation of the
thought, makes self-denial a luxury, ele- they belittle the ordinance, call it ‘“ a mere
wants of the churches.
They said truly,
vates the whole character, enlarges all the tite,” and obscure the fact that it stands asthe that it would have been utterly impossible
- currents of life. It is lack of ability, fore- visible token of atonement, the Calvary of for Baptists to reach their present strength
sight and executive force, ‘and not lack of all saints, the center and source of every
and numbers, had they restricted their minopportunity generally which keeps men Christian’s hope, the symbol of the one istry to liberally educated men.
poor; and when this. mighty enthusiasm mystic body and the one blood by which
The two denominations which have taken
inspires them, when this grand purpose we are joined to that body. If the Lord's the deepest hold of the masses in this counleads and regulates all their thoughts and Supper is not the chief medium of Chris- try, are the Methodists and Baptists, on
actions, they reach their highest possible \tian fellowship, the highest point of heart account of this latitude allowed in qualificacapacity and skill to devise and execute. If fellowship with Christ, the center, and life tions for to the ministry. And this conventhis divine grace were fully enjoyed by the of all, scriptual language strangely. mis- tion regarded it undisputable that this polwhole brotherhood, it would double their leads us.
?
;
pris
icy must be continued.
“2
money-making and: money-saving power,
OF
USEFULNESS
THE
7. Ir ntfs
3.
It
was
declared
,
by
such
men
as
Presand more than double the resources of Baptists.
They have immense resources ident Anderson, Profs. Hovey and Robinchurches for evangelical work.
for good. ‘Their modes of thought, demoson, with the endorsement of others and the
We ought to have men, many of them,
cratic ideas and feelings, their faith in the dissent of none, that men who are called
church.
the
for
ly
who do business exclusive
written word, and tender, social spirit, are to the ministry late in life, from twenty-five
Why not? There are hundreds of them
lements of power which the nation and to forty years of age, should not attempt a
who have provided for their families; there other churches very much need to feel more
classical course of study, which is sure to
is no danger of want.” Why should they than they really do feel. Close
Communbreak up their old modes of thought, withnot use their talents, experience, business jon tends to isolate them;
they repel
out the power to create and mature new
pewer, to make money for Christ? Why others, and are in turn repelled. The ones ; but that they should give attention to
of
not turn over all the profits of business to other churches desire to be on ‘terms
theology and reading, and engage in the
There are. many men close communion, in the best sense, with
Christian uses?
.
work with their business type of mind, unlabor,
them; but they cannot wholly overcome
without families; why do they not
disturbed by an abortive attempt to make
for
gain,
get
and
deby
study,
them
and
done
is
and scheme,
the feeling that injustice
them classical. The verdict of experience,
thiscause? When Christians attain a high- claring them unfit to approach the Lord's
say these educators, is that, in most caser,
er type of piety, they will doit.
Most of table. Itis a fact that many Baptists feel
an attempt at classical culture by such perthem are too lew, too selfish, too much un- that they are crippled and hindered in
sons does them more hurt than good.
~
der the dominion of the flesh, to do it now. their work by this custom which binds
4, They were agreed also in the policy
The spirit of Christ, the wonderful unself- them. The President of one of their leadishness of his nature, is not sufficiently in- ing universities said to ug, recently: ‘ We of opening the doors of their theological
corporated into Christians’ lives, to produce shall never take the place which we ought seminaries to all who come, and giving inthese mature fruits. They can pray, and to, in the great religious movements of the struction to all, adapted to their wants; alsing, and live moral lives, and give pretty day, unless we get rid of this Close Com- lowing them to enter any classes and pursue
any studies for which they have ability.
:
well, but do not yet know the full meaning munion.”
of ¢ Christ formed within,” of ‘‘ not seeks
Because of these points, we oppose, And it appears that quite a percentage of
ing their own,” of ‘* seeking first the king- grieve over and pray for the“extinction of the students in these schools always have
dom of God.” When they do, we shall Close or Sectarian Communion.
We can- been and are now direct from business life,
find men and women in all our churches not feel content, we have no rightto be without any classical preparation.
ing shops, content, while the cause of Christ ié-injured,
who are working, firms,
5. Great emphasis was put upon the nepersist the saints offended, the usefulness of an ex- cessity of inducing the largest possible numand
©
wih
business
drivjng
profits to the cellent people hindered by a usage which ber of young men to make thorough prepe
ence, and giving al
eause of Christ. Then there will be others, is contrary to the express law of Christ, aration, secure the highest attainable culwho will work like heroes, push business contrary to the spirit of the gospel, and in ture before entering the ministry; that ample funds should be raised to aid them, evwith vigor, and make all they possibly can, no sense justifiable.
|
ery possible encouragement should be givand give three-quarters Jf the income.
¥
en them, to induce them to secure the best
Sucha spirit will stir all, even. the widows

glory of God.

partial

in

none

Physician of the soul could heal.

Journal drives at it with most determbined
energy, wsing argument, protest, appeal

indicate that the prosperity has been both

society has been disbanded, and

§ Be.

1. The chief aim of all the colleges, uni-

2. It was

was a wound which

all

the income tax. is becoming earnest ‘and
warm. ‘The demand for its abolition is

not, we

there is nothing to be done but to abanddn

There are a few things more that we
wish to notice in the utterances of this important gathering of Educators.

educate others, of course,

hears,

away by passion

: his «life, and a Rachel at his death.

most earnest supporters frankly confess that

Educational Convention.
: St

Almighty when 1 was here before, and I
went away wounded like a stricken deer. It

of ministerial education too high; we, with
Baptists, need to make great ‘progress in
this direction yet; and while every man who .——Tne IxcoME Tax. The discussions
can preach the gospel should be encourag- in Congress and in many of the papers over

Try it, reader, and see how you

death ful results,
in the
All in
of the. Baptist

the

he was bearing away with him the fragrance of the shattered roof tree, yet that
mother was with him, a Ruth through all

educational

should make every possible effort to induce our young men to secure the very best
tered the mysterious depths of —" ‘Whew! preparation within reach. The usefulness
Nonsense !" blurts out the editor,
and of those with little learning, the influenge
flings the parchmént-into the waste-basket. of the churches upon the public mind, the
The anxious author watches every issue of power to resist error and defend the gospel
the paper with excited expectation ; the heart faith, the strength and success of our relisprings to the throat, the hot blood rushes gion, depend upon the labors of scholarly
to the face, the perspiration stands on the ministers. Wer+need Peters und Jameses
brow.
*/ What is the matter, that my arti- and J%hns, but cannot succeed without

call on the Lord,” “all saints?” ¢ Take ye,
For whom
eat, this is my body, broken.”

Swept

that child might be, it mattered not,

evening. The sun had just bid adieu to
the busy scenes of day, and majestically en-

of sense.

fear piercing

pausesin the storm. How like the love of
the old-fashioned mother; who followed the

to piety, the varied qualifications allowable,

Cd

Men sacrifice honto gain it; grieve at
the death of dear ion.
9. Ir Grieves CHRIST. A cup of cold
money.is the root.of
all evil,” butthe use of it, to bless the water given to or withheld from the least
world, is not. Itis sinful, degrading to of his disciples, is regarded by Christ as ole doesn’t appear?”
Pauls, and the more we have of them
the
«¢ gerve mammon,” but noble and Christian done to himself. But Close. Communion
This is the matter; you left out your
better.
So said this convention, so say we,
to compel it to serve God. Covetousness denies to the saints the ¢* cup of blessing,”— ideas and sent only words. The next time, and let all the people say, Amen.
is fatal toall piety ; but. a generous use of the cup whieh betokens a blessing and send the ideas and keep the words at home,
money in the cause of Christ is the ripest brings one to the soul. Does not Christ and you will see yourself in print without
Current Topics.
fruit of spiritual growth. Itis vastly easier feel grieved over such an act?
delay. Follow the example of the little
3. It VIOLATES THE POSITIVE LAW
OF six-year-old, who lisped: *‘ I have made a
to get men to be devout prayers, singers
‘and rejoicers, than generous givers. Hearts Curis. The Lord madea revelation to Paul distovery, mamma. Dis isit. It is dood ——FaA1LeEp. It will be remembered that,
which melt in devotional tenderness, often on this question. He says, (1 Cor. 11: 23:)
to be dood, and bad to be bad,” and so about two years since, Rev. Rowland Conbecome dry and hard the moment tithes for « Treceived of the Lord that which also ended her philosophizing. Yes, say some- nor was disfellowshiped by the School St.
Universalist church,
Boston, in consethe Lord are mentioned.
I delivered unto you.” To whom was Paul thing, say it in a few words, and stop.
quence of his virtual rejection of the SeripWe repeat ; more persons ought to write
speaking ? He distinctly tells us,—*‘ All in
There are three classes of money sinners:
Those who gather greedily, that they may every place who call upon the name of for the papers, and if they are rejected, | tures as infallible and of divine authority.
be rich. These are idolaters. Those who Christ Jesus our Lord.” And this means try again, and keep trying, ill they ac- Mr, Connor has since acted mostly with the
* consume it upon ¢¢ gll,” to the end of time, for he says, that quire the facility of writing so tersely, put- Free Religionists, and has been preaching
gather that they may
the flesh and are al- they are to ** show the Lord's death till he ting so many thoughts into few words, that -to a congregation at Horticultural Hall ; and
serve
their lusts.” Such
;
jens from God. And the shiftless idlers, come.” v. 26.
all the editors will be eager for their pro- there have been frequent attempts,by means
They
too indolent to make money.
Now therefore he says, to ‘ all in every ductions. It requires practice to do this. of using the press, to enlist the public sym‘pathy and give the impression that a markare lower and meaner than either of the ‘place who call upon the name of the Lord,”
Any one can write a long article without
ed prosperity has been enjoyed by the new
others, for they have no ambition, no en- «1 deliver unto you” the bread ‘and cup.
sense : but few can write, a short one full
society. - But the facts recently developed
absorlife,
to
on
terprise, and merely hang
Whom does * You” refer to but to ¢ all who

they are over its loss!
esty, honor and peace
its 10ss more than at
friends. ** The love of

*

grieved

are grieved - by such a testimony. And
thousands united both by Christian and family ties, are thus thrust aside and condemned by the practice of Close Commun-

distressed

How

for it!

But now weare

tell us: * You have no right to the Lord's
table:” Just so much as we love them, we

money ! every one wantsmoney.

How they strive

And it is a serious thing to

denied them.

aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to thé Publisher.

Make

erts which would

| for the scourge and gibbet.

/

life, and where the broad gospel of Christ
will be preached to the help and comfort

of thousands who now lack the consolation
May the day come
:

and the joy of the faith.
quickly.

Twicr SUGGESTED,

Once more we call |

the attention of pastors,superintendents,and

other purchasers of books in Boston, to the
fact that there are special and strong reasons

for commending to their attention and patronage the House of Messrs. D. Lothropand
Sabbath school

Co., No 38 and 40 Cornhill.

libraries, and books of almost every class
can be obtained at this place on specially
favorable terms, and at the same time an important denominational interest will jbe
,
served by purchasing directly of M
L. and Co. We trust our readers will frequently send them orders and give them
calls.

The Religious Press.
_

The Examiner & Chroniclé,after speaking
of the various methods adopted

by pastors

in performing their work, has these foroi-

Shot at the Door.
Under this title, the N. Y. Observer describes an incident which recently occured-at the Fulton Street Prayer Meeting :

A man stood back in the crowd near the
door, He spoke witha loud, clear voice,
and said: “*This is the second time I have
been in this meeting. The first time was

five years ago.
I stood near the

Ihad to crowd to get in.
doorway,

1

never

had

beento Fulton Street Prayer Meeting before. I never have been here since. I got
an arrow in my heart from the bow of the

.

Rh
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ble and practical suggestions:
We need pastors who will set themselves
to work in developing and sanctifying the
latent talent of our lay members
the pastor who succeeds in doing this is, in

the best and highest sense, succéssful,
whether heis so regarded ornot. The true
test of a pastor's efficiency is found in asking the question, How did

his church run in/

the interregnum after his death or resigna-

tion ? Those are the most successful Soe:
their
tors who ** rest from their labors amd

works do fellow them;"

falling

asleep creates

be filled.

Weis

|

|

not those whose

a void whioh

;

On this principle, to be sure,

who

have
fl
oS

the

reputation

some

cannot
men

of being, the
El

hv

Bo

ES

WE

Be
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worse possible pastors prove, in the lon ‘superstitious notions of an age unskilled in have crowned their wedded life. There was a Missionary Society to the amount of $20,000.
ience. It is in part Deism, andin part large . gathering of neighbors, relatives and All this, with interest, they now have to pay.
run, to have been the best. Their notoriqus deficiencies have enlisted the energies y Pantheism. There is another wing of Uni- friends to participate ‘inthe festive ceremonies,
There are said to be in the United Sates a

and put the church tarianism which shrinks back from these
results; struggles against this tendeney;
plants the foundation of its faith more

into such capital working trim that it runs
on as smoothly, after their removal, as if
nothing had happened ; while their successor, by his personal energy in the pastoral
office, may enervate and enfeeble his mem-

on, as

forge.

no

¥r

less than his zeal and elquence, aré produc-

ing a strong impression upon the people.
Respecting him and his work, we have this
testimony :
This Wyarkable
man—an . enthusiast

conviction.

his country-

a pitch of influence that he has been by

out infidelity, the other

back

either in

and

its

direction

has

Catholic ; populationis reckoned
at 5,000,000.
)
In 1868 the

tioners.

The sole basis is truth.

There are
of London,
$35,000, in
Were only

to be a more Brahminical Chan-

ning—though
himself was sufficiently Brahminical to suit the Christians of
his day: Rammohun Roy died leaving: his
sect but a handful ; Keshub Chunder has increased it to an army well-nigh ten thousand

DENMARK,
ME, The Lord has revived
strong.
Renouncin
lytheism, he beus the past winter. Saints
lieves in one God.
Ana his
b ) own statements hig work with
of his views are the more interesting be- | have been made to rejoice, the prodigal has

cause (like all other educated men of his been brought back to Father's house, and |
nation) heis a ekilifal handler of the EngAll
lish tongue. He preaches extemporaneously some souls have been converted.
in the language of Spurgeon; and spch of praise to God for his goodness and mercy.
S. B. O. CoLzy.
his sermons as we have seen are of a more
spiritual quality than the Sinaitic thunderings of the London Boanerges. We greatly fear that Keshub Chunder is something b Cass AND Caving QM Mux There ne

een no report of

greatly

this

different churches in the Q.

nation of funeral-pyres, a nation of Juggernauts, developing

from its own

hereditary

If this is not

M.,

The entire Bible'contains 66 bogks, 1,188 chapters, 81,185 verses, 770,692 words and 8,566,480
letters, The name of Jehovah,or Lord, occurs
6,600 times in the Old Testament.
The shortest verse in the Bible is John 11:35.
The nineteenth chapter of second Kings and Isaiah thir-

Mr. and Mrs.James Ashley thank their friends

Rev. and Mrs. C. Burch acknowledge a donation from the church in Greenfield, of over $40 in

Winchester,

and Berryville.

The school

|ty-six are the same.

It was dedicated on the 14th

has been especially blessed
term.

;

und on every side, and whose
which
fruit is to be seen every day in our streets,
in men, and even women and boys,staggering toward home, or curled up in a doorway Loo helpless to
get home, are nuisances
to
ublic health, which no tenementhouse is noisome enough to parallel; and
which must be abated. Surely the present
is a poor time to be selected by our sapient
oe
ators for dom
Jay Fa Joe
a
nstabulary—in
the hope of
befogging
the

to our work.

and many of them have

shops

Christ.

ry.
tended, and consisted of a sermon by Rev. J. A.

E. N. FERNALD,

BosTON Q. M.—Held

to

his seal

PortsmouTH, N. H. A preciousrevival is

The people have
movement,

and

much

eral

rating politically, then every Christian man
has a political duty. And his political duty lies on the side. of his Christianity if he

can

find .where

that

is.

We plead for

no party. We know not how party lines in
the future may be drawn, and we care not,

if all

men will only feel that they are

Corresponding

will act together, all is safe. But if through

ENOSBURG

Q. M.—Held

the Enosburg church, March
with the Franklin church.

to think

English force

an

twice be-

to move

across our territory in order that. it might

easily reach the seat of the Winnipeg’ re-

as" that the sun

bellion? It is as certain

shines that England would not have allewed a single company of our forces to march
across any part of her territory to oppose

the rebellious.

She would have laughed at

any request of ours

of her

use

make

to

Confedof the South
‘roadstQ the injury
erates. She would have had a dyrdon mili-

June 3—5.

XQ

had we exhibited any disposition

in order to ‘get at

act.

would have acted, so let us

We

have

no right to make oyrselves a party to the
Winnipeg war, as we should do by giving

English

the right of way to those

troops

who are detailed to wage hostilities in a remote region. Letthose troops get to the

GREENE, Onto. We are happy to state
so
that the darkness and gloom that had
has
Greene
in
church
the
long hung over
of late been dispersed, and the ‘‘ Sun of
righteousness has arisen with healingin his
wings.” In a protracted meeting held by

Rev's, A. C. Brash, and I. Rogers, some
Winnipeg . country,—if they can,—that is twenty-five or
have been converted
their
in
them
help
not
affair; bute
not our
way thither to the exterfof one step,

Tt is

net our business to make roads forthe use

of British soldiers in civil war.
:

find in one of our exchanges

We

an

article on the “Tendencies of Theology in

New England,” from which we have taken
$
the principal points:
The” theological sentiment of New Eng:
land was formerly one, Evangelical, Calvinistic ; it is now just as decidedly three,

Unitarian.
and
Arminian
Calvinistic,
Arminianism is so united with the other act- |
ive

elements

vealed

as

of

power,

as not to'havere-

yet its own distinctive inherent

tendency. i is otherwise with the other
two, The Unitarianism of to-day, is not
The
the Unitarianism of Dr. Channing.
Bible has been discarded as a book of anthority, and

miracles

are

pronounced

the

in baptism soon.

in the

various

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.
rok

its last session with
14th,

Next session

poison.

great progress of the work in that large island.
The Bishop of Ratisbon has addressed a letter
from Rome, in which he forbids all young men
from his diocese to attend the lectures of Dr.
Dollinger, lest their faith should be injured by
exposure to so noxious an influence as that of

their own religious worship, and send out 20
young men annually from their seminaries as

or as missionaries to other

islands.

had somewhat endangered his

by completely overlooking the Evan-

gelical wing of the Church of England in his apthe people

of Wales

He

Golden

Wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Dexter, of West Topsof
ham, Vt., celebrated the fiftieth anniversary

The occa-

sion waé made doubly joyous by the Presence of
ten out of the eleven sons and daughters who

has given them and

satisfaction by appointing

Rev. Joseph Hughes, a thoroughly good man,
who can talk Welsh, bishop of 8t. Davids.

Presbyterian missionaries in
The United
Osiout, Upper Egypt, have lately met much sue:
cess in Nakhaly, a town of 8,000 inhabitants, on
The inhabithe Nile, 18 miles above Osiout.
tants are mostly Coptic Christians, and have

BRONCHIAL

tion into Indiana from Ohio.’

Before the war the Methodist Book Concern

endorsed the drafts’ of the Southern Methodist

1

i

‘

*

FIRST
!

SOLD

EVERYWHERE.

6m4d4

HOVEY & Co’s superb new Catalogue
&c., has been placed in our hands and
pay a perusal by every lover of Flowers
cultivator. * See their advertisement in

of Flowers,
will wellere.
and amateur
another col4417

’
Mr.

Southmayd’s

should be réad

4617

manifesto

on

by every one.

Candy

Gambling

TWENTY THOUSAND |—Not dollars, but certificates
of the very highest

character,

attest tho

wonderfal

properties of
Dr, J. W. Poland’s W hite Pine Comnd. Positively unrivalled for all Diseases of the
hroat, Lungs, Difficultyof Voiding Urine, and all

Diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder.

Druggists.

Decidedly $lity bust remedy that has

wounds, sprains,

bruises, cuts,

and

ever been

burns,

son's Anodyne Liniment. We use it, and
ommend it to our friends.
From

the

Boston

always rec-

Cultivator.

MgssrS. EpITors :—I have used Bradley’s Superphosphate for several years, with good success, ap:
plying it to corn, oats, and potatoes. I used to put

on about85 loads of barn-yard manure to the acre;

and then about 12 loads of good hog manure in the
nll in planting ¢orn; and don’t think I got any better
corn from the manure than I now do from one tablespoonful of your Super- Phosphate ;—and it ripens full
two weeks earlier than it did when I used hog mai
nure.
On oats I sowed about 200 Ibs. of the Phosphate to
the acre, and I never

raised

such

oats

before,

The yield was sixty bushels to the acre of good

oats,

that would weigh 34 1bs. to the bushel; being most as
many again as I ever raised before from an acre with-

’

basket would not

M, WEBSTER,
>
»

!

dishes (each one of which the most tastidious epicure
would smack hia lips over),

ata cost which, in these

der a patent procured last summer, and its pepularity ia already #0 great that the extensive mills of the
Association although running night and day, can

goarcely keep pace with the prodigious demands,

‘W, P. CONVERSE & CO:, Commercial Agents,

:

No. 49 Wall Street; New York.
The interest on ‘the above-named Bonds,willbe paid
at maturity by the FARMERS’
LOAN AND
TRUST CO., No. 26 Exchange Place, New York,
il
t1l—

CURTIS,

ID

“

“

friend of missions, Waterville,

Services

Mou lonboro & Hutonboro, RH
Ho

nto,

oaville oh. N XY. per R

Dover, NH,

Organs
THE

of Chapels

J W

Me

ball

ber H E Fernald

Woodman

and

Lodges,

Recreation.

A Thorough Comparison Invited.
Never to rest satisfied with mediocre success has
been the motto of this house. And with every year’s,
experien(ethéy expect not only to maintain their preg.
ent position,but to produce instruments of greater and.
more varied power, thus anticipating the.

Treas.

Loaimin, Mexico, N Y

eons

OPDYKE & CO.

FOR

25,25

are Q M. N H, per H 8 Kimball

NewD ham, N Hi per J F Joy
meabury,
Mass
CH
Dought; tA Falls, Me.

nl

2,60

tarksboro, Vt. per J Tucker
Rev J Tucker and wife

HW

A

RAILROAD

American

136,61
Treasurer,

“"

Oxford, NY. per E R Clarke

Oswego

2. Nassau Street.

2,00

Sabattus, Me. per W (Q Stinson
Concord, Vt. per J M Russell
A

&

SMITH’S

5,00
7,50
13,50
3,00

4

8

THRE

York

GEORGE
teow?

Forelgn Missions,
Hillsdale QM:#™ ich. per D L Rice
Wheelock Q M, Vt. per I, B Tasker
Lyndon, Vt.
i
hi
Bequest of Isaac Prescott, Lyndon, Vt. per
Sanborn, Ex
Berryville church, Va. per W A Jackson
ol

4teowls

terest in currency.

5,00

.

Walker

PAXES.

Continue to meet with much favor from investors,—
The iesue up to the present time is nearly exhausted.
‘What remain are still offered at par and
acorued.in-

4,00
26,00
2,00
3,00
SoA
7,00
8,00
89,51
8,75
1,00
6,10
2,75

3,00

Ss

8. GOVERNMENT

MIDLAND

N. C. BRACKETT,

b

U.

The First Mortgage 7 per Cent.
GOLD
BONDS

Storer College.

ab

& CO., Fiscal Agents,

as well as for Home

B L Gerry

Si

No. 54 Pine Street, New York

adelphla, Pa.

Misa 8 L Gibbs

-

These bonds, being so.well se~

ties seeking safe and lucrative investments.

MISSION.

SILAS

distance included in
97% and accrued inbeobtaned from the
maps, and informa-

cured and yielding a large income, are desirable to par-

Concord, N. H.

Rochester Q M. per Rey Wm

Diet for the Million. Wealth no longer monopolizes the luxuries of life, Persons in the most
moderate circumstances can have a delicious dessert
daily for a sum so trifling,that it is scarcely worth
naming. They can take their choice of fifty delicate

tion relating thereto.

New

Ea Union ch. Mich. per H Mowry

Last year I raised from 3.8 of an acre, manured
with your Phosphate only, 326 bushels of turnips,
EDWIN
let them in,
Danville, Vt., April 14, 1870, *

Total....... Fera arstsess
eens vey $15,500,000
Total length of road 271 miles
this Mortgage 111 miles: price,
terest, IN CURRENCY.
Can
undersigned. Also, pamphlets,

Mission,

FREEDMEN’S

regis.

First Mortgage Bonds. ..coceseesseresscees 1,000,000

OF

Hiram Ham & wife, Leighton’s Corner, N Hf
Mrs Sarah Coe, Durbam Center, Conn. per
Stewart
a
Joseph Weatherbee, Grand Detour, Ill
Freedom, NY, per I D, Stewart
‘Washington St. ch. Dover, per W B Foss.

BONDS

_ Of the Issueof.

¢$)
RK (per Month guaranteed. Sure
$1000 $2508.
Wages paid weekly
to
{ents everywhere, selling our Patent. Silver
Mould
ite Wire Clothes Line. Business permanent, For
full partisulars, address GIRARD WIRE M1LLS, Phil

Moultonboro & Tuftonboro, N H. per H E Fernald:
“A friend,” Salem, Mass
Rev ¥ Lyford, West Lebanon, Me
.
Mrs Bradbury, Concord, N H
re
A Sister,Parkman, Me
»
Great Falls ch. perd B Davis
Litchheld, Me. per N Preble
Washington St ch. Dover, N H. per W. B Foss.
A friend of missions, Waterville, Me
Mrs Dolly Thompson, Attleboro, Mass
Lisbon Falls, Me.
A F Hutchinson
H W Loomis, Mexico, N Y

out Super Phosphate.

some of them so large that a peck

Received.

Home

stan-

these bonds is at the rate of $18,500 per-mile; covers.

EXPRESS.
- D Lothrop & Co. Boston, Mass
Rev C Hurlin, Madison, N
G 8 Holmes, Manchester, N H

’

best
ROOT

a completed road for every bond issued, and is a first:
and: ONLY mortgage.
This line, connecting. St.
Joseph with Fort Kearney, will make a short and
through route to California.
:
The ‘Company have a capital stock of... $10,000,000
And a Grant of Land from Congress, of
1,600,000 acres, valued at the lowest
estimate Ateseeresrreectreaisrnansananas 4,000,000

Erastus Wentworth, Mineral Springs,
NY
Hester A Morse, Otisfield, Me
Rev8W Cowell, Ka Orange, Vt
~
Jas W Marti
nodyard, Obio
Mrs Chastine W Fogg, Deerfield Cen. N H
T C Mott, Philadelphia, N Y
J C Pennington, Milan, Ind
Miss Mary 8 Bement, New Haven, Mich
Rev DM L Rollin, Byron,
T N Huntington, Bat! h, Me
Rev D Boyd, Bockland, Me

The

straw was very stout; but they did not lodze; and
ripened seven to ten days earlier than those sowed at
the same time by my neighbors, without Phosphate.

Office Addresses.

E. P. Nagus, Oxford, Chenango Co. N.Y.
G. W. Wallace, Gonic, N. H.
R.E.Cornwall, Hamlet, N. Y.
L.Johnson, Ea. Gaines, N. Y.
Rev.N. C. Lothrop, Strafford Corners, N. H.

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

dis-

MORTGAGE

:

all—W Risinger—8 H Stevens—J Shelhamer—R AStock- , TANNER

is John.

and

In denominations of $1000 and $500, coupon. or

man—A Sargent—H F Smith-Mrs M A Sprague—J P
Smith—E A Stockman—L B 8wan—B
A
Stowe—A D
Smith—C Shaw—L B Starr—O H P Sheldon—M MThompson—S8 Thorne—C P Tinkham—H True—N R Turner—L
T Voter—Ann Bell Webster—L D Wilmarth—Adaline L
Warriner1—Y White—A G Woodman—S8 C Weatherby—W
H Westcott—J
D Waldron—Lydia P Waldron—H G
Woodworth—T Wyatt—J Young.

‘We should not hesitate to recommend to any friend
of ours, Parsons’ Purgative Pills ; they are scientifically prepared, and are adapted to all the purposes
of ag!
purgative medicine.

fried

tered, with interest at Eight per cent. per annum, payable 15th February and August, in GOXD free of
United States taxes, in New York or Europe. The
bonds have thirty years to run, payable in New York
in GOLD, Trustges, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New York. The mortgage which secures

is very

O Andrews—Mrs A Bratt—J Blake—S Bathrick—JBickford—L D Bates—L Belknap—E Barton—C H Burnham—
8 Bowden—Mrs E D Blakeslee—D C Burr—H Beal—OC
Bean—N Bard—2Z Burroughs—C Burch—J M Crandall—
Mrs L Chalmers—Sarah A Coro Coffrin—C M Carter
—Mrs J Cox—J W Cilley ~J Chick—J H Cressey—B M
Clark—Judith M Chapman—J D Couillard—R Cooley—I1
Coughenour—J W Carpenter—G H Chaffee—A M Close—
E M Corey—O Dimond—J Dunton—G N Dorr—J M Durn—J O
Emerson—J Eldridge—J G Eaton—J 8 Jordan—
Johnson—H M Fieldi—Ch_Freeman—E Fifield—J Forest—C C Foster—D Fisk—B Farrar—I 8 Fuller—W H
Horton—C A Harding—L Gott—J W Gould—L & Graham
J C Goodwin—Z D Gordon—A W Greenslitt—C B Griffin
—C L Giles—F Hall-M J Hayes 1G H Hood—J Head—R
L Howard—C F Harriman—E
C Hodge—E Hannaford—W
W Howland—R Jordan—A E Jaquish—WmJohnson—Miss
E L Nowell—Abbie T Libby—J Labree—J P Longley—O
L Larcom—J Lafollett—S Littlefield—M Merritt.
orse
Moore—A 8 McLean—C J Mott—T I> Moulton—E D
Marshall -J L, Meserve—E P Nagus—Miss C A Norton—8
S Nickerson—N Petit—C G Pratt—N E Paine—AL Porter
—G H Pinkham—B F Pritchard—J A Peckham—A A Pinry 1 Quint—R J Russell—R Richardson—T C Ran-

Sold by all

3

GOOD.”’—The
LANGLEY’S

long

! BY THE

H. 8, KIMBALL, Clerk,

Letters

YOU
DR,

$4,500,000:
ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY
“RATIROAD COMPANY.

Q. M. will hold ‘its next session with the
& Enfield church, commencing Tuesday,

Post
Rev.
“
‘
“
‘*

DO
is

MEDICINE,—a

EIGHT PER CENT. GOLD.

session

attendance

I'LL

the world

arising from Disordered Stomach, "Torpid Liver, or
Impure Blood. They cleanse the system, purify gu !
new create the blood, restore the appetite build up
and strengthen the whole body.
GEO. ¢. GO
WIN & CO., Boston. Sold by all druggists.
4m9

D. FISK, Clerk,

May 24, at 2 o’clock, P. M. - A full

in

HERB

Mailed for 60 cents.

dard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious Diseases,
Humors of the Blood and Skin,
Jaundice; Dyspepsia, »
Indigestion, Costiveness, Headache, and all diseases

D. M. MILLER, Clerk..

CASS & BERRIEN Q. M, will hold its next

TROCHES.

Place, New York, is manufacturing this increase last year was. 1,082, nearly three times 53 P47k le
Carrageen or Irish Moss, un.
whatit was in Ohio, owing partly to immigra comparab edible from

A 44

Com.

OTSEGO Q. M. will hold its next session with the
church at Burlington Flatts, commencing Friday, at
6 o'clock, P. M., before the second Sabbath in
June

covered for rhétimatism, swollen or stiff joints, flesh

Two hundred communion sets are asked for
mission churches in Madagascar, owing to the

of bishops.

AND

BELKNAP Q. M. will hold its next session with the

umn.

Rev, Newman Hall writes from Jerusalem that
his health is improved beyond his expectations.

| pointment

medicine

Gilford Village church, commencing Tuesday, May
17, at 1 o’clock. The time is changed on account of
the meeting of the Education Society at Great Falls.
GEO.
M. PARK, Clerk,

OBTAIN the true

ambassador that the stone was replaced.

popularity

“Buy ME AND

S.

by Rev.
Clerk.

willmost mvariably give instant reJier | at Berrien Center, the 4th Sabbath in June.

no Lead

Sold by Druggists
4mIl

prietors, and by all Druggists.
2m1s5
:

Y. M. will hold its next session with the

next.

’8 Comedone & Pimple

Reliable, Harmless, and contains

Depot, 49 Bond 8t,, N. Y.

ranted in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum

June 24, at 1 o’clock,

Opening sermon
M. WALKER,

or

Dyspepsia, such as Oppression after eating, Sour
Stomach, Spitting of Food, also Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Sick Headache, Coated
Tongue, and Biliousness. For sale at No. 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston, by E. A.
HARRISON & CO., Pro-

WM. WHITFIELD, Clerk.

southeact of Canandaigua.
B. H. Damon.

Worms

BEST THING FOR COSTIVENESS.
DR
HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES-are war

Cheshire church, June 24-26. This church is in the
bounds of the Union Q. M., and is located a few miles

charge of the

Flesh

everywhere,

v
GENFSEE

desirable,

Papal Government had the stone removed, as
conveying, though in a foreign language, the
sentiment that a schismatic could rest in God;
and it was only on the vigorous protest of the

Mr. Gladstone

commencing

P.M.

clear and strengthen the veice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure te

JOHN CHICK, Clerk.

preachers at home

Ch.

Black-Heads,

ations on the Face, use P:
Remedy.

Y. M. will be held at Harrisburg,

Lewis Co, N. Y.,

converts at Chota Nagthe

;
STOCKMAN,

Comedones,

Grubs, Pimply Eruptions and Blotched disfigu-

c; J. DM. Balon,Deer-

E. A.

8ST. LAWRENCE

welcomed the missionaries, who have had abun- dear times, may:well be called nominal, Custards,
dant opportunities to expound their doctrines. Creams, Blanc Mange, Charlotte Russe, puddings,
are included in this
hold,
The .Coptic bishop residing there says that it is | pies, creams, cakes and jellies
for a brighter day, labored faithfully
cheap
and
varied
bill
of
fare.
whole
the
as
tide,
the
to withstand
his
ing on to thearm of-the Lord by faith of no isuse going
“But,” says the ‘skeptical reader, shrugging
over to the Protestants. The
[place
eir relief. Victory
“this is not an age of miraincredulously,
shoulders
are quite willing to accept it as a
web
Y
to tb
until God came
"cles; give me facts, not assertions.” This is an age
was gained and the faithful made to rejoice. ‘prophecy, though rather premature. |
of miracles—miracles of science; and SRA Moss Fa.
OLD ‘MAN.
To God be all the honor.
rixe, the new article that produces these bonnes boucommuni-|
Baptist
88,195
Ohio
There are in
cants, and 83,291 in Indiana. In Indiana the in- ches, is one of its wonders, The Sea Moss Farine Co.,

[4

SE “PERRYS MOTH & FRECKLE LOTION.”
The only Reliable and Harmless Remedy known
to Science for removing brown discolorations from
the Face. Prepared only by Dr.B. C.. PERRY, 49
Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists everywhere.
‘

May 24, at 10% o’clock, A. M.

ickfor:

mission | ance, Pittsfield; Rev. J. Malvern, Dover; Rev, G.

WEARE
Grantham

estant burial-ground of Rome, with an inscription beginning, ‘Here rests in God,” etc. The

At the com-

on the 18th of April.

i

and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
SINGERS
and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to

A German recently was buried in the Prot-

mencement of the meeting * the prospects
appeared truly discouraging; but a few
earnest ones, who had long been praying

their marriage

RENEWER.

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE

a late tour in Southern Russia, organized three
churches of 800 members among Germans in
Russia, and one in Turkey of 111 members.

and
reclaimed. Bro.
Bush
has baptized seven happy converts, and nine have
united with the church. Others will go

forward

For Moth Patches, Freckles amd Tan.

field;
J. T. G.Hwnson,
Bow Lake;Farmington;
H. Chamberlain
New Durham:
W. Ricker,
J Sev io)

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
P”

60 have united with the F. B. church. The:
hand of fellowship was given to 36 on a recent Sabbdth evening, and the writer in- the champion of those who oppose Papal infalforms us that baptism and the admission of libility.
here are 800,000 Christians in the whole
several more would be attended to on the group of the Polynesian Islands. Of these, 35,
the
of
strength
The
Sabbath,
following
000 are in Samoa, where are 5,000 communicants
Com. ‘| and 1,000 catechumens. The Samoans support
church is more than doubled.

ghe

As

rebels.”

the

|

on Tuesday

Epsom,

Kadies Desire what Men Admire.
And
GENERAL,
this little thing is Beauty. What do we say is beauThe Boston branch of the Evangelical Alli- tifgl? A traasparent complexion and a luxuriant
.of hair. What will produce these? Hagan’s
ance, held a public meeting at Tremont head
Magnolia Balm will make any lady of thirty appear
Temple; on Sunday evening, April 24th.
Ad- but twenty; and Lyon’s Kathairon will keep every
dresses were
made by by Rev. Dr. Webb, hair in its place, and make it grow like the April
Rev. J. D. Fulton, Rev. Dr. McCosh, of Prince- grass. It prevents the hair from turning gray, eradi| cates Dandruff, and is the finest Hair Dressing in the
ton, Rev. James B. Dunn and others.
The widow of Dr. Bridgman, the learned wotld, and at only half ordinary cost. 1f you want to
Chinese missionary, is still living at Shanghai, get rid of Sallownesss, Pimples, Ring-marks, Moth.
patches, ete., don’t forget the Magnolia Balm, ladies.

additions to the churches in the place. About

to enter it

in their in-

Disease.

BroNCH

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

revival. In a population of 8,000, there
will be, as a result of the work,about 350

taire formed to keep us out of her territory,

re-

Requires immediate attention, asneg

WOLFBOROUGH, N. H', Q. M.—Held
its last
session with the Ossipee and Wakefield church,
Feb, 4—6. The season was one of usual interNext session with the Oassipee church,
est.

visited during the past winter by a precious

Would it not be well

catechumens

BROWN’S

sion of about 25 souls. Several backsliders were recluimed, and in all there were 36
now so loudly deprecate.
accessions to the church, and some yet to
ern,
come in.
s
The Dover church is now doing well.
The sympathies of the Watchman & ReSeveral have returned who wandered away
flector are evidently with the dissatisfied
Campbelism; a house of worship is being
to
* people of the Red River. country; and, re-.
they have preaching each month
erected,
calling the spirit in which the English govprospect looks quite encourfuture
the
and
ernment dealt with us during our late reB..V..T.
aging.
bellion, it presents the following view of our
conWinnipeg
This place .has been
duty in connection with the
Marion, Ouro.

‘fore allowing

F

i

are

lect often results in an incurable Lung

R. J. RussELL, Clerk.

to be divided, the balance of power willbe
cast in favor of ‘tie very evils which they

test :.

China

ACOUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

bod-

D. R. WALLACE, Clerk.

continued ten days, resulting in the conver«

prejudices they suffer themselves

1,446

of the disaffecied native

to vote for the truth as conscientionsly and
as unitedly as they 8
for the truth,
It
WooDnYARD, Onto. Rev. Jas. W. Martin | where she is devoting her remaining time and
at these questions are | and myself held a protracted meeting with | strength to the education of Chinese girls.
is at the ballot-box
Rev. 7 G. Oncken, Superintendent of the
to be decided. If those who love the insti- the Dover church, Athens Q. M. commenctutions which have been bequeathed to us ing on the last Saturday in January, which American Baptist Mission in Germany, during
old party

in

pore, who have been under
Gossner’s Lutheran mission.

Sev-

Messengers

good

with a fair prospect of a still larger numerical and spiritual strength.
We have abundant occasion for gratitude
to God and encouragement in labors and sacrifices in this new church enterprise, ‘‘inasmuch as our labors have not been in vain
in the Lord.”
J. 8. B.

Christianity is threatened by influences ope-

missions

ciety for the Propagation of the Gospel, stating
that he has received into the communion of the
Church of England, at their -own request, 7,000

its last session with the

ter upon his duties ,about the first of Nov.

The Sunday school has 184 in attendance,

* When

investments

Can have their hair restored to its natural color
and if it has fallen out, create a new growth by its
use.
_ It is the best HAIR DRESSING in the world, mak-

The Bishop of Calcutta has written to the So--

Clerk of Council.

from other
aad gave good Teports.
to be saved. | fos were present,

work, and sinners a desire
God is in the

a mind to

found

their

Notices.

“Vip E ET CREDE.,” The Wniom Carpet Co., just
established at 51 Hanover Street, are opening, at popular low prices,an invoice of Japan Mattings, the
finest known, at $10: per roll of 40 yards; the most
modern English Tapestries, at’ $1.50 per yard; Ingrains, 75 cents to $1.00; 3-Ply, $1.50; Oil Cloths, 50
cents; also'a complete stock of new, rich and fine
‘Carpetings, all at prices to suit'every customer. Union
Carpet Co., 51 Hanover Street, Boston.
12t9

several fea-

To all persons contemplating

(

number of missionary ladies, 19 ordained native
‘preachers, and 365 other native assistants.

h as extended
tended acall 11 to Ri Rev. Fora
IR
4
.
J. E, Dame,
of No!er
being enjoyed by the Pearl St. F. B. church | Danville, Vt., and he has accepted and will en-

is being done in his name.
More than 130
exhortations and prayers have been witnessCox.
State another year with uo Ensign
Steb- ed in oneevening.
bins’s principle—*‘of being in favor ofa
LewisToN, ME. Oar Free Baptist church
prohibitory law, but not in favor of its en- on Pine St. is being blessed with full and
forcement.”
deeply interesting meetings. Seme 15 peren
sons
have of late professed -faith in Jesus,
The duty of Christian citizens to takean
active part in purifying our political life has and the blessings of a new life. Several
been freshly impressed upon the Evangelist, others have asked prayers for their conversion to God.
. and it expresses itself in this fitting way:
‘We must vote as we have talked.

and

church in South Boston, April 9th and 10th.
A
good season was enjoyed.
The churches were
all represented.
Some revival interest was rein some of the churches, and a general
porte
‘steadfastness on the part of others.
Three
churches were without pastors, viz.: Lowell,
Lawrence and Pelham.

B.

in this city.

have

April 17, by Rev. N. Bard, 1

SK your druggist for iM OMAN’S PERSIAN
.W4SH, an A will get the best known romedy for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKLES.
Mannfactured only
by B. F. Rackley, Druggist, Dover, N. H. Price $1,00 per bottle. 6wmb

of Sabbath schools,” will meet at the F. B. church in

f

:

.

Bar

fancy, and yet there are: now 5,743 communicants

Quarterly Meetings.

attendance,

been converted

There is a Bible in the li-

tholomew.

Protestant

Mr. Lummis, Methodist, with the usual devotional exercises. May the present prosperity of the
Natick church be perpetual.

the Ferry

Thus the Lord is putting

combined.

churches as reported in the Chinese Recorder. | Hill, Deerfield.
The installation services were very fully atThere are 129 ordained missionaries, the same

during the last

We are sorry to observe that our excellent consulting physicians have\failed to see

Saint

off

ote

freely participated, was thorough and satisfacto-

More than a hundred and fifty young

men and women have been in

These Bonds

tures of convenience and security not Litherto

-

Me.,

Special

tors exterminated thousands of the inhabitants, |e pb 00 00 appointed by the New Duriam GQ.
and which has never recovered from the Massa- | M. “do report a plan for the more efficient promotion

the pastors of the different churches in the place

some

Martinsburg
at

In Freeport,

Notices and Appointments.

first and second Sabbaths in the month, they
enjoyed a general season of baptizing at

Harper's Ferry,

‘alls.

col-

York, it will be seen is being steadily absorb-

C.0. LIBBY, Treasurer.

Allen of F. and Mr.
Ellen a
of Brunswick 2°
| In Denmark, Me., Abril 16, by Rev. 1. B. O. Colby,
Mr Edwin Pingree and Miss
Lunetts A. Hall, both
of D.
;
A
In Standish, April 24, by Rev. A, M. Freeman, Mr.
Orrin Blake of 8. and Migs Melissa J. Wentworth of
Limington.
*
;
In
Pierpont, N.Y., April 19, by Rev. Wm. Whitfield, “Mr. George M. Oakley and Miss Frances I,
8knicknay.
In Greenfield, ‘Huron Co., Ohio, April 6, by Eld. P,
Randall, My, H. J. Smith and Miss Sarah A.
Wheeler

brary of the University of Gottingen written on, ing Jifelces, stiff, brushy hair, healthy,soft and glossy.
rice $1.00. For sale by all druggists.
5,476 pulp leaves.
©00€Y and other valuable presents.
R.P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
The Bishop of Moulins, France, recently pub- |
2teow18
Dedication and Installation.
lished the assertion, in a pastoral address to his
rr
lt
UD +
——
ere
Our church in Natick has recently received a flock, that. the! Roman Church has always “abfresh impetus in the acquisition of a new and horred blood,” and that it has been careful to
beautiful hall and an able and eflicient ip
prevent the Protestants from being persecuted
The hall is cheerful and commodious, will
s@at"
in the exercise of their worship.
This is rather
about four hundred, and is under the entire con= startling, coming from a land where the inquisiTN
Notice.

sions(in all the churches in the Valley. On the

The Congregationalist thus expresses its
sense of the unfaithfalness of those whose
duty calls them especially to effort for pro-

the open drinking

and

our

the well known Banking firm, Fisk & Hatch,

of New

,,,

< Jotirop and Misg AbbieJ. Mills, both of Great

fre of ihe most important works of improvement
now
Tv
88.
i
:
The Loan of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad
Company, which is announced elsewhere in

hd

Married

Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad itself will set free a’
wonderful amount of latent. power, and is to rank as

umns, by

‘NI

In East Rechester, Jan. 26, by
RL
Freeman Berry of Strafford and Ty {AAT
Rochester. Jan. 26, by Rev. A. Lovejoy, Mr. John

. The Protestants in Cordova are taking measures to purchase a large Jesuit church, now for
sale, which will hold 2,000 people.
Cabrera is
their minister.

in Macon, Mich., for a donatiof’ visit and $97 in
cash, made for them at their home on the 6th of
April.

SHENANDOAH VALLEY,W.VA. Bro. Brack- | ple by Rev. J. Mariner; Charge by Rev. E. N.
ett reports revivals, and numerous conver- Fernald, and an address of Welcome by Rev.

then we do not know the difference between to-day
and yesterday; between the
Nineteenth Century and
the antediluvian
age.
vi

and to say, that

was read

of capital, or the exchange of securities,
marks will be of special interest.

Howe; Installing Prayer-and Address to the peo-

progress,

moting the public health :

the service of the Church

about $8,000; and the lowest income was in the
parish of St. Ann and St. Agnes, £226.

revival ifiterest has been enjoyed.
D. Fisk.

teaching a theism like that of William ElleChanning, Frances Power Cobbe, and
ohn Stuart Mill!

fourteen churches in the oldest part
the income of which is more than
which on a recent Sunday, there
162 persons.
In one (St. Martin’s,

By a unanimous vote of the Horton St. church,

interested in him. We cannot withhold | some time. I wish to say that we are doing | inst., Rav. J. Mariner preaching the Sermon. A
our lrearts from any good man, pagan (well, and enjoying the presence of God. | council, called by the church, met on the 15th
though be be, who, in the midst of dark- Through the oy of Bro. Ashley, the Lord | inst. to examine and install the pastor elect,
ness, ia strugrliog toward light. Think of has greatly revived and strengthened the Rev. 8. E. Root. The examination, in which

a nation of idolators, a nation of castes,a

\

|. Dover, NH,

Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, now in course of construction from’ the ‘navigable waters of the James
River, to the river navigation of the Mississippi Valley, the
greater part of which is alreadyin operation
crosses both the iron flelds and the coal fields, an
unites them to the seabeard on the one hand and the
Great West on the other. Nearly 7,000 men are employed yhon this great work, and it will not be many
months before the cars will travel continuously from
Memphis, Saint Louis or Chicago to and from these
great iron and coal deposits, and if need be, on to the
navigation of the Atlantic at Richmond.
These natural advantages, together with the encouraging rush of immigration now finding its way to
Virginia and West Virginia, will givedo
those States
a vast wea'th and industry. The completion of the

Lewiston, Me., its name has been changed to the
Pine St, F'. B, church.
Com.

Mr. and Mrs. A. Lovejoy received a donation
from the East Rochester F'. B. church and society, March 1st, which,
with
previous
gifts,
amounted to $105.
Thanks to the donors.

r

SSE
saver Siatont Cental RIL lERT318

|

2

ed for investments.

the Star, for| tro) of the Society.

Q. M. in

hi

remain, and service is kept up for the benefit of
the curates, not the people.
Inone parish, (St.
Peters, old Broad St.,) the income is £1,725—

Donations,

dows of heaven, and is pouring out salvation upon the people. About forty have already sought the Saviour, and there is yet
no sign of waning interest.

i fo TatmostTagen.
The omaned
valuable in the world—

d carried th

following year showed an increase of but 54,447
in the full membership.
It is evident that
scarce ong-third of the “probationers” became
full members, after making all possible allow-.
ances for losses by death or excommunication.

Direct to Wm. Morse, East

Bible & Tract Cause. A
A

How many of these were received to | §i)o"onogits of iron ores of the best qualities. . The

old Jewry)

gratefully accept it.
Dixfield, Me.

nia
ros.
0 the Ane:

Methodists received 194,840 proba- | miles pip of er
1
hepeyer Ils hoeaed; - id
eastern slope of the Alleghan‘es,a’e found inexhaust-

full membership it is impossible to tell; but the

.

vi
a

destined
0
¢,nearly
1 Loco all ihethe coal
> 1d deposits
: i lie
iho fa
ord
no
Hoon, and far below water eve
Deen
Deep
are sunk at immense cost, to
reach
them; the
He phat
mines are then ventilated and drained
as ine are being worked, only after the most astonishing outlays.
On the Kanawha and collateral valleys,the coal crops
out of the hill sides in veins from b5 to 12 feet thick,
far above water level, and cap be dumped into the
cars by the force of gravity, for merely nominal cost,

a low estimate, there will be about 16,000,000 of
our population directly or indirectly connected
with the evangelical
churches.
The Roman

accompanied

and farewells, and each one pres-

heen| Register.

earnest labor the Lord has opened the win-

youth.

are

were bestowed,

So. MonTviLLr, ME. Welearn of an extensive revivalin this place. After years of

such a vital and moving impression on his

of a heretic; nevertheless, we

refreshments

——

England or America—prokably none in any
Christian quarter of the globe—has made

He seems

propriate presents

Revivals, &c.

some almost worshiped as if he were a di-

this ethereal-molded

marriage ceremony

jutarnal life-| by fitting remarks, to which Bro. Dexter made

men; since which time he has risen to such

-followers as

The

The F. B. church in Carthage, Franklin Co., to one person. The greatest number in attendsuch as to diminish the space between it
and Unitarianism. The fact of these ten- Me., is endeavoring to form a Sabbath school, ance was at St. Bartholomew the Great Smithdencies cannot be denied. They are born and if any church is about to purchase a new li- field, where forty persons were present. The
of the ‘age. Traditionalism is coming te brary and wishes to bestow their old one where people have moved into other portions.of the
an end. Faith rests only on the basis of it. will do much good, the Carthage church will great metropolis, but the church endowments

religious genius—is the legitimate heir of
the ideas and mission of Rammohun Roy.
The church which the elder was the first
toplant, the latter is the chief to water.
It was in 1859 thdt Keshub Chunder began

No living preacher

bestowed.

The ie Poses repel each Phen; ibe an eloquent and feeling re sponse ; then followed

asserts itself,

whose Holy zeal seems to be a flame of true

vine being.

heartily

ely har

total of 6,200,000 members of evangelical societies, including 100,000 Quakers. If we reckon
three persons to each church member, which is

Sonat
Ly
oxy from which it sepa ent carried away lighter hearts and higher purrates,
These are: two tendencies.
The purposes for having participated. in the rare certhird is that of orthodoxy itself, in the di- emody ofa golden wedding.
CoM.
rection of the new Unitarianism. The old
Calvinism has given place to a new; it
Ministers and Churches.
makes less use of metaphysics and more of
the gospel; quotes catechisms and confessions less, and the Bible more.
It is less | Rev. G. W. Wallace has accepted a call to the
afraid to talk about good works, and is pastorate of the F', B church in Gonic, and commore ready to let its faith be tested by menced his’ labors.there the 24th ult.
The name of Bro. Ward was not presented for
them. This tendency is developed in various degrees of strength, but it generally publication, and was consequently left out of the

count of a new religious teacher who has
_ appeared in China, named’ Keshub Chun-

to be pubNely known among

the developmentof an

one to) Oul-au

The Indépendent gives an interesting actheological opinions,

80

were

was re-pronounced; the couple pledged anew
their mutual love and protection; richand ap-.

squarely on the Bible; and takes a long
glep i Ba
the old J4e id regenera-

bership until they can hardly stand without
his support.
Sob

der, and whose

andto unite in the congratulations which

Virginia Railroads a;
por The coal field on the

4

dt their membership,
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demands of the most cultivated taste.
.

’.

INSTRUMENTS

AND

DOUBLE

WITH

PEDARBASS

MANUALS,

FOR

ORGAN STUDENTS,
Also a variety of

”

ELEGANT PARLOR INSTRUMENTS
An Tiustrated Circular, eontaining full descriptions

and prices, will be sent post paid, on appHioation,

S.D. & H, W, SMITH, Boston, Mass.
N18

emi

142
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» Womdh’s Work. . grew
——

Darning little stockings
or
restless little feet;

‘Washing little faces,
To keep them fresh and sweet ;
Praying for salvation
From heresy and schism,—

Woman's work!

boat there are, besides the

pilot,

ers and ten

latter, perfectly

divers.

meanwliile.

Before the

tightly

small piece of horn, which

keeps

as swiftly as they

for

a wan would get for it?

can,

picking

stay a minute and a half, or

two

A few, who have

endured

‘With tender sympathy ;
Learning by experience,
Teaching by example ;

in life.

mother’s head

near her.

sockets,

and

the

tympanum

the

or

water,

with a melancholy interest unknown to other jewels.

“ Dust to dust,” the preacher saith,
And woman’s work is done.
—New Orleans Picayune.

They have, however, their com-

panions of suffering in higher regions also,
for Dryden’s words,
‘ He who would
‘search for pearls, must dive below,” apply
| to gems more precious even than the costliest of oriental pearls.— Wonders of the

The Fil Circle

Deep.

2k

eye and

Ladies.

that

torn jacket,

and

FROM

THE

oriental pearls; for,as Barry Cornwall sings
so well :
¢ Within the midnight of her hair,
Half-hidden in its deepest deeps,
A single, peerless, priceless pearl,
(All filmy-eyed) forever sleeps.
‘Without the diamond’s sparkling eyes,
The ruby’s blushes—there it lies,
Modestas the tender dawn
‘When her purple veil’s withdrawn—
The flower of gems, a lily cold and pale.
Yet, what doth all avail,

you,

you

hear

of

it at

‘‘ no boys now,” you wonder,

if he remembers the life he led,that he
consider it as a subject of rejoicing.
There is only one comfort in it all;
will grow up, and when they do, they
erally forget all they went through.n
youth, and make the boys of their day
fer just as they did.

don’t
boys
gentheir
suf-

|

Reward

GERMAN.

poor

Dildrum,

who

her misgivings.

Ev-

She could do nothing

but listen ; as every boy and girl, who has
a conscience and don't mind it, well knows.
¢ Oh, mercy!” cried Dildrum, hearing
the housemaid coming. Down she jumped,
and hid.

- Down Doldrum jumped, and hid.

But nobody can

guilt.

hide

the proofs

of their

If there had been any doubt who

did disturb the pan of milk, there were their

whiskers.

:

;

Such a beating as Betty gave them !
¢“ And to be called such hard names!”
mewed poor Dildrum, her back smarting.
“on, people will call things by their
right names, and you can’t help it,” cried
Doldrum, scudding

under

the

woodhouse

floor, much disgusted with the way Betty
put things, as well as with the world at
large.—Child's Paper.

now

fourteen years of age,

who is supposed to be the richest boy in
the United States, because he has a great
deal of money. To our mind the richest
boy in America is the one who is goodhearted,
honest,
intelligent, ambitious,
willing to do right.
He is the one who

—

1

3

it, and a piece of cake.
nice.

Both looked

by the way P” asked Jennie.
“No,” said her mother;
come home
first, and then go out and play.”
‘“ Mayn'tI stop at any girl's house?”
asked Jennie.
“ No,” -said her mother, ‘‘ come: home
first.”
I wonder if the little girl minded.
Did
she not sometimes forget? Did she not
sometimes think, ‘‘ I'll go into Benny Carter’s just once P”’

Benny Carter one day said, ¢‘ Come into
my house, Jennie, and see my sister's white
mice, they are so droll; cothe.”
¢“ No,” said Jennie;

* I can’t come.”

f

‘“ Not one step,” cried

added,

Jennie;

“if I go one step I shall

and

she

go

two

A handsome reward will be given for the steps.”
”
arrest and delivery at headquarters of
¢¢ That'sjust what I want you to do,”
Messrs. ¢ They say” and “ I understand,” said Benny.
who have been, and now are, committing
‘“ Not one step”! cried Jennie; and she
fearful depredations throughout the coun- started on a trot home as fast as her small
try ; such as tattling, lying, stealing, cheat- legs could carry her.
ing, destroying property and character,
She went home and asked leave to go
robbing, and, in some known instances, to Benny Carter's house and see the mice.
of

charges

not

against

complete

them,

but

is

Bufficient to warrant their

None are safe, not even the * very

They are twin brothers, and,

still have
a father

living,

very old, and, from present

I

although

he is

indications,

is

likely to liveto be much older, notwithstanding he is suffering severely from a

bruised head, which will doubtless

| Her mother gave her leave, and she

prove

had

a

very pleasant time seeing the little white
mice play
in their blue cage.—Child's
Paper.

; The
“Don’t

believe,

‘old

hairs

of old

age

gather fast upon

The richest

boy

is the

brow.

his

one who has

pluck to fight his destiny and future.
is the one who has the manhood to
right and be honest, and is striving to
somebody ; who is above doing a mean

tion—who would not

tical

good deeds.

America.

This

(T.

to win

a name by

in

And if he is a

White

Hen’s

throw those

Chickens.

crumbs so near the

door, Nannie. The white hen’s chickens
are learning to come into the house.”,.
¢ Oh, it don’t make any difference, mother; we shall kill them all this fall.”

neither

And so Nannie kept on throwing

out

with a hat,

come rich, by some lucky venture. There
are priests also, who levy tribute on the

estly, and endeavor to be sober and industrious in order to get them-a wife of their

and prescribing holidays, so that the poor

street-corner-watching

fisherman's earnings are half-spent in advance, and his actual work-days amount to
little more than thirty in a season.

appear from the earth
The recipe is bitter
will cure undoubtedly.

superstitious fishermen, imploring offerings

When all is prepared, a Hindu

wishes ; and the whole

or Par-

_ see blesses. the water to drive away
sharks—for a consideration ; and when

. And yet, would you believe it? they will

the
the

the chief boat a jolly old cheat, a

ut I mugt tell you.

Boys’ Rights.

boats are ready for a start there is seen’ in

and binder of sharks, who waves

i

——

bh J

Talk about the womerr;>and fhe darkies,

his

and the—the—all the rest of em; noné

cantations
as of the sharks: themselves,

names.

while “he performs

be ahoy

of

Ask ’em all, They'll tell you, to
is to be somebody without
a right

. his wicked rites, nor will he allow. them to in the world,

he has declared the moment pro-

When

into the kitchen the other day,

skinny hands, and jumps and howls till the ‘em all are half so badly used as boys are.
poor fishermen
are as much afraid of his in- 1 know
a lot, and can give you all their
They must fast r

Dildrum and Doldrim, these are our two

small cats. They are very funny, and full
of frolic. Dildrum and Doldrum have
army of loafers and
breakfast, dinner and supper like the rest
gentry would dis- of us. They havea box in the woodhouse
like frogs in winter. to sleep in, where they can catch a mouse
and severe, but it on its way to the piggery, or a fat spider
Try it and see,
spinning her web in a sly corner.

.

came

‘I smell

know.”
“Yes,

I

daughter, it's

know;

‘¢ Is it the thing P” asked Dildrum.
‘“ We were never told not to,” said
drum. . =
'

Dol-

‘¢ Yet will it not be that ugly thing they
call stealing P” asked Dildrum.

You're to take alirthe sass that's given to should like to know?" snarled

not

[) L1

‘

A

[J

remember,

best to learn

my

evil if we

don’t expect to practice it.”—Litlle Sower.

Whipped

Out ot Him.
—

Or

Coleridge, when young, was destined by
bis parents for a clergyman; but at a certain early stage, which school-boys often

steal

del.

Without more ado the teacher flogged

him, ‘“wigely,as I think,” wrote Coleridge af; terwards—*‘soundly as Iknow., Any whining or sermonizing would have gratified my

vanity dnd confirmed me in my absurdity ;
‘a8 it was, I was laughed at, ind got heartily

ashamed of my folly.”
£

-

but

milk,” eried Doldrum ; ** let us jump up on reach, he fell in love with skeptical notions,
the table and lap.”
:
and boldly told his’ teacher he was an infi.

¢“ Is juinping up on the table

me

they

think it would do any harm, mother, you

won

their

its

weighty words.

peas of a high order.

its illustrations and the great variety and large
measure of its reading matter, it has never had a
rival, and the present issue has a few papers
such as would make a mark ‘anywhere.
The articles on the Indians, Spots
on the Sun, The

Church of Jerusalem, Cuba and Ostend Manifesto, Secular and Sectarian Schools, will be found
able and valuable. The Easy Chair, Scientific
Record and Drawer need no commendation.
York: Harper & Bros.

distinguishes the pioneers who lead our civiliza-

erness at the Siamese Court vividly pictures
some fresh phases of oriental life; The Lyre of
Jubal is a long poem that will generally get a

what

years

ago, will live over some of the most significant
passages of their history as they go through these
attractive pages.

second

Atlant
is a fixture
ic
and an exponent
really become a part of America.
Fields, Osgood & Co.
|

resent the month of May, as well as distinguished for the enterprise that stands behind them,
are several of the popular monthly magazines

first;
of the!

Spanish Bourbons will especially interest

those
The. |

that has
Boston:

HOURS AT HOME has become a marked periods
ical.” Never catering to the lower.tastes, and’
never content with mere literary brilliance, it
has always something that will touch the popu-.
lar heart, along with papers that overflow with
profitable thought and wholesome instruction.”
Its scientific articles by Prof. De Vere have been’
of great value, while its historical, topographical ;
and religious contributions are generally of the
best sort. It begins its new volume in splendid
style. New York: C. Scribner & Co.
LIPPINCOTT'S

MAGAZINE

is

growing

strength and attractiveness.

It has

for May will be found very

attractive.

inf -

always been

a model of beauty and good taste.

Its issue:
McCars-

thy’s Echo of Appomattox, Pollard’s Virginia 4
Tourist, Tuckerman’s paper on Hawthorne, and -

Mary Wells’s Coming Woman, would be noticea-

ble anywhere.
wanting

in

The lighter contributions are not

character

or-art, and

work proper is carefully done.
Lippincott & Co.
A Fast-Day

WoMAN’S RIGHTS.
Blake, Pastor.

p

,

the

editorial

Phila.:

J. B.
4

Sermon: P

a iB ihe South Gongregailona]

Cutron,

Br

Rev.

Gon- 1
8,

Le}

Mr. Blake reasons on a line and speaks in the
‘use of a rheto
thatric
remind one of Mr. Fulton’s crusade against the movement in belialf of
femple -suffrage. He condemns this movement

as against Scripture and reason, and as involving

the loss. of what is choicest in the character and!’
most needful in the influence of woman. He
states his points tersely and defends them with

vigor; though we cannot help

some of his

reasoning

thinking that

is faulty, his tone

is not

always elevated and is liabls to grave objections.

In seeking to expose the extravagances of {hose

who clamor for female

suffrage, he weakens his

protest by the extravagances into which he himself now and then falls, But the discourse is well
worth reading.

DeBENHAM’S

Vow: - By'Amelia B. Edwards,

author of “Barbara’s History.”

ToM BROWN’S SCHOOL DAYS.

RER AND BUILDER for April
is as excellent as it always is,in the letterpress
and illustrations, and [those whose work ties

Foremost{n the order of their coming to rep-

it has fairly got the

who study the politics of the two continents,

Y. Household
Edition. Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co. 1870. 12mo. pp. 631. Sold by D.
Lothrop & Co.
;
This new volume of this choice edition of
Thackeray’s works is one which will be especial1v welcome to his many admirers. It holds some
of the best of his bri>fer papers, quaint, humor-

tu

reading when

while Our Money Problem, and The Duel

Vol.

copyists, but are at home in dealing with ideas
and principles. To men of this stamp its value
is both large and peculiar.
Phila.: Claxton,

New

THE ATLANTIC is almost at its best. My Sec.
retaryship is a pleasant story; The English Got-

tractive, and théy serve to bring back with great
vividness the experiences that were fading into

are not content with being

Boston: H. O, Houghton

HARPER'S MONTHLY
MAGAZINE
closes its
fortieth volume with the issue for May, and it
was never more attractive nor so full of promise
as it is to-day.
Inthe abundance and beauty of

tion westward.
Mr. Harte’s style is marked by 1
qualities that render his sketches particularly at-

of gredt importance to say to thoughtful and stu-

“Christ the Lifé” by Everett, is

& Co.

wise treatment to escape the charge of vulgarity.

them largely to the sphere with which it deals,
will find its facts and principles, its theories and
discussions, its fund of information and its timely suggestions, full of stimulus and value, New
York: Western & Co.,
:
THE ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW{8 a work prepared on a higher plane and ministering to a better
instructed class of readers. It has much science
and art in its pages, dnd has always many things

There ar¢ not wantihg

force; while “Religion in schools” and “‘ Authority in Religion” will commend themselves at
once to thoughtful and inquiring readers as pa-

They show a large acquaintance with practical
life, and real appreciation of the qualities that are
brought out from beneath the rough exterior that

M. Thackeray.

for May is the best number of

truly and impressively religious; ‘Catholicism
and Protestantism” is timely and instructive;
“The Morman Problem” presents the elements of
strength and of weakness in the system that is
embodied at Sult Lske with great fairness and

. These sketches of life, as it was lived in California during those first years of mining, specula:
tion, adventure, desperate struggle and reckless
conflict, are wonderfully racy, vigorous, daring,
and yet they never violate good taste even when
they deal with matters that require delicate and

the life was in the California camp twenty

H. C. Weeks,
attractive, forof

real melody,and there are not a few pithy discussions and thoughts that are put ifito serious and

THE LUCK OF ROARING CAMP AND OTHER
SKETCHES.
By Francis Bert Harte.
Boston:
Fields, Osgood & Co. 1870.
12mo. pp. 239.—

trial

less

light and racy papers, stories thit have sentiment, sketches that sparkle, poems that breathe

great good at the present juncture.
They may
be unhesitatingly and strongly commended, as is
the case with all the books issued by this House.

actual

‘ Carleton,”

this periodical yet issued.

great variety of phases, and can-hardly fail to do

vB

have

Itfillsits niche and doe

OLD AND NEW

House.—

perance; and impressing the duty of undertaking
their removal.
The volume is still popular and
useful. This new contribution to the same department of literature is ‘of the same general
character as its predecessor, and will be similarly useful. The opening story which gives the
volume its title is unique and effective, and the
ten stories that follow it present the subject in a

Remsen & Haffelfinger.

Phila.)

Trowbridge, and others not
bid that reputation to suffer.

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room did excellent service

dious architects, who

Sons,

pers will not fail to get the verdict “ splendid”

the crumbs, and the chickens grew bolder
fatal to him in the end.
neither fashionably cut trowsers, nor blackHis family is very large, and all are do- and belder, and their bad habit got firmly
‘| ened boots, pomaded nor artificiallycurling a ‘“driving” business, known as the fixed.
ous, critical, keen and artistic, and ends with his
“It's time those chickens were killed,” ballads,
ed hair; neither look upon graceful danc- firm
of Belial, Abaddon & Co., as original
that are very pleasant reading. A five
ing and horseback riding—no, indeed, for proprietors; but they are doing business said Nannie’s - mother, again, one cold day, portrait faces the title-page, which embodies the
with all the above mentioned qualifications (in every neighborhood under assumed late in the fall. “I believe you had better very qualities that appear on his attractive pages,
of, now-a-days called, a fast young man, names, some of which are very pret- do it to-night, Robert. There are the white
you would not be able, with the best culina- ty.
hen’s chickens, and the rest of Goidie’s,” THE IMITATION OF CHRIST.
BY Thomas a
Kempis. Cornhill Edition, Boston: D. Lothry skill, to cook a meal of victuals with it.
All its beauty, all its grace,
‘They Say” and ¢‘ I Understand” gener- and accordingly, when night came, Robert
rop & Co, 1870. pp. 207.
If a man come to ask you for your heart ally work under the auspices of the *‘ Pok- took the lantern and his little brotherto
All the honors of its place?
This is the most beautiful and fitting of all the
He who plucked it from its bed
and hand, inquire if he is a skillful artisan,
ing-your-nose-into - other-people’s - business carry it, and went out to the hen-house.
editions of this most excellent and well-known
In the far blue Indian ocean,
What a nestling there was as" the light work that we have met. It is convenient for the
or a thrifty, industrious farmer, whois up Society.” They have often been closely
Lieth without life or motion,
from
the lantern shone on them,—the white pocket, and the typography is as attractive asa
early and late, and rather does his own
pursued, but always manage to elude their
In his early dwelling—dead !
hen's
chickens, and the rest of Goidie’s! picture, We commend it with special emphasis,
work and likes to do it, than complain of pursuers, keeping next door ahead.
All his children, one by one,
They
How
they
winked and wiggled, and tried for it unfolds a type of religious life that is behard
times;
or
if
he
understands
how
to
‘When they look up to the sun,
have been known to belongto a church and
coming
far too rare.
]
. Curse the toil by which he drew
manage his fortune, if he has any, or has to say prayers; and, if I mistake not, they to look wise, and made such funny, sleepy
Messrs, L. & Co also publish “The Call of the
The treasure from its bed of blue.”
the ability to acquire one; ask him if he have
tried
their hand at preaching. noises !
Hour, ” a vigorous and effective appeal from the
“ Say, Bob,” said little Al, ““it’s too bad author of “Tue Young Man setting out in Life,”
For sad is the life, and fearful are the thinks there are six days in the week to Their weapons, however, are generally
to'kill that black pullet; she’s a regular that ought to rouse all to whom it comes. It is
dangers through which the unfortunate work, and if he improves them, and then aimed at church members.
at 20 cts. per copy.
pearl-diver passes before his few years are one Sunday to rest on, and to praise the
I can not give a personal descriptions of "beauty. I'm going to ask mother if I can’t sold
The recent issues of this House in the departhave
her,”
and
away
he
went,
lantern
Lord
and
go
to
meeting.—If
so,
and
you
ended, and ‘he enters into eternal rest.
these zealous characters, but they may be
ment of juvenile literature are excellent. StrawHow strange is the providence of God ‘can otherwise love him, take him, for he is known by certain characteristics. For and all, to the house.
‘| bery Hill, Starlight Stories, Brother and Sister,
“Yes, she’s mine; now you needn't kill Willie Maitland, When we were Young, &ec.,
which places the precious diamond in the sure to provide for you.
instance, after delivering their budget of
But if he is one of those who loaf about interesting items, they will primp their her,” he panted, as he came rushing back; will be found very attractive. . Additional volhand of the poor Brazilian slave, and granis
umes are soon to be issued, and their shelves are
the precious pearl to the half-starved In- half, and more than half the time, dressed sweet little mouths, go off in a convylsion and so the black pullet, one of the white always
filled with the best Sabbath School and
hen's
chickens,
was’
spared.
dian ! Far out, off the coast of Ceylon and in fashionably-cut garments, afraid to work of sighs, and piously groan out, “I'm
miscellaneous books.
.,
:
“Al's
hen
is
a
perfect
nuisance,”
stoutly
for
fear
of
soiling
his
clothes,
always
thirsva-a-ry sorry it's 80; don't know how true
Bahrein Island, in the Persian Gulf, are the
—
summer.
great deposits from whence come to us ty, and who has the sixth commandment it is—1I always feared it would turn out so— affirmed Miss Nannie, the next
Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
most of the gems we value so highly. It is seven times abolished—of course, let him don’t tell any one, for the world,” and sim- ‘¢ She torments me nearly to death, There's
that pan full of milk on the floos by my
THE NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW for April
a strange sight to see in the season, in the stand in the cold and give him the mitten ; ilar expressions.
Whoever apprehends the above charac- trying to chase one of her miserable chick- brings us eight papers, every way worthy of the
months of February and March, those des- for, with such a lounging, good-for-nothing
publication in which they find a place.
dandy
you
would
be
unhappy
so
long
as
you
ters, and rids society of their peculiar serv- ens out doors; and she wauts to keep the substantial
ert and barren spots suddenly bloom forth
The articles devoted to The Physics and Physiwhole brood trooping through the house ology
ices, will make his name a sweet incense
in gorgeous colors #8 the sands and coral live.
of Spiritualism, Darwinism in Germany,
rocks are covered with tents of richly dyed
If all the ydung ladies would at once join to the wise and good,—no trifling reward.— the minute the doors are open.. Ican'tsee Poverty and Public Charity, The Norman Conwhat makes her act 80; the rest of the hens quest of England, and Tenot’s Coup &’ Etat, will
Religious Telescope.
materials,
and a motley crowd assembles on in a society and determine never to marry
keep away.”
be found especially suggestive and satisfactory to
the forsaken spot. There are divers and a lazy, flippant, good-for-nothing do-noth“Don’t you remember the crumbs, Nan- many readers. The book notices are unusually
merchants, fish-sellers and butchers, boat- ing, the effect would be marvelous, and crenie? She is one of the white hen’s chickens, limited in number, but are models of critical
caulkers and sailmakers, jewelers and idle ate wonders; for the young men on matriDildrum and Doldrum.
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.
thoroughness.
you
know.”
——
—
talkers, men from Asia and Africa, all talk- monial business intent, would soon see the
Nannie looked sheepish. * But I didn’t
ing loudly, jostling each other, eager to be- secret and go to work, earnestly and honTHE MANUFACTU
love with a mustache,

-

from readers of both sexes. The Riverside is a
live Magazine.~OUR BOYS AND GIRLS (Boston:
Fields, Osgood & Co.) has an established reputation, such as may well be prized and envied, and

in awaking the public mind to the evils of intem-

Wm.

8. Arthur &

ed by Mrs, Whitney,

pp. 316.

By

snd:

articles like those in the present issue contribute

Temperance Society and Publication

MISCELLANIES.

hygiene,

Out” will carry many older readers back to juvenile days in the country, and many of the pa-

Tales.
By -T. 8. Arthur,
author of * Ten
Nights in a Bar-Room.”
New York: National

They who know by

upon

work in a way that can hardly fail to be satisfactory.—THE RIVERSIDE MAGAZINE (New York:
Hurd & Houghton) is breezy enough for the season, both in its always striking and speaking illustrations and its attractive contents, ‘‘Sghool’s

ToM BLINN’S TEMPERANCE SOCIETY, and other

dimness.

bearing

for a small price.

Literary Review.
1870. - 16mo.

suggestions

vated in tone; the last isthe gem among mags
zines especially intended for the Little Ones.
THE AMERICAN STOCK JOURNAL (N. P. Boyer
& Co., Parkersburg, Penn.) abounds in just such
information as the experience of leading stockgrowers, both in this country and in Europe, are
offering to the masses of our farming population

Which one of our readers is it?

crown his efforts.

made in-

The first is always pleasant, wholosome and ele-

This boy we like; we would be glad to
see; would like to take by the hand and
tell him to go on earnestly, that success

might

been

way to favor by means of merit and adaptation
that are sure, sooner or later, to be appreciated,

tell a lie to screen

is the richest boy

took hold of it, it has

HOME MAGAZINE, and THE CHILDREN’S HOUR

himself or betray a friend. He is the boy
who has a heart for others; whose young
mind is full of noble thoughts for the future, and is determined

PUTNAM’S (G. P,

New York)is unusually
full

oughtto be circulated everywhere. It steadily
gains in interest, variety “and value.—ARTHUR’S,;

He
do
be
ac-

so

Jennie's mother tells her to come straight
home from school. ¢¢ May I not play some

Offered.

The above catalogue does

father the

publishers

man,” but who loves him, speaks kindly
to and of him, and tries to help him as the

:

‘“ No, Benny,” said Jennie.
iz
¢ Just step up one step,” said Benny. ~°

:

call . his

Son,

creasingly welcome by the promptness with
which it is delivered to its subscribers on this
side of the sea. This, with their Goop WORDS
and Goon WORDS FOR THE YOUNG, exhibits
what is best among the popular magazines issued in England.—GooD HEALTH (Alex. Moore,
Boston)is brimfull of the soundest and most prac!

Jennie is a little girl, even for six years
old. She goes by our house to school every . boy, in New England, we don’t care anyday.- She often carries a small basket in thing about, for there are fools and snobs
her hand. Qge day I saw her open the enough to worship, flatter and spoil him.—
:
basket. It had a pocket-handkerchief in Exchange.

“ Do,” said Benny.

even taking life.

loves his mother, and always has a kind

who does . not

&

of choice things, and has hardly .a dull page ora
questionable paper.~THE GALAXY (Sheldon &
Co., New York) which has acquired such a reputation for sparkle and intense life that nobody
cotild possibly suspect it of learned dullness or
finical propriety, is really going up to a. higher
literary plane, andis scarcely less meritorious
than captivating. Draper, Thurlow Weed, McCarthy, and the author of “Ten Years in Rome,”
with many other contributors, help im making
up a rare number for May.—~THE SUNDAY MAGAZINE (J. B. Lippincott & Co., Phila.) is as good
as ever, and since these enterprising American

a boy in

poor boy, we should meet. him at the thresold, bid him enter and give him good advice,
well and kindly meant. That other rich

Not one Step.

Young

tease

elect,” so long as they are permitted to run
at large.
;

Young ladies, if you wish to be happy
and contented after the marriage ceremonies and honeymoon are over, I would suggest the following :
:
Do not choose a lazy man, do not fall

all

men

everybody stuffed with candy; and

that there are

arrest.

pp

almost

a

believed to be

TRANSLATED

Young

on

Dildram had

come

you wonder whether you'll ever be a man,
to be liked by the girls, and treated politely
by the other fellows, paid for your work,
and allowed to doas you choose. And you
make up your mind every day not to be a boy
any longer than you can help it ; and when
your grandfather or somebody complains

the list

To Young

Pearl and Pearl Divers.
wrong

Old ladies snap you up.

effect

ery noise scared her.

ear

the fruit of their labor, the beauteous pearl,

A race forever run;

you

home.
“You look back and wonder if you ever
were that preity little. fellow in petticoats,

re-

are of course fables; but the pains, perils
and penalties of the poor pearl-divers are
in all conscience sad enough to surround

A grave in the valley,
Tears, bitter sobs, regret ;
Another lesson taught,
That life may not forget;
A face forever hidden,

time

into.

their

of the

breaking under the pressure of

every

and give'it to you if you tease back. Other
fellows,—it's because they're aggravated
so, I know,—always want to fight, if they
don’t know you ; and when you get a black

gions by their bloodshot eyes, staggering
limbs, and bent backs. These are part of
their wages.
Sometimes they die suddenly on reaching the surface, as if struck by a
shot, and are seen no more. The stories
of some of their number being regularly
slain, in order to throw their limbs to the
sharks for the sake of saving the lives of
others, or of eye-balls starting out of

ache

ladies hate boys.

erally unhealthy, and without exception,
short-lived. They suffer from heart diseases and sores, and are easily recognized

The hands softly folded,
The kindly pulses still ;
The cold lips know no smile,
The noble heart no thrill ;
- uw. Her pillow needs no smoothing,
She craveth for no care,—
Love’s tenderest entreaty
‘Wakes no responses there.

Your father don’t; he

always asks if you're.not wanted to do
something somewhere.
You make your

minutes,

among the mixed population of those

;

Who wants a boy anywhere ? Your sisters

men return to the surface, blood flows from
nose, ears,and eyes.
Hence diversare gen-

At last cometh silence,—
A day of deep repose;
Her locks smogthly braided,
Upon her breast a rose;
Lashes resting gently
Upon the marble cheek;
A look of blessed peace
Upon the forehead meek.

writes a

:

don’t inthe parlor.

utes under water. The exertion is extremely violent, and generally when the poor

Woman’s work!

hasn't seen

dollars a week wages!
- Ask boys whether old folks don’t make as
much fuss about such places as if they were
doing you a favor that would set you up

fabulous Indian, who remained full six min-

Yearning for the gateway,
Golden, pearly, ample,—

Who

the best recommendations required, and two

five minutes, are spoken of, as we speak of
the men of genius that adorn a nation’s annals; and the greatest of divers is a half-

‘Wiping off another’s

he

ting up all night, no impudence about him,

up with

four

as

good hand, understands accounts, is willing
to make himself useful, boards with his parents, is trustworthy, no objections to site

is possible only for a few expert divers,
and can only be reached by extraodinary efforts.

Now

There's

an advertisement for a boy who

use with wonderful agility, fill their bag,
and shake the rope that is held above in
the boat, in order to be drawn up at once.
In favorable weather the divers may go
down from twelve to fifteen times a day;
if the weather is less propitious, thoy dive
at most five times. They remain,
on an
average, not over a minute under water ; to

Letting fall her own tears
‘Where only God can see;

of

beeswax

a boy.

Who doesn’t know a boy who does a man’s

a
wa-

New England,

about

Putnam

presently followed her example.
word for her; who loves his sister or sisThere was the pan of milk, which Dol- .ters, and tries to help them, and regards
drum had no scruples to put her tongue them ‘with true effection. He is the boy

cares P—youre

work, and does it well, for a tenth of what

their fingers and with their toes, which they

Leading little children,
:
And blessing manhood’s years;
Showing to the sinful
How God’s forgiveness cheers ;
+ {* Scattering sweet roses
Along another’s path ;
Smiling by the wayside,
Content with what she hath,
Woman’s work!

cruelty in the early history

with

with
the

- The papers. are telling

already lying upon our table.

-

without its

Who

no limit to it.

in,

~ The Richest Boy.

day.

grown folks think they can carry.

their waist; and aid their own descent by a
large stone of red gragite, which they catch
Then they go quickly
4 hold with their foot.
down to the bottom. Here they dart about

Woman’s work!

4, 1870.

You have been on your legs with bundles all
can carry, and a man won't take any more
than he can walk under. Ask boys what

the same purpose ; fasten a network bag,
whichis to hold the oysters, by a string to

Burying out of sight
Her own unhealing smarts ;
Letting in the sunshine
- On other clouded hearts;
Binding up the wounded,
Healing of the sick;
.
Bravely marching onward
Through dangers dark and thick,—

STAR: MAY

a horse has such a load given to him

row-

divers jump

they compress the nostrils
ter out
; stuff their ears

And reading recent books,—
Woman’s work!

There is injustice, grievous

The

ten

ing the other five to recover and recruit the

Entertaining company
:

so that the

naked, but with their skin well rubbed
with fragrant oil, work five at a time, leav-

Sewing on the buttons,
Overseeing rations,"
Soothing with a kind word,
Others’ lamentations ;
Guiding clumsy Bridgets,
._ Coaxing sullen cooks,

MORNING

pitious. Atlast he lifts up his voice in a you, and give none back, ‘cause you're a + Tabby does it every day, and goes to
hideous way, the divers join in the chorus, boy. You are to pay full fare in the cars sleep there as grand as you please.”
a kind of toddy is made and liberally dis- and omnibuses, 'cause you're a boy, and | ¢ That is so,” said Dildrum.
tributed among the excited crowd, and the not a child; and never have a seat, ‘cause
¢ And don’t we lap every time we eat our
work begins in earnest. The boats gen- you're a boy, and not a man. Fat lady gets supper ?” snarled Doldrum again. .
erally assemble at a late hour of the night, in after it’s all full, and looks about her;
‘ Why, yes,” said Dildrum, somewhat
and when all ave togother, a signal gun is everybody looks at you. Old gentleman -oonfused by the logic; ¢“ but then—"
‘|
fired, whereupon they set sail for thé banks,
Before, however, she had time to say
says, ‘My son,” reprovingly. Conductor
which are not far from the west side of says,‘¢ Come now, you boy!” You've paid more, Doldrum was high and dry on the
the Persian
Gulf.
The purpose is to your sixpence. No matter, that’s nothing. | table. The boldness of the act was not
divers may be able to begin the moment the
sun rises above the dark waters. In each

"Teaching catechism,
:

THE

reach there before daybreak,

Hearing Bible lessons,

oie

em
neteen

By an Old Boy ins

omen, Jloyks,or,ne Nomein the .
ad

entury.
New York: Harper & Bros,

In the last of these novels, Garibaldi proves

that he is not only a bold and skillful soldier, but
is also ready with the pen, and that he thoroughly hates the despotism of the monks.

|

in

Tar Bee KEEPERS’

JOURNAL and NATIONAL

AGRICULTURIST have been consolidated, and re-

moved from Cleveland and Pittsburg, respective.

ly, to 240 Broadway, New York, where it is
hereafter to be published. The two papers combined make a very valuable Journal, and it has a

good circulation,

We hope all possible success

will reward the proprietors for their
.
and industry,

enterprise

Howe's MusicAL MONTHLY, No. 10, 1s as full

ab ever of choice music for the voice and instru.

ment,
Twenty-six pieces for thirty-five cents
make one forget that greenbacks are not'al par.

Boston: Elias Howe.

bv

a

a

SG

orator, too.

Wine vs. Cannon.

cynic

i

\

—

Wendell Phillips, in an address in Music
ter confirmation and go home with heavier Hall, Boston, once said :
Sw
ay
step and
premature age. They will themI know a soldier in the Army of the
selves quickly, enough
give the hint he
wants to the cold wretch. Which of them Potomac, who was picked up in the streets
has not failed to please where they most of Philadelphia, one year ago, a complete
wished it? or blundered where they were - wreck—a confirmed inebriate—but who
ios Ambitions hy Suoosss or tne f them- was, by the: love of a sister of charity of a
selves awkward or tedious or imeapable of’ Boston home, placed once more on his feet,
He was at Ball’s Bluff, and three times,
study, thought, or heroism, and only hop
by good sense and fidelity to do what they with unloaded musket, charged upon the
could and pass unblamed? And this witty enemy. He was one of the six who heromalefactor makes their little hope less ically defended and brought away the body
with satire and skepticism, and slackens the of the fallen leader of that bloody fight.
springs of endeavor.
Yes; this is easy; | The captain of the company to which he
butto help the young soul, add energy, in- belonged died in his arms, receiving the
spire hope, and blow the coals into a use- last words of consolation from his lips. - He
ful flame;
to redeem
defeat by new was afterward conspicuous in the conflict,
thought, by firm action, that is not easy, until orders were given for each one to seek
that is the work of divine men.— Emerson. his own safety. Semoving some of his apparel, he plunged into the inhospitable river, and after great exertion landed on the
opposite bank, seven miles below the enHuffy People.
campment.
Nearly exhausted, half clad,
—
Wr
half. starved, he finally reached the camp.
One of the oddest things to witness, if The captain of the next company to which.1
not one of the most disagreeable to en- he belonged Eingly sald to him, pouring out
counter, is the facility which some have for a glass of wine, ‘Let me give you this; yon
taking offense where none is meant,—*‘tak- will perish without it.” ‘I thank ‘you, sir,”
ng huff”,as the phrase goes, with reason or said the soldier, ‘but I would sooner face
thout,—and making
themselves and every all the cannon of the enemy than that glass
one else uncomfortable, for nothing deeper of wine.’ ”
than a mood or more than a fancy. Huffy
ple are to be met with, of all ages and

in cubical

bergs

often dangerous

occasionally

wind,

or,

from

hearers;

discourse,

and seem

the attention

a voice carefully modulated,

and

a simple English style set off by occasional
sentences framed with the art of a French

epigrammatist,

prophet among women who will emancipate
us from the tyranny of clothes P Is she

are some of the character-

istics of Mr. Bright's oratory.

Dress, dress, always dress ! Where is the

He is mas-

yet born ? If so, would that we knew the
Bethlehem of her nativity, that our wise

women might hasten to bow before her
and bless her coming. Not till our dress is
also which rules the storm. A figure firm- more siaple, healthful and comfortable will
ly planted, delivering such sentences with it be possible for women to compete with
an energy which seems the greater for the men in the world of work,—and yet we can
slowness and deliberation of the utterance, not afford toésacrifice the element of beauty.
a watchfal eye heedful of the effect of each Where is the genius who will combine what
give us a dress that will exword and each syllable, and apparently is needed, and
press
and
not
imprison
us; of whieh we
framing the next so as to follow up the

ter of himself, whatever that self may be.
If there is storm in him, there is a power

« blow, or

to soften it, as may seem needfal,

‘a perfect clearness as to his own intentions,
and an almost instantaneous apprehension
of the mind of his audience, are apparent
in Mr. Bright. . . .
It is a well-known psychological law

that free indulgenice in the gestures natural to strong

feeling acts in turt-upon the

feeling which suggests them, and intensi-

/

fies it; nay, that you may proceed in cold
blood from the gestures to the passions.
Mr. Gladstone seemsto need these aids of
oratory, To be upon his legs is not a mere

Parliamentary figure of speech with him,

or an oratorical accident. Not to have a
«leg to stand upon, physically, would place
him at the argumentative and rhetorical
disadvantage which the phrase metaphorically expresses, . . . Mr. Gladstone's oratorical

fire, if it is to be kept alive, needs

tobe fanned. The self-command, doubtless the accompaniment of a stronger
physique, which enables Mr. Bright to
watch the impression which he makes on
his hearers, and to adapt Himself to it,
gives him a
great rhetorical advantage
over Mr. Gladstone. For the purpose of
observation, a sharp and quick eye, as well
as an, apprehensive temperament,is needed.
« + « Mr. Bright's superiority as a speaker
over the other members of the triumvirate,
is, in part at least, due to the ampler physical basis on which his oratory rests.

Secret of Success.

shall be as unconscious

our bodies.

A

dress

as our souls are

free from

of

imperti--

nence, that will not thrust itself between us

and the woman we seek, but take its proper
place as a secondary and altogether subordinate fact. I know of nothing more truly
representative of the worst aspects of woman's character and condition at the present day than her dress. It is ‘‘ a thing of
shreds and patches ,” full

of pretense

¢ In the

first place, I have

pieces, I have thirty ; yours fasten with but-

tons, mine with pins; yours might be called
self-adjusting, while mine need an endless
amount of fixing, and then think of the
in our

hair.”

Here,

surely,

is

food for thought. How to simplify dress,
how to lessen ‘the cost of living, how to
make our home

life

more

enjoyable, and

social intercourse more rational .and satisfactory are important questions; questions
that are pressing upon us for immediate so-

lution.— Woman's Journal. .

——

Don't hang a dismal picture on the wall,
and do not
daub with sables and glooms in
your conversation.
Don’t be a cynicand

disconsolate preacher.” Don’t bewail and
bemoan. Omit the negative propositions.
Nerve us with incessant
affirmatives,
Don't waste yourself in rejection, nor bark

Anecdote

of Gen.
ap

Thomas.

—

Among the stories told of General Thomas, is. one of
when he and

an incident which occurred
his chief of staff, General

Is hei

gift of noble origin

gn by Hope's perpetual breath.”

couth,

He

back-woods, East Tennessee soldier.

stopped,

and

the

dialogue

which en-

sued was as follows :—

¢ Mister, I want to get a furlough.”
The affirmative of affirmatives is love.
“On what grounds do you want a furAs much love, so much perfection. As
.
caloric to matter, so is love to mind ; 80 it lough my man?”
«I want to go home and see my wife.”
enlarges, and se it empowers it. Good.
will makes insight,

as one

finds his way to

the sea by embarking on a river. I have
seen scores of people who, gan silence me,

“How long since you saw

« Ever
months.”

since

your wife *’

I enlisted, nigh on to three
ir 8 y

* Three months!” good-naturely,* Why,
bot I seek one who shall make me forget
or overcome the frigidities and [mboo i- my goodman, 1 haven't seen my wife for
;
ties into which I fall. The painter Giotto, three years.”
The East Tennesseean stopped whittling
Vasari tells us, renewed art,
because he put
+» moré goodness into his heads. To awake for a moment, and stared incredulously ; at
in man and to raise the sense of worth, to length he said: ‘ Well, you see, me and

educate his

feeling

shall seorn
himself
the only aim.

‘Tig cheap and

and judgment so that. he ny. wife ain't that kind.”

for a

bu -AfSiom, that is

easy to destroy. | There

Eyen Genral Thomas's grimness was not
roof against the laughter which he rode
Fy i conceal, leaving the astonished
_

|,

of the General

Academies,
LEBANON
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SUMMER

MR.

of
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lar, Flue and

.

SEMINARY.

Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.
Board, $3,00.
For furtherparticulars address the Principal,
REV. G.S. BRADLEY.
Wis., Feb. 17, 1870.

be

obtained

at

reasonable

8,

Funeral services by the writer.
R. E. CORNWALL,

JonN Hoy died in New Portland, Me,, March

year of much suffering, which he endured with,
Christian patience, looking
forward with hope
to the hour when he should depart and he with

Christ, He leaves a companion and seven chil
dren; with a large circle of relatives and friends,

e. FunWINSLOW,

ABEL DupLEY died in Alton, Jan. 9, aged 60

years,
;
X
J
FRANCES, wife of Edmund Williams, died in
Gilmanton, March 21, aged 68 years. Sister W,
17.

For

years she was ayworthy member of the ¥. W. B.
church at Gilmanton I. W., Her interest for tae

useful book.—

Price, in cloth, ‘only 25 cts. ; in paper
Postage extra ; on the

TO

PASTORS

OF

CHURCHES

—stating Terrhiory desired—

. W. GOODSPEED & CO.,
37 Bark Row, New-York, or 148 Lake Street, Chicago.
13t1t
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|\

of S. S.

~) HOLLOWAY'S ~~

_ JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,
1d by all Druggists at 25 cents per Box.

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

Sabrina Hackett,

Child’s

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sundgy
schools at as low rates as they can be
in New

England.

In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

of their class.

In another column, see

list, and retail prices.

From these pri-

CONTAININO

A

LIBERAL

DISCOUNT

to Sunday schools.
:

ANTED.

AGENTS,

and

Clergymen, for a aw Rediions
ork. Now
ready. . The demand increasing.
Highly commendgl by clergymen of every denomination.
argest
mmissions and extra inducements offered.
Address J, PATTEN FITCH, Publisher,Hartford,
Conn,
L6113*

Family Album.

:

It is the most superb, valuable, complete, and attractive edition of all Family Bibles for the use of
Ministers, Studénts, Teachers,Families and Children.

1ts illustrations offer a comprehensive review

of the

Seriptures, representing the most interesting views
characters, symbols, events, antiquities, costumes,
etc. They attract the eye, correct erroneous impres-

sions, awaken new thoughts, and furnish clear views
of divine truth. It also affords an unusual large range
of statistical, tabular, chronclogical, and genealogical
matter.

.

Every one praises this remarkable work in the most
unqualified manner, and no family should be without

|i

AGENTS WANTED

in every town and

county

in

the United States to canvass for “The
New Pictorial
Family
Bible.” Many are now averaging from $5,000

Ministers,

Teachers,

Students,

Yor

Men and Women—all who regard the growth of m
ality—can select any field not yet occupied, and engage steadily in this work without injury to their
characters as Christians.
=
For Circulars and Prospectus Sheets, containing a
full description of THE
PICTORIAL FAMILY BIBLE,
and terms to Agents, address Potter’s Standard Bible
and Testament House.
JOHN E. POTTER & Co., Publishers.
6teow16

June

1st,
by J.

210

Boy’s Heaven..e..

and all lovers of

:

The attention of our clergymen, churches and
the public generally is called to rome of the features
which will characterize the work:

The proper names in the text will be divided
and accented as they should be pronounced.
.

Fireside Angel....

Null

notes.

The

and

carefully

comments

.

revised

references

:

and

Numerous

references to parallel. Jnssattes

Scripture, ancient Chronology, Geography,
and Antiquities generally, with critica
words, ete., in the original

Archibald Hamilton,ieeeeesvessmegnecoss 1,26

eo

on

Greek.

tions of cities, villages, edifices, etc.

:

The first volume will contain the four Gospels,
thus making it much more convepient
for
reference than any other similar work, especially
tor Sabbath-schools.
:
The Type from which it is printed is new, larg:

eid

Whois my Neighbor?.......
When you and I were Young..

of

History

notes

Xt will contain a map of Palestine and the adjacent countries, plates and cuts to illustrate descrip-

Series.
41D

. )13
»10

and clear,

¢

Published by the Freewill Baptist Printing
tablishment, Dover,

N.

H,, and

D. Lothrop

&

EsCo.,

Early Choice.ceeee vee weese sesseniesaries 1,50

Boston, to w hom orders may beaddressed. Although
the work will be for sale by publishing houses, espec

Glencoe Parsonage .scecesesesssasesassasl,
OVereoming.sssss sssessrsessss sannaasess1,00

ial agents are wanted throughout

Hilleeocorseoo®iiveoassansss.1,60

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post-

age, on receipt of the price.

old ones, can

send us

their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own

publications, or will

be

filled with

the

books of other publishers,and will be furnished-to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at whglesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

York or Boston, and

made

payable

to the

Money Order, or in Registered letter.

* Moneys. thus sent will be at our risk.

Otherwise they will be ot the risk of those
sending them. 0
iy

J. E. BUTLER,
Biddeford, Me.

Q

“A STANDARD REMEDY.”

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries,or to replenish

the Denomination.

Enclose stamp for reply, and address
7t16

UCH AN ARTICLE IS “DR. TOBIAS’ VENETI

LINIMENT.” It has stoed before the publi¢
for
22 years, and has never failed giving satisfaction in a
single instance. Every Jrop of this valuable Som.
i
8 himself, th
pound is mixed by Rr.
can be relied upon,

other for the cure of"
Headache, Sore T'

It is warranted

,

0

Vomiting,

®

to any

sm, Toothache,
Frosted Feet,

Mumps, Croup, Burns, Cuts, Sea Sickness, Insect

Stings, Sprains, Fholora, Salle, Spasms, Dysentery,
Bruises, Colds, Coughs,
Old Sores, Swellings, Pains
in the Limbg, Back and Chest. There is no medicine
in the “World” that stands more on its own merits
than thé “Venetian Liniment.” Thourands of certificates can be seen at the Doctor's office, attesting to
its rare virtues. Sold by all Druggists and Store-

keepers throughout the United States. Price, 50 ots.
and one dollar per bottle. Dépot, 10 Park Place, New
ork.

:

EVERYBODY READ THIS!

WwW

Agents

°

foot-

will explain the text, exhibit the.

connection of narrative and thought, set forth the
principles of doctrine,
(and apply them to present
uses.
.

Bright Day Series.
Bright Days,cecesecccesccsccecsescscaceel
Brient LAR
NL |

Brother and Sister......

students,

Free Baptist denomination,

Jamie and Jeannie

Starlight Stories......

ministers,

the Scriptures; and itis hoped that the long needed
work will help to supply a want deeply felt in the

Series.
219
» 15
+10

Strawberry

i
i

614 & 617 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

bath schools,

order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Old Agénts,Ladies and

OVER

1,000 Zltustrations, 50,000 References, a Family Record,

the Theological Institution at New Hampton, N. H.—
In three volumes.
The first volume will contain

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New

ces we make

" A Noble Work?!
NEW

about 436 pp.. on su; erior paper, and will be bound
in the best English muslin.
«Xt is desigmedl for the use of Bible classes, Sab-

JIB

The Christ Child, «..
Good Little Mittie,..
Making Something, ..

Starlighs

WANIED.

J. BUTLER, D. D., Professor of Christian Theology in

cc.

Year .csoeeseteeresocstsneccsrcacses

Mrs.

SELL

a COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT,

‘Birth Day Present,cceecees
New

TO

OW IN PRESS, AND TO BE ISSUED

JMiscellaneous.

elsewhere

de-

the entire

Pictorial Family Bible,

ees1,50
.

Aunt Mattie,eeeececces
.
Light from the Cross..cecesceceescescacessl.50
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

;

Wholesale

to meet the

NEW COMMENTARY.

Pompeii
and Herculaneum,.eeecececessss1,26

No. 602 Arch St., Philada.

At

Shining Hours,seeececesescsecces
Master and Pupil,escecee
May Bell.eocos cece

CONFECTIONS.

Twenty years experience has proved this the
most popular'remedy with Physicians and
Parents for those pests of Childhood ~-~Worms.
They are pleasant to take and always effective
in expelling the Worms and toneing the system
up to its normal condition, Beware of oounterfeits and imitations. The genuine have the signature of the proprietors on the wrapper of each
package.
.

17e3p15

1y24

40 entirely new

WANTED

THE

Series.

Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at Schoolysece..e

VERMIFUGE

copies,

AGENTS

ble persons.

TO

Superintendents

ven to any
person securing a good Agent,
first order. 80 pages sent free. yi

|

H.

to $7,000
annual profit in its sale. It is regarded with
universa! favor, and opens up a rich fleld and the
most profitable of all employments to good and relia-

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are now ready for sale
and delivery.

Prize

\

J.

Ten Years in
Wall Street.

ADAy Luttrell,ceeccaveceseccesrereersass1,50

bought

23d, aged 84 years,
He was one of the early
settlers of the town, and served his country
for
three years as a soldier in the war of 1812,
He experienced religion some forty-four years since,
and with his companion was baptized by Eid.
Samuel Hutchins and united with the first F', W.
Baptist church in New Portland. The nature of
‘his disease was such that his last year was a

the Author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearanee.
It should be in
every Baptist family.
Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of

AND

AGENTS WANTED FOR

of consumption, March 2d, aged 21. His sufferings were protracted for a whole year, and
were very great. In the course of his sickness
he calmly reflected upon his needs and the sufficiency of the gospel, and gave himself to the
Saviour. His parents and friends mourn deeply
but are comforted in the assurance that their
loss is his eternal gain.
O.F.R
ELLA 8. BARBER, wife of Bro. Murray WilLams, died April 6th, at the residence of her father, in Gerry, aged 23 years and 7 months,’ The
subject of this notice, at the early
age of eleven,
gave her heart to God, was baptized
by.the Rev.
A. N. McOnoughey, and united with the branch
of the Ellington F'. B. church and was a worthy
member until death.
Her death has cast a gloom
over the family circle.
Her pleasant voice has
died away, but long will she live in our memories. A large gathering of mourning friends,
with others, met to weep over a loss that earth
can never replace. May God sustain the bereaved parents, husband, child and numerous other

every description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mil
Machinery, (both circular and upright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
ti51
' Gas Works,
(ch.
to April 1, ’70

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

E. S. TASKKR, Secreiary.
NorthwoodCéntre, Feb. 17, 1870,

Lo

extra

AGENTS

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

covers, 15 cts.

A@%~ Send for Catalogue.
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., Prest.

A
whit

Address

York.

A Rich Field!

prices for

those who wish to board themselves.

e.

New

THE MYRTLE.
We have sent out the first number of

Engines.

this newly revised and

SEMINARY.

JAMES E. ROWELL, Principal.
M=es. 9. E. ROWELL, Preceptress.
with competent assistants.
can

indiscre

Pronounced the fastest selling book out. One Agent reports 25 in first day. Another 79 orders in 5 days. It includes all that is mysterious and interesting in the focus
of speculation, 13 years’ experience of the author; Portraits and Lives of Vanderbilt, Drew, Fisk, Gould and
many others. Filled with illustrations. Great inducements to agents! Send for circulars to WORTHINGTON,
DUSTIN & CO., Hartford, Conn.
10t16

- CHRISTIAN BAPTISM,
This little book has been revised by

HE SPRING TERM of this Institution will open
March 29, continuing 12 weeks.

March

victim of early

articles for A gents. Samples sent free. Address H. B. SHAW,
Alfred, Me, »
.
3m9

Barlow’s

Shafting, Turning Lathes,

North Scituate, R. I. March 1870.

Rooms

Boilers;

Portable Steam

?
G. H. RICKER, Principal.

PRING TERM commences TUESDAY,
and continues 11 weeks.

Cylinder

AND

INSTITUTE.

NORTHWOOD

St.,

York.

nervous debility, pre
decay
in vain every advertized Femodgy
simple means of self-cure,
to his fellow sufferers on
ol

ind Josta,

78 Nassau

BOOK

STATIONARY

LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
HE SUMMER TERM will commence on MON-

GEO. 0. ELLSWORTH died in Belmont, N. H.,

of

VOID 'QUACKS.—A

t on, causing
&c.,]
aviag tried
has (isc vereda
he wi 1ged free

8t., New

the present volume complete, will do
well to send in their orders at once.

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

ticulars address,
G. B. FILES, A, B., Principal.
Pittsfield, Me. April 23, 1:70.
3t17

Evansville,

Cortlandt

$ 0) 5 A DAY MADE AT HOME!

Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

instruc-

He died

17 years of age, was baptized by
Rev. G. Sanborn, and united with the N. Tunbridge church,
of which she remained a consistent member till
death. Funeral services by the writer:
C. C. FOSTER.

chose Christ as her friend at the

can now be had

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded

the-

consumption, in |

was
E.

order

® AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
S80UTH NEW-MARKET, N. H,
@ MANUFACTURERS OF

THE SUMMER TERY of this Institution will commence May 12, and continue ten weeks. For par-

EVANSVILLE

40

ficent to meet the demands for the paSWAMSOOT
per one year ago.
aie
Machine Comparvy,|
Parties, therefore, wishing to obtain

JNo. H. SHAPLEIGH, Sec.

DAY, April 25.
:

just thething “for

number of extra copies was barely suf-

College,

MAINE ‘CENTRAL

in faet, it is

volume, but whose names are not now
on our list of subscribers,
This large

of this Institution

A. F. GOODNOW,’

per hour;

tf12

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

May 10th, under

bushels

farmers aud feeders. Nose should be without one.
x
ISAAC BARKLEY,”
A%- Send for Circular,
J. ID. WEST, General Agent,

(3000)

Charlestown, Mass., Jan 7th,
aged81
years and
T months.
His long and painful illness was

to mourn their loss, His end
eral services by the writer.

or 8

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;

with the usual assistants in all branches of
| tion,
For full particulars, addres 8,

died at West
years. She
In her death
and a daughmourn their
D. Cross.

great courage and patience.

JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire) Mill I.
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction. I rind 7

mands of those who want

&c.

TERM

May 10, 1869.

but one opinion—it is a success.

was

ACADEMY.

will commence TUESDAY,

N.Y.,

the current volume of this excellent
little paper.
sls
We have printed three thousand

WEST LEBANON, ME,
charge of

mixed,

faster. 1 am perfectly
.
'R.M. PALMER.”

“MONROE,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam anc

THOMAS STONE died in Pultney, N. Y., Feb.
22, aged
80 years. He was baptized in 1836, by
Rev. J. Bignall. But few men leave the world,for
whom the affection of neighbors and relatives is
stronger, than it was for him. - In his dying hour,
he showed by signs that he was
entering into
heaven.
L. HANSON.

borne with

Conference,

and oats

~

“J. D. WEST— Sir: I have used my
No, 3 Empire
Mill tomy entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5to 6 bushels
of corn per hour. Yours, &c.,
THOs. H. BATE.”
“The
Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent it. It will grind with ease 6 to
8 bushels of corn per hour, It also makes excellent
Graham flour. I consider it a’boen" to’ farmers, and
it will be indispensable when once tested, There is

a stamp

The New Treatise, just revised by

I then ground corn

and it ground that somewhat
patisfled with it. Yours &c.,

on application, for 25 cents for each copy
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more eopies.
Or‘ders are solicited.
’

down to pleasant dreams.” Her Christian labor
was well performed, her long life well lived,
and the Master hath said, ‘Come up higher.”
S. A. MCKAY.

their vast dimensions,

corn pe bour.

Treatise.

she

She approached death, even, ¢ as one who wraps
the drapery of his couch about him, .and lies

prove useful auxiliaries

Do-

sentto one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
first number in April.
Orders are .solicited.
ile
No percentage s allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies willbe sent free on application.
:

led to seek the Saviour, but died in early manhood, while preparing for the ministry. - In her
latter days, although s#&dened by the loss of - her
husband and son, she maintained the same firm,
Christian spirit that had characterized her early
life. Her 25tne
words of kindly Christian
counsel and advice will long be remembered by
those who stood beside her, in her dying hours.

ELLEN FRANCES, daughter of Joshua R. and
Mary E. Chesley. dled in Barrington, April 6th,
ed 15 years and 7 months.
She was much loy- }
ed in life and deeply lamented in death, especially by her family connections and by her youthful companions.
J. MEADER.

Garfield, were inspecting the fortifications
good. , When that is spoken which has a of Chattanooga in 1863. They heard a
right Yo be spoken, the chatter aud the shout, ‘‘Hello, mister! You! I want to speak friends.
criticism will stop. Set down nothing that to you;” and General Thomas found that
he was the person addressed, by an unwill not help somebody ;
against the bad, but chant the beauty of the

“For.every

son

MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.

of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 10 copies,
or any number between one and 10, when

the

prayed with,

injury, It works with less power than any other,and.
less expense.’ It has taken the First’ Premium at the
State
Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia
and
Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been exhibited.
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.
J. D. WEST Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses. at 160
revolutions, and I think I.ground about 15 bushels of

Ten copies or more sent to ore address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
}
PostagE.—The postage on a single copy

trusting in Christ. He was one of the early
friends and helpers of our cause here. A wife
and child are bereft of a lovirig husband and fa-

and

three times as many things to put on as you.
I know, for I counted them. You have ten

difference

and

All cominunications in-

TerMS.—Single copy, 80 cents a year.

sin and the need of salvation through

vitited

:

CORN & FEED MILL

the

should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME,

She

at

influence, an only and almost idolized

unreality. It is often composed of the
flimsiest materials, it consists of bits, it is ther.
O.T. MOULTON.
‘fastened with pins,and a woman once taken
Marcia H., wife of John C. Lougee, died in
to pieces,the work of recomstruction is truly
formidable ; from first to last her dress is West Chelsea, Feb. 20, of bronchial consumption,
aged 35 years and 7 months.
She was the daughwithout unity, harmony or completeness.
ter of Nathaniel and Lydia Hood. The father
be. *“ Why does it take you longer to dress ing helpless,the mother never was left,they living
than it does me ?” said an impatient hus- near or together till her death. She was to that
band, whose morning paper lacked its ap- mother the best friend and heart’s dependence,
ever took sweet counsel in God toropriate adjanct—the cup of coffee—wait- and they She
was to her husband a faithful and
ng the wife's appearance at the breakfast gether,
affectionate wife, to her children a thoughtful
table. ¢¢ For several very good reasons,” Christian mother. She was converted at about
said the wife.

attendant

published .by

ver, N. H.

BrTsy B., wife of the'late Daniel Bond, died
in Little Valley, N. Y., April 8th, of pneumonia,
in the 68th year of her age. Sister B. experienced religion in ‘early life, and in 1834, with her
husband, joined the F'. W. Baptist church in Little Valley, of which she has always since been
an honored and exemplary member.
‘She has
been a constant reader of the Star, for upwards
of thirty years. Through her happy, Christian

neighbors, the

GEORGE G. BOSSUET died of

a regular

:

All orders and remittances for the paper

made a full surrender to God,and ever after found
the grace of God gufficient. A short time before
her departure she sang the hymn, ‘ But what
will it be to be there!” Thus shé departed this
life fof a blissful immortality.
She leaves loved
and loving parents, two brothers and a large circle of friends to mourn their loss, but not ‘without
hope.
;
W. ROGERS.

contents about

MARY ANN, wife of Joel Bailey,
Corinth, Dec. 5th, 1869,
aged 41
was an excellent wife and mother.
she was greatly lamented.
One son
ter, husband, mother, and brothers
loss. Services by the writer.
J.

to “Tae

Jesus Christ, butshe did not fully yield her
heart to God.
She was aware of this, conseJosntly did not settle down with a false hope.
hen disease arrested her some seven months

NANCY, widow of Mr. Robert Place, late of
Alton, died in Alton, March 80th, in her 88th
year.
°
F. Joy.

—rP OC

of his

Being

ed her of

to the mariner. From their greater bulk
lying below the water-line, they are either
rifted along by the under-current against
the

Marston.

BE SXFRY

!

tended-for publication should be addressed

was the writer.
i
C. M. SEWALL.

Mrs. Sarah A

semi-monthly,

per of its glass.

house of God and the Sabbath school, her mind
became stored with divine truth, and about two
years ago the Spirit of God powerfully convine-

The square

@bitwaries.

phasize the points of a

of youth.

27,000,000,000,0f feet, and in weight, something like 2,000,000,000, of tons!

Though

Hartford.

time of her
baptized by

had
been,
tenderly but judiciously trained ; hence
she had“become the light of the
household.
Her
strict moral deportment and amiability of disposition endeared her to many
friends, and, possessing a mind matured far beyond her years, she
vas preserved from many snares. She prefer‘red
the society of home more than the frivolities

base of meas-

are not perceptibly influenced even by the
strongest gale, but, on the contrary, have
the appearance of moving to “windward,
Physical qualities run into attributes evening has been set wrong, because a because every other kind of ice is drifted
a rapidly past them. Thus, in strong, adwhich are mental and moral. With the thin-skinned, huffy person has taken
personal affront, and either verse winds, their broad masses, fronting
robustness and massiveness which belong pleasant jest as
to Mr. Bright, there is associated a re- blazed out or gloomed suddenly, according the storm-like bulwarks, not seldom afford
markable stability and self-possession. He to his or her individual disposition and di- protection to ships moored under their lee.
is said to be a
great reader and admirer of rection of the wind at the time. And even
the speeches of Charles James
Fox, to chaff, which was not meant to be applied by
whom he has some sort of personal resem- ene more than another of the company,—
blance, but with whose oratory his own chaff which touched no one and included
has nothing in common except a certain all,—is continually taken as specially de.
masculine energy. Fox's unrestrained ve- signed. Should a chance cap, flung off at
hemence, the swaying figure, the wild random, be felt to fit, it is perfectly useless
Particular Notice! Persons wishing obitua
gesture, the voice now rising into a scream, to proclaim that it was a chance cap, andof
random manufacture ; your huffed
friend, ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
‘ now descending into a growl, the inartistic
will not believe you to her dying patronize it, must accompany them with cash
sentences—these things were the accom- self-hatted,
Srninteuts of an eloquence wholly unlike day, and will always hold you guilty of equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
. Bright's. Passion more intense,
per- having crowned her intentionally with a Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
haps, but more under command; words so disfiguring head-gear.— Zhe Queen.
singlesquare can well be afforded to any single
chosen as to Sxpress something less than
obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
the speaker feels; action limited to a few
Facts and Opinions.
simple but imperative gestures which emalmost to command

My John H.- and

rude estimate of its size, made on

gave

Sister

- ANNIE MARSTON died in Nottingham, March
28th, of dropsy, aged 18 years and 5 months.
The
subject of this obituary was the only
daughterof

since, by measurements made two days before, Hayes had discovered that fresh water
ice floating in salt water has above'the surface to below it the proportion of one to
seven, this crystallized mountain must have
gone aground in a depth of nearly halfa
A

16,

Her funeral was attended by a crowd of weeping

friends, among whom

must have extended beneath it; and

the spot,

Hartford,® died in

March

member till death. Noted for her hospitality,
her house was always open, especially to the people of God. ® Her ‘last sickness she bore
with
great patienee and cheerfulness.
Her faith in
Christ was unshaken, and she died triumphant.

urement wag 315 feet high, and a fraction
over three quarters of a mile long. Being |
almost square-sided above the sea, the same

mile.

, This

eit

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was The Empire si Feod Mill Company
;
of New York,
enlarged and much improved about the
And Sold by Agents everywhere.
first of April. It is printed on paper of a|
very spperior quality, and its mechanical
This mill is WROUGHT IRON—not CAST IRON
excellence is equal to that of any other pa- and is case-hardened 80 as to run for years without

zation, of which church she continued a. faithful

ago, upon being

which faced toward his

to. the

Rev. David Dudley in 1844, and united with the
F. Baptist church in Obio, from whence
they
emigrated to Ill. in 1852.
The next year they
united with the Wheatland church at its organi-

measured an immense iceberg which had
stranded off the little harbor of Tessuissak,

shape

Ill,

was nearly 73 years of ageat the
death, She and her husband were

Tee atts size which these mountains of ice attain is wonderful.
Dr. Hayes

wall

Sealing

expressed

ELIZA, wife of Judge Wm.
Terre Haute,

Icebergs.

to the north of Melville Bay.

often

y

writer a desire to wait patiently for her summons
to God. The undoubted evidence of her rest
with Jesus consoles a deeply afflicted companion,
children and sister, together with other mourning relatives. Funeral services by the writer
assisted by Rev. J, G. Munsey.
J.C. 0.

to follow their hint with his bit-

is presence fills the eye, as his voice fills
the ear. In these physical advantages lies
half the battle.
Even in mere historic
reminiscence they go a long way. Read-|
ers of Mr. Carlyle’s French Revolution can
see that the lion-roar of Mirabeau and the
voice of Danton reverberating in the roof
have had a good deal to do with the place
which he has assigned them among his heroes and half divine men. On the other
hand, the shrill treble.of the Abbe Sieyes
and the thin pipe of the Incorruptible SeaGreen have
vated his scorn of the
men
of formulas.
A small O'Connell n every station, neither years nor condition
would not have been O'Connell. If Mr. bringing necessarily wisdom and unsuspiJohn Stuart ‘Mill's shoulders had been half ciousness ; but we are bound to say that the
a foot broader, and his chest a couple of larger proportion will be generally found
inches deeper, he probably would still be among women,and chiefly among those who
member for Westminster, and might have are of an uncertain social position, or who
rivalled the
great Beales himself on plat- are unhappy
in their circumstances, not to
forms and in
Trafalgar Square. Of course, speak of their tempers. Huffiness, which
when a man impersonates the idea or fa- seems to be self-assertion in- what may be
naticism of a nation or of an age, physical called the negative form, and which the
disadvantages are of little account. 4 ten- possessors thereof classify as high spirit or
derness is felt for the fragile vessel which sensitiveness, according as they are pasholds the inestimable treasure. So Robes- sionate or sullen, is in reality the product of
pierre’s words were hung upon in the hall self-distrust. The person who has self-reofthe Jacobins.
So even
Lard John Rus- spect, and nothing to fear, who is of an assell was a popular hero in the days of the sured social status and of happy private confirst Reform Bill.
Sydney Smith, indeed, dition, is never apt to take offense.
Many and great are the dangers of action
tells us that Lord John’s smallness was a
subject of much mortification and some with huffy people; and sure as you are to
complaint among the farmers of Devon- flounder into the bog with them, while
you are
shire when he asked for their votes. They you are innocently thinking
had expected to see a son of Anak, and walking on the solidest esplanade, the
were disappointed with the reduced scale dangers of speech are just as manifold. The
of humanity
which was paraded ' before dangers of jesting are, above all, great. It.
them.
5y ney Smith, however,
proved may he laid down as an absolute rule, which
equal to the occasion.
Lord John, he told has no exception anywhere, that no huffy
the Devonshire grumblers, was naturally person can bear a joke good humoredly,
much bigger, but had been reduced by his or take it as it is meant. If you attempt
labors in the cause of Reform.
Mr. Bright the very simplest form of chafliag, you will
has never needed any such apology, and soon be made fo find out your mistake; and
not unfrequently the whole harmony of an
is not likely to require it.
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plified true piety.

readily
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a robust

comes

;
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is

Despondency

’

I

he
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I

litician; and

it

BE

essentially

that which he has quarreled with Mr.
Charles Buxton for not being, a robust

al

and rosy faces, but a

enough to the most sanguine.

has only

A

a

ities:
:
All these natural gifts and rhetorical arts
would be of small avail if Mr. Bright's oratory did not rest on what we may call an

is

4

oe ET
> Spe

the Review thus speaks of his physical qual-

He

s

aeEe mh
1 por—

ing the above title, argues the necessity of
an ample physical basis as an element of
success in oratory. Mr. Bright is taken as
the best type of popular oratory of the
present generation.
After adverting to his
perfect adaptation to any time or circumstance, and the fine instinct that always
leads him to humor, argument, or passion,

word.

14.8

i

The Saturday Review, in an article bear-

ample physical basis.

irl buoy-

cynic can chill and dishearten with a single

1870.

Bach cde without an answer, OF couse i olsof fon, dds oss though pro-{-—— ~The Myre,

not a joyful boy or-an Sioosnt

street full of eager

Physical Basis of Oratory.
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come-tax bill were
pay the officers of

appointed, a bill passed to
certain colored troops, and

much other business donegander Senator Anthony’s new rule. Im the H
of Representatives,
a resolution that the tariff
bill ought to be indefinitely postponed was laid over, members absent
Friday night and not: excused, were fined $10,
steps taken to provide a monument for Secretary
Rawlins, and some Jittle progress made with the

tariff bill.
:
Y
On Tuesday, in the Senate, the army reduction
bill was reported from the military committee,
“the finance committee

reported

that no

quire

into

i proceeds
states

the expediency

change

of sales

of dividing

of public lands

for educational

purposes.

the

net

among

the

ed establishing

In the House,

A bill was report-

a department of justice, and the

consideration of the tariff bill was continued, reductions being made in some items.
»

On Wednesday, in the Senate, no business

of

the duties

an effort to hasten the judiciary committee’s
port on the word “white” in the
laws. Mr. Robertson introduced

re-

naturalization
a political re-

the committee

of ways

On Friday, in the Senate, a great deal of business was got through with, but it was of minor
importance.
In the .House the committee on

the

Senate

was

not in session.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Admiral Porter, after investigating all the circumstances of the case, asserts that the officers
of the Bombay are wholly responsible for the
Oneida calamity.
He
contradicts the report
that the Oneida. was not amply furnished with
boats, and repels the charge that her officers
were carousing, having left the deck in charge
of a midshipman.
.

It is reported from Chicago that the Brule

ani

Sioux Indians, in Dakota, numbermg 12,000, are
making trouble, and that General Sheridan says
he will soon make them behave better or put

them down.

‘

ing and satisfactory
River troubles.
The Virginia

arrangement

Court

of the

of Appeals

will

Red

Ex-Collector

Bailey

heard from.

He

ton

will

that

he

of New

writes from
report

wanted.
Postmaster General

Congress

of the

treaties made

York

Appeals

to

the

department

!
Creswell says that unless

funds

with

and

them.

gifts

promised

Their menaces

was

about

for

1869 show

that the

California

Company,”

amounted to

A pearl

is sold

to the

up the

bank, as no

engagement could have been entered into with
a corpse.
The heirs of the deceased are not convinced of the soundness of this reasoning, and
they have commenced an action for the recovery
of the sum.

?

Elihu Burritt estimates the waste of pens, ink,
paper, type setting and printing in the world, by
the use of the letter ‘“‘u” in words from the Latin
—such as labor, favor—where it is not needed,
at £10,000 a year.

with 300 Sioux, is at Fort Fytter-

man, having John Richard a piisoner/ with
them, whom they refuse to deliver up, except in
Washington, where 50 of them want to go to see
the Great Father.

While the barque

Anton

was raising her

an-

chor in North River lately it was found that a
cannon and carriage had got entangled with the

The New York police prevented a prize-fight
at Sandy Hook, Wednesday.

chain and anchor. The gun bore the brand of
“Alger Works, Boston, 1861,” and appeared to

- Seven of the

have been but a short time in the water, as it appeared to be perfectly clean.
.

Avondale widows have

married

again.

:

There is a suspicion that the sudden reports of
hostile intentions on

the

part

of the

Sioux

are

not entirely independent of the bills before Congress for reducing the army.
:
1t is denied that Senator Summer said theUnited States was disgraced in Europe by such ministers as Washburne at Paris, and Jones at Brussels.
:
The Secretary of the Treasury has directed the

a.

returns

gold, saying that it belonged

sults.

Assistant-Treasurer to sell a million in gold each

‘Wednesday in May, the first and third sales beig on account of the sinking fund, and the sec-ondand fourth on account of the special fund.

ci

revenue

man in’ charge of the table then raked

The General Howard investigation has been
continued through the week without decisive re-

Red Cloud,

Also to purchase a million

dollars’ worth of

bonds: on Thursday, 12th, and Thursday, 26th,
for the sinking fund, and two millions each on
Thursday, 5th, and Thursday, 19th, for the special fund.

There are in America and Europe more than
250 manufactories of rubber articles, employing
some 500 operatives each,

and consuming

FOREIGN.

protest against the Ecumenical Council,

The war minister of Greece has resigned, and
it is reported that his successor will wage a war
of extermination on the brigands.

Olivier has issued a circular on the plebiscitum, and so has Raspail.

The sentiment of op-

position
is gaining strength in Paris.

The strike of workmen in Paris is becoming

_& serlons matter, and Ollivier 1s endeavoring
‘to ‘make a compromise between them

capitalists

The public

and the

s of the plebiscitum have

‘not been free

disorder.

Shouts of vive la

than 20,000,000 pounds of gum per year.

If tea can be delivered in New York: by rail
road, twelve days after leaving San Francisco,

is certain that the overland

it

route will be prefer-

red to the long sea route, via Cape Horn.
Japanese tea can be laid down in Chicago in forty-five
days from Japan, and could be taken to any city
in the Union within forty days from the dase of

shipment.

A

revolutioa

been fairly inaugurated,
most important results.

in the tea
with

the

trade has
promise

of

A watchmaker in Meriden, Conn., has on ex-,
hibition in his shop an old wateh, with only an
hour hacd and a common catgut for a winding-

chain.

It has a brass

case, but was

originally

it 212 years old, undoubtedly the oldest running
watch in America. It keeps excellent time, not
varying two minutes a week.

4

‘Westminister Abbey is t6 be made more

ge

sible to the public by thé abolition of fees now

de-

nanded for seeing the chapels.
It is proposed
by way of experiment to set apart every Monday

for the free admission of the public, not only as
on other days to ‘the nave and transepts, but to
the Royal Chapels,

A boy aged fourteen hung himself at Exeter,
England, lately, deliberately allowing himself to
be strangled, though his knees touched:the floor.

| He is described
At one of the

as a peculiarly

“sulky”

boy.

Oxford colleges a student, aged

sixteen, accidentally hanged himself with a window eord which it is supposed he was trying to
arrange,

when

he

slipped

off

a sofa, and

the

cord coiled.about his neck and chocked him,
‘Although the population

estimated

of New York

city is

ata million, the real estate holders

number only about fifteen thousand,

Nine thou-

sand and eighty-five persons out of every thousand, therefore, occupy hired property.
A Michigan woman

has recovered

by law all

money that her hasband spent in a liquor sa-

a

railway under

Blackfriars’

, fell Friday, fatally tnjuring sev.
"The exuitement ‘tn France about the plebisclA

/

The trout

shut and the platform

milk

pan

filled, with

to receive the

spawn

pure

and

water is at

milt.

considered bestto impregnate the

water

It is
before

placing the spawn therein, although this reverses the process of nature. To this end take a
male fish witha net, and without raising the
net out of water grasp him firmly butas gently
as possible, the right band holding the head and
the left

the

tail to keep. him

from

Hold the vent of the fish beneath

struggling.

the surface of

the water in the pan and bend his head and
tail slightly upwards.
If the milt is fully ripe
a small portion will be emitted and the remainder maybe pressed out by gently rubbing his

abdomen

toward the vent with the fore finger of

the right hand, still retaining the hold-upon his
head. Ifthe milt is not readily yielded do not

force it.

When

the milt is all expressed,
stir

the water with the “fish’s tail and
place him
quickly in the pond.
The female is handled in the same manner.

If ripe she
is of a pale yellow

tinge,is softto

the touch, and the vent is of a dark purplish
color, the eggs are loose in the ovary and fall

toward the head if the tail is elevated, and viceversa. ' If unripe, the eggs may be felt like shot

These

strips should

be 16 ‘to 18 inches

apart.

The water supply need not be greater than is
sufficient
to cause the slightest possible current

to flow over the strips which form a series of
dams along the trough, but this water must be
absolutely pure, passing through two or more
flannel screens and through a compartment filled with gravel. This is necessary to pevent impurities from reaching the eggs, and causinga
very destructive fungus
growth.
Success in

hatching

depends

largely upon the purity of the

water.
The filtering screens, etc., may be arranged in the upper part of the trough.
At
intervals of four or five days the flannel screens
must be changed and cleaned by drying
and

brushing them. Clean gravel is placedin the
bottom of the trough,—some breeders are so
careful as to boil it in order to destroy the larva
of insects, and when the water supplyis regulated and the proper level secured for the trough

the eggs may be placed

100n for six years. The prohibitory liquor law
of the State does pot régard liqudr as property,

in compartments, ard

borer commences

the

round-headed

its operations, and passes the

first year of its existence.

Dr. Fitch, in his first

report upon the noxious insects of New York,
after referring to these facts, makes the interest-

ing suggestion, that owing to the proximity of
this insect to the surface of the earth, no insecteating bird could reach it with itsbill unless it
had the faculty of clinging to the
tree and working with its<. head

bark ef the
downwards.

Now this is just what our friend, the woodpecker, can do; and thereis no doubt that he frequents this part of the tree for the purpose of

capturing this identical
insect.
Thus it. would
vast domain, no

and

most

pernicious

ha
appear that no part of Nature’s
nook or corner, hole or crevice

tribes of insect-eating birds.
maybe

the

However extensive

instrumentality of parasitic

insects,

no one in his sound mind can question that birds

enact a vast and

essential part in controlling

the indefinite multiplication of insects.

Barth- Closets:
:

——

SO

.

Precisely what the Earth-Closet and its accessories, as now contrived, accomplish, is the following :
1. A comfortable closet oa any floor of the
house, supplied with earth, and cleansed of its
deposits without the intervention or knowledge
of any members of the household.

92. A portable commode in any dressing-room,
bedroom, or closet, the care of which is no more
disagreeable than is that of an anthracite stove.
8. Appliances for the use of immovable invalids which entirely remove
the distressing
accompaniments of their care.
'

4. The complete and effectual removal

of all

the liquid wastes of sleeping-rooms and kitchen.
5. The utilizing of manure worth (including
kitchen and laundry wastes) at least $10 per an-

num for each member
young.

ol the

family, old and

6. The removal of the most fertile source of
typhoid fever aud dysentery, and the prevention

of cholera infection.
7. The
complete
suppression of
which, despite the comfort ‘and
modern living, still hang about our
and privy-vaults, and attend the
their contents.— Waring.

Less

the odors
elegance of
cess-pools,
removal of

Less food means

temperance.

Precisely

this;

nothing more nor less. It doesn’t mean the temperance reform. It means the avoidance of excess. Itis the excess,or the little-too-much,that
hurts.
back.

It is the feather that breaks the camels
And is it, then, so hard that this little

can’t be avoided?

Yes, that is it; we must have

a little more
; there is a little

more

room

in

over-crowded stomach. And what is the
quence? Simply
a little uneasy feeling?
times this is all;

but notalways.

the

conseSome-

It is, however,

always a hurt, that will be felt by and by, and
more and more as the individual persists. But
even for the present, with many men, itis a bad
thing.
A person will feel stupid; he will have
the blues, because the stomach, through the nervous influence, affects the whole system, mak-

ing the body dumpish

and the mind

dull, and

the individual anything but agreeable.
Now this
is a common fact: we see it everywhere, every
day, every meal; people “hog it;” that is the
word.
Why not just cut off the little excesses,
and thus be cheerful,be healthy? Some men do

this,

Reader, try it, and you will thank us.

Re-

member, it is not hard; the habit is soon

here. Much, much more happy as a race should
we be if we paid more attention to diet.—Coun-

up*against
the light

a half feet wide, on the edge of a paved yard, and

(not too bright a light, however), and their development
watched.
It is impossible in our
spaceto describe the gradual progress of the
germ, but in ten days
after impregnation a
brownish or bluish gray tinge spreads over a

enclosed by a high fence. I planted three cucumber hills in the border, and laid some brush

sixth part of the interior of the egg, while those

which 'thickened rapidly around the roots, and in
every direction, throwing out the most vigorous
foliage and a profusion of flowers.
:

which are not impregnated retain nearly’ the
same appearance as at first, with perhaps a.
slight enlargement of the central speck, which

may be seen almost from the first. About the
fiftieth day, in water having a temperature of
47 degrees, the young trout will begin
to break
out of the shells. We have avoided; as much
as possible, enumerating the various implements,

Pinching Cucumber Vines.
-

—

S—

I had a narrow border, not more than two

and

I pinched off the ends of the vine,

I did not allew
watched them.

to grow,

but

Such as I wished to reserve

the cucumbers

for

the table, I picked as soon as they became

of the value

more

sity arises.— Christian Union.

Drain Wet

of

Some judgment can be formed

of this

practice when

than a barrel of pickels were

I add

that

made

from

three hills, besides allowing a supply for
ble.
s

Land.

the ta-

Whenever a leaf began to look rusty or yellow
it was removed, and every cucumber and leaf
was cut off with large scissors, so as not to dis‘We have often urged this. It is becoming {
turb or wound the vine. There is an advantage
more popular. Many now enter upon it who
I

doubted

long.

commended
paused to

Its

the

practical

advantages

practice to those

look at them, and

ton and a half of good hay

have

who

were weak

have

enough

every thing
of wet land
grasses, and
three years!
yourself! A

only a short ton of poor meadow

ly cheaper to work it. Crops start sooner in the
spring upon it, and grow later in the autumn,
because itis warmer than undrained land. It
produces larger crops with the same cost of la-

Drained

land, kept

light upon

the surface, is manured every
hour, in some
degree, by fertilizing agencies from the atmos-

phere, It robs rain water of its heat and ammonis, as it passes freely down through it, not
permitting it to run off on

the surface,as it does

on undrained land, gullying

and disfiguring it.

Undrained land is usually hard and filled with
water, so that nftrogen, which plants must have,
and which comes from the atmosphere,
can not
penetrate it and feed the plants,—and the land
is called barren, of waste

land.

There are plen-

ty of other reasons why wet land should be
drained. ‘Do ‘mot fail to make a beginning; go
deep,~three to four feet—as far as you do go.
—N. E. Farmer.
:

It is easy to equal any fancy bred cow with
‘a native as « milker, but if the

with the thorough bred stock.
ah
‘George Washington used to complain that
ground that it had been paid to the liquor 'ven-. though he had one hundred ‘cows on his place he

had to buy butter.

Farmer.

L

To Wash

4-4...15

@

[7
seee nel 25
| No. I.eeeee.l
80
Neatsfoot¥gall 10 @

Take clean warm

Rag Carpets.
water in a pail, and a clean

without wetting

your carpet through.

It must

not be wet at all, only damp.
Shut up doors,
open windows, a day will dry it. If itis in the
kitchen or dining room that must be used daily,
rub up a little at a time, and place thereon a

towel or paper.

Each one will walk around* the

mark.
Don’t imagine you can do this after your
carpet is up and on the grass, even though four
big stones be on the corners. Neither can it be

done on the floor after the tacks are out. Never
put down a carpet without straw under it; the
straw acts as a strainer for the sand and dirt,
and the side next the straw will be cleaner than
when put down.

Within generation plows have been so improved that ore horse dan now turn as mnch as two
could.

It pays to make a cow

comfortable in as many

respects as possible. Every hour she suffers
from any cause, the milk account suffers correspondingly.
’

GOLD AND STOCKS.
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3. The local traflic; from the unrivalled Agricultural
regions and Iron and Coal deposits adjacent,must

be large and profitable,
4. The enterprise receives
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:
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AND PRIVILEGES from the States of Virginia and

go
Varnishes ....1 50
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The Book Every Pupil is Attracted to.
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greater than ever before.
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SCIATICA,
(that I have just got through with,) that most awful
. most heart, Withering, ost at)
ing mosk
spirit-breaking and mind-weakening
of all ther
.
es that ean
afilict our poor human nature;
}
When you hive the
:
+
LUMBAGO,
Lying and withering in agony and pain; unable to
turn youreelfin bed, and ev
movement will go to

160.

CALF SKINS—16a17c.

your

heart like a knife; now

»

CANDY GAMBLING.

Manufactured by

Burr

Gilman & Bro,

arcels Js made and put up by Southmayd & Co. 1t 18 ofner of an inferior character, and
unlike the pure article
made by that firm. None of their Superior Chewing Candy is ever sold by Bouthmayd & Co. in th
A

|.

otter,

Reed &

Perkins & Co. Port:

Atreall ty
2.1152

{0 18 .the most Usaful article’
go
ver Honted for your nse.
Circulars
ec, Mrs, Morgan, P, 0, Box, 2438, N.Y,

p

Ime
10 DhEo .
aha Madge
ulter,ig om; h1F carat
thelr store on Tremont Street, pi a hr
btatnedcon-at | all first-class

fectloncry stores.~Boston Traveller,

Weeks

land; Joseph Balch
gon, Providence,
all d
ste,
.
Price th hop bottle.
{

they disconntenance this i) all other er
and
schemes by refusing to do up their candy In prize packages
Ghew-

DONALD KENNEDY,
Ren
Roxbury, Mass,
olsale
Agents—Geo. C. Good win & Co., M. 8.
& Co. Wash Broth
3 bind, Castor & Wiley,

Boston; W. ¥, bhillips Y.W.

“plurious to the future character of the purchaser. More
an that, It 1s sometimes-clalmed that the candy In the

Southmayvd’s

DIRECTIONS TO USE:

You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three fimess day, and in a few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain
1 be dissolved and pass of by the kidneys.

|

them.

tell me if a relief and a

oure of aay of these diseases in a few days is not the
Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is.

A SMALL BWINDLE.
Among she ingenious frauds now
in Practice, that of sellig “Prize Chewing Candy” to
children Is one of the most reprehensible,
Each
package.
Jurioria to contain In addition to the candy a prize equal
n value to the price of the whole, and the sale 1s oalcula~
ted to increase a Interest in games of chance and lotteries

in selling

AND

When you have the

HIDES Brighton
7 to Tho; Country Ay 6 to17
TALLOW=65¢to 7, Country lots 6 to 63{c.
pA
with wool $1,60 to $2,00 each ; ry lots

for parties enkhde

Age
RHEUMATIC
DISSOLVENT,

READER, you may consider this a sort of spread
eagle heading,
but I mean every word of it, I
have been there. When your system ia racked with
RHEUMA
PAIN,
and you cannot even turn yourselfin bed, or sitting
in a chair, you must sit and suffer, in the morning
wishing it was night, and at night wishfag it wae.
morning;
:
When you have the
NEURALGIA,
When every nerve In your being is like the sting of a.
Jasp, Sieoulating |the ost Jenomous and hot poison
Vv g you to the very verge
pr’ Jue YO uw"
y an

BEEP—Extra $13,60 to $13,7%: first quality $12,50 to
13,00;

the

KENNEDY'S
NEURALGIA
eet.

MARKET,
APRIL,27, 1870,
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GREATEST

BLESSING
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do Cries 1 1609.22
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POULTRY.
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{Live Chickens. ..168.. 22

Yellow.......1 20 @ 1 2}
"EGGS,

2 25

Hows.
p32 50

«i156 @ 18%
RN.
White West’rnl 00 @ 1 15

Ohio & West..7

white cotton or woolen cloth, that you may the
better see the progress you make; wring out the
water every time as dry as you can—proceed to
rub your carpet with it. Ifvery dirty, a scrub
brush and soap may be used. You can do so

U.'8,

o

instead of trailing

the bushes they can be thoroughly examined
every day, which is essential, because if one or
two cucumbers are overlooked, and grow very
large, it stops the yield of the vine.~N. W.

daughter of a na-

tive is as good a cow, it is an accident... Not so

run on brush

over the ground, because they are much injured
by being trodden on; and by being kept low on

grass

There are many reasons why wet lands should
be drained. It makes it lighter, and consequent-

seed.

in having them

may be cut per acre,

was got before. The grass can then be cut with
a mowing machine, and raked
with a wheel
rake, and cost but about two dollars a tonto
get it, where it had previously cost from three
to four dollars.
:

bor and

Heavy

——

to think that they did not know
already. Thoroughly drain a piece
that is full of hassocks and coarse
they will all disappearin two or
And all this without sowing a seed
where

Jidsopd mia 020 @ 254
Low Middling 32% @ 23’{
;
DOMESTIUS,
Sheetings
and Sh
8

BETWEEN

THE WEST,

Laths, pine...2 50 @ 8 00 [Buenos

of the brush,

touched by frost.

as neces-

22 |]

and

in the manipulation of the eggs.

Such contriv-

ary

top

to the

such as small nets and wire forceps, which aid
themselves

LINES

Ordinary

the fence.

proper size; all the rest were gathered every day
for pickles; every day pinching off the bud at
the end of each shoot.
In this way the hill con
tinued fresh ‘and productive until they were

suggest

L. It is based upon one of the Great THROUGH

(such as is used for pea-vines) between them
crept up

The advantages and attractions of this LOAN, for
investment purposes, are many and important:

American.... 80 @.. 60
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sesese @+¢ oo | Commeon.....42 @ . 45
do.
joist....... @.. .. |Pulled, extra...35 @ . £0
Clapboards 50 00 @5500 | Su
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do. Spruce15 00 @3000
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oe

As soon as they

I and Ohio Railroad OFT
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(} Sapeake

St. Domingo....i7 @.. 18 [Crude8;
Bovis
@.. 20 | Do.

form-

er; they may

ances will readily

Java.ceiveees. 00 @e 25 |

ed; and then you will be in a new atmosphere ;
you will live a new life: Think not you are not

the one aimed at; we all are more or less at fault

‘ofthe.

MOLASSES,
Cuba, Clayed..36 @. 38
| do BwWeet....00 @.
| do Muscovado3s @.. 42
.| Cienfuegos .....45 @ 48
| PortRicO....«.45 @.. 65
3
(Olive,¥
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45 @ 1 50
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.

Southernyel 1 13 @ 1 22 Linseed,

Food.

It

try Gentleman,

then be held

For the weekending, Apr. 27, 1870.
CANDLES,
Mouldsseseee...12 @.. 15
Sperm.eeeesiedidd @o0 45
Adamantine....20 @.. 28
COAL.
pneless=+,1700 @19 00
Pictou. sees 0 00 @ 6 50
Anttila, 7.50
@ 8 50
COFFEE,

Soft Shell.....15 @

incubation commences.
It is important to examine the eggs frequently and
remove at once
such as become
addled or changed in color.
There are various contrivances for examining
the eggs, but the simplest is perhapsto brush
them into a wide-mouthed vial, with a soft feath-

and the woman recovered the money on the
der without consideration,

the bark, just above

surface of the ground, that the

|

in which insects can be found, escapes the pryAn. ing search of one or another of the mpyltifarious

raised.

more

enclosed in a huge tortoise shell. The inscription
on the watch is, “W. Lee, No. 2, 1658”—making

The government of Canada thinks the danger
of a Fenian raid at present has been averted by
the precautions taken. .
In Florence a large subscription has been rais‘6d to build a monument to Bavanarsola as a

hand

:

At a gaming room in Antwerp, a man sat
down and won 1,000 ducats, which he did not
take up. It turned out that he was dead. The

guished citizens of the State,were killed outright,
and nearly a hundred and fifty others were

touch-

Those who use the Hair Renewers
which,
under vious names, are so freely advertised,
lating her in the same manner the eggs will
do it at great peril of their health. The ‘active 1
exude in a pale yellow stream.
Enough milt
principle of all,—probably without exception,—
should be taken to give the ‘water in the pan a
is sore poisonous form of lead.
milky appearnce and enough eggs to cover the
The New York World estimates the number bottom of the pan. The eggs will be impregnatof persons, of all degrees, who live at restaurants
ed in fifteen to thirty minutes, and during this
and sleep at lodging-houses in that city, at not
time the pan should stand in cold water, and covless than 150,000. The number who take the
ered from the light. The waiter in the pan must
middle meal of the day at down-town eatingnow be changed or washed by pouring out as
houses is about 200,000 more on the average,
much as possible without uncovering the eggs;
made up mostly of clerks and business men;
and replacing it by water of the same temperawhich gives an aggregate of at least 7005000
ture, lowering the edge of the pan so that the
meals per day dispensed there by 300 restaurants
fresh supply will run gently in, disturbing the
and eating-houses.
eggs as little as possible. Repeat this process
until the water is clean, when
the eggs are
The New York Underground Railway
cars
ready to be placed in the hatching
troughs.
are to be lighted by means of the zircon burner.
These, in their simplest form, consist of'a long
A small piece of crystaline mineral called zircon
narrow trough (abouta foot wide) with strips
—say a quarter of an inch long and one-eighth
of wood on the bottom, fitting tightly so that
of an inch in diameter,—is placed in a burner,
the water will flow over and not under them.
and against it streams of condensed oxygen and

gold.

ed court room broke snd a horrible carnage ensued. Fifty-eight persons, many of them distin-

some or all of the boards.

ordinary

:

ed to the government, and the yield of the Gulf
for 1869 may be safely estimated at $300,000 in

of

is placed, almost

up the race in pairs, cover it with

now quietly

takes

$200, brings $1000 in Paris, and in many cases
much greater profits have been made on very
fine gems.
Not one-half the catch is ever report-

in

long

in the belly, but if ripe are perfectly soft. Holding her as in the case of the male, and manipu-

the actual value of the catch.

will

feet

will run at once to the lower end of the race and
hide under the platform.
The upper screen is

Pope indicates which of the boxes shall be taken,

frequently for $20, which, resold at Panama at

to make a decision in the

wounded:

remove

first by Monsignor Marielli, who immediately
fixes his eyes on the Pope, and swallows the
consecrated wafer,
Then His Holiness indicates
to the attendant deacon which he shall swallow,
in like manner; and finally, takes the remain.
ing wafer himself, no one
being
allowed
to

the large sum of $78,000." This, of course, is the
if valuation of the pearls given by the divers and
- gpeculators,and is consequently very much below

contested mayoralty case, the floor of the crowd-

RI

now-a-

then

it is

loose boards, and when's sufficient number of
fish have entered, shut the lower screen and

3

deacon

few

begin to run

It is said that the Pope thinks it necessary to
take special precautions to avoid being poisoned
at mass.
Three boxes are selected by him before consecration, in each of which is a host,—.
a wafer, or thin cake of unleavened bread,—~and
placed on the altar, At the proper time, the

The

while

what we may term a trap for the trout when
they are ready to spawn.
As soon as the fish

There are rumors from Cuba of a counter-revolution by the volunteers in the Spanish army
who intend to wrest the island from Spain and
rule it themselves.
;
v

“Lower

has been

In Richmond, Wednesday, just as the Court

1
:
i
|

Irish landlords are oftgfi ¢ warned”

of trout,

ing the surface of the*water and so arranged
that wire screens .can be let down at each
end,
thus enclosing the water beneath and forming

and the colonial ‘relations were
now in such
condition that the colonies might become irndependent without a political convulsion.

Ohio to Washing-

perhaps postpone a reduction of the army.

i

It was sharply attacked,

catch ,of pearls dnd shell for the past year on
the Gulf coast of the territory granted to the

‘The Secretary of War is alarmed at the attitude of the Indians, who have been cheated by

5

ed the colonial policy.

a

A writer in the Entomologist says that the
small spotted woodpecker (Picus pubescens)
And it is here, under

spawning

not 80 sure a process as that described by many
‘has the advantage of being highly interest
ing and requiring a degree of skill and dexterity. A race must be provided similar to the
- Ainsworth race. At the lower end of this.a platform

but Mr. Gladstone and others defended it with
force. The Premier said that involuntary union

The

confirm

a Pacific mail line of steamers is subsidized by
government, foreign nations will control the
commerce of that ocean.

Hi

English House of Commons ‘lately debat~

three mouths,

Ellison’s claim to the mayoralty.

+

up many of the reservoirs and springs.

artificial

Spare the Woodpecker.
has often been observed to be particularly busy
about the lower part of the trunks of apple trees.

en

The

which is the rainy season, and the country is
bare and brown, while the drought has dried
The

.

the

hydrogen are made to impinge, and thus produce
a brilliant and
steady light, which will burn
seven hours without
adjustment. The bit of
zircon, which acts as a wick, will last for some

Reports from Ottawa are to the effect that progress is making toward an amicable understand-

i

of

and the Pope swallows what remains.

get the tariff bill laid aside failed.

| 8

settlement

the wine and water, pours a little of each into
the chalice, and hands it to the sacristan,
who
drinks it, looking straight into the Pope’s eye;
the deacon then pours for himself and drinks;

On Saturday

1

this

touch it but himself,

- In the House several private
bills reported
from the millitary committee were disposed of,
the bill establishing the place of junction of the
Pacific Railroads was passed, and an attempt to

HE

favor

banking reported an important bill for canceling

land grant to an Oregon Railroad was passed,and
_ the tariff bill was worked on awhile.

18

not

3 per cents. and greenbacks and issuing $95,000,

000 of national bank currency based on a new
41-2 per cent. 25-year loan. The bill giving a

§ i
i

does

Paragraphs.’

lief bill, and several bills not of great public moment were passed. The House spent most of the
day on the tariff bill, and the irom ,was again
soul of

France

Fish Culture.

throne, but

question.
:
Palestine has had no rain during the winter,

on iron was

On Thursday, in the Senate, Mr. Sumner made

driven into the
and means.

the government’s candidate for the

’

importance was trumsacted ; but in the House the

work of cutting down
continued.
.

is reported that Prince Frederic of Prussia is

days by finding graves dug in their front yards.
Official advices from Bogota say the Darien
canal treaty has not been. finally rejected, but its
ratification is not certain. The surveying party
has not yet found a practicable route.
-

the appropriation bill for fortifications was made
the special order for May 5th.

It’

with the mother country vould give no strength,

ought to be made in the whiskey tax, and a resolution was adopted directing a committee to in-

Rural and Domestic,

1870.

7

for enforcing the Fifteenth Amendment, conference committees on the census bill and
the in-

political agitation in Spain increases.

4,

STAR: MAY
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The

reported

=

®

CONGRESSIONAL.
On Monday, in the Senate, a bill was

v

a

tum increases as the day of it draws near. M
Ollivier is out in another circular in reply to
the one issued
by the friends of M. Thiers.

.
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